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1 Core Features Guide
Learn about the core PowerDesigner features available in all modeling domains and how to administer and secure your environment.

Modeling with PowerDesigner
The chapters in this part introduce you to the SAP® PowerDesigner® interface and the core concepts available for all kinds of models.
In this section:
Getting Started with PowerDesigner
SAP® PowerDesigner® is a graphical enterprise modeling solution supporting standard methodologies and notations and providing automated code reverse
engineering and generation through customizable templates. PowerDesigner provides powerful reporting capabilities, is highly extensible, and offers a
scalable enterprise repository solution with strong security and versioning capabilities to aid multi-user development.
The Browser
The Local tab of the Browser provides a hierarchical view of all the model objects in your workspace. If the Browser is not visible, select
View
Browser
(or press Alt + 0) to display it.
Projects and Frameworks
A project allows you to group together all the models and other types of documents you need for a particular modeling task, and save them as a simple
entity in your repository.
Objects
Modeling objects, such as tables and entities, are the building blocks of your models. All the objects in a model are listed as items in the Browser and they
may also appear as symbols in your diagrams.
Diagrams, Matrices, and Symbols
Most PowerDesigner models contain diagrams, in which your model objects are represented by symbols. You can add a dependency matrix to any model to
show relationships between objects.
The Free Model (FEM)
A free model (FEM) provides a context-free environment for modeling any kind of objects or systems. You can use it to sketch simple visualizations or
create entirely new forms of model by defining your own concepts and graphical symbols through an extension file.
The Repository
The PowerDesigner repository is a tool for storing and sharing versioned models and other files used in your modeling process. It provides robust, granular
security, and supports full access from within PowerDesigner and viewing and some administration via a Web browser.
Reports
PowerDesigner reports allow you to publish information about your models in HTML or RTF format.
Comparing and Merging Models
PowerDesigner provides powerful tools for comparing models and merging them.
The PowerDesigner Plugin for Eclipse
During your installation of PowerDesigner, you can choose to install a plugin to allow you to use PowerDesigner within your Eclipse environment. The
PowerDesigner plugin for Eclipse is available for Eclipse v3.2 to v4.3.
Customizing Your Modeling Environment
PowerDesigner is highly customizable. You can modify its interface to suit your work habits, set default naming conventions, change the appearance of
object symbols, add new properties to objects, and even create your own types of objects.

Getting Started with PowerDesigner
SAP® PowerDesigner® is a graphical enterprise modeling solution supporting standard methodologies and notations and providing automated code reverse
engineering and generation through customizable templates. PowerDesigner provides powerful reporting capabilities, is highly extensible, and offers a scalable
enterprise repository solution with strong security and versioning capabilities to aid multi-user development.
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The default PowerDesigner window displays the following views:
The Browser - displays your models and the objects belonging to them (see The Browser). The Browser also allows you to view a PowerDesigner
repository (see The Repository) and may display an enterprise library of shared models (see The Library) and an enterprise glossary (see The Glossary).
The Canvas - is a tabbed view that displays your open diagrams (see Diagrams) and report outlines (see Reports).
The Toolbox - displays graphical tools to help you quickly build model diagrams. The available tools depend on the type of the currently selected
diagram (see Creating Objects from the Toolbox).
The Result List - displays the results of a search or a model check.
The Output view - (grouped, above, with the Result List) displays the progress of any PowerDesigner process, such as checking a model or generating
or reverse engineering a database.
For information about moving, docking, grouping, splitting, and hiding these views, see Organizing Views.
In addition, you will work extensively with:
Object property sheets - which permit you to view and edit the object's properties. You can access an object's property sheet by double-clicking its
symbol or browser entry, or right-clicking it and selecting Properties (see Object Properties).
Object lists - provide a spreadsheet-like presentation of, and allow for the easy creation and modification of objects in your model. Lists are available
under the Model menu and on the property sheets of composite objects such as entities, tables, and classes, which contain sub-objects (see Object
Lists).
In this section:
The Welcome Page
The Welcome page gives you one-click access to all your recent projects, workspaces, and models, as well as providing a direct link to the New Model and
New Project dialogs and a range of help materials. To suppress this page, select the Do not show this page again check box. You can redisplay it at any
time by selecting
View
Welcome Page .
PowerDesigner Models
PowerDesigner enables you to closely integrate the design and maintenance of your application's core data layers with your project requirements, business
processes, OO code, XML vocabularies, and database replication information and to align these with your overall enterprise architecture and corporate
standards. By providing you with a comprehensive set of models at all levels of abstraction, PowerDesigner helps you broaden the reach of your iterative
design process to all aspects of your system architecture, from conception to deployment, and beyond.
Creating a Model
You create a new model by selecting
File
New Model .
Accessing the Repository
You can access the repository directly, via the repository proxy, or through a web browser (via the PowerDesigner Portal ). Your administrator will tell you
which methods are available to you.
Connecting to a Database
PowerDesigner allows you to define data connections to access information in different database management systems (DBMSs) using Structured Query
Language (SQL).
Managing Your PowerDesigner License
You must select a license when installing PowerDesigner. If you subsequently need to change your type of license or the package of modules you use, then
you should use the License Management wizard. If you use a served license and will be out of contact with the license server, you should request a
temporary mobile license.
PowerDesigner Documentation
Full documentation is provided as context-sensitive help by pressing F1 and as PDFs by selecting
Help
Online Documentation .
SAP Platform Support
PowerDesigner provides support for various components in the SAP platform.
Next Steps
Now that you are familiar with the PowerDesigner Interface, you will want to start experimenting with a particular type of model suitable to your needs.
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2.1.1 The Welcome Page
The Welcome page gives you one-click access to all your recent projects, workspaces, and models, as well as providing a direct link to the New Model and
New Project dialogs and a range of help materials. To suppress this page, select the Do not show this page again check box. You can redisplay it at any
time by selecting
View
Welcome Page .

By default, the following items are available:
Getting Started
Create Model - Opens the New Model dialog to let you create a model (see Creating a Model).
Create Project - Opens the New Project dialog to let you create a project (see Creating a Project).
Open Model or Project - Opens a standard Open dialog to let you browse for a model or project to open.
Examples - Opens the PowerDesigner Examples folder to let you select an example model to open.
Help - Opens the PowerDesigner online help.
What's New in PowerDesigner - Opens the PowerDesigner New Features Summary.
Documentation and Videos - Opens a Web page listing the available PowerDesigner documentation and videos.
PowerDesigner Web Site - Opens the PowerDesigner page on the SAP® website.
PowerDesigner Newsgroup - Opens the PowerDesigner newsgroup page.
Recent projects and workspaces - Lists your most recent projects and workspaces. Click a project or workspace to open it.
Recent models - Lists your most recent models. Click a model to open it.

PowerDesigner Models
PowerDesigner enables you to closely integrate the design and maintenance of your application's core data layers with your project requirements, business
processes, OO code, XML vocabularies, and database replication information and to align these with your overall enterprise architecture and corporate
standards. By providing you with a comprehensive set of models at all levels of abstraction, PowerDesigner helps you broaden the reach of your iterative
design process to all aspects of your system architecture, from conception to deployment, and beyond.
The following types of PowerDesigner models are available:
Icon

Description
A requirements model (RQM) helps you analyze any kind of written requirements and link them with users and groups who will implement them and
with design objects in other models. You can use an RQM to represent any structured document (e.g. functional specification, test plan, business goals,
etc.) and import and export hierarchies of requirements as MS Word documents.
File extension: .rqm Backup: .rqb
An enterprise architecture model (EAM) helps you analyze and document your organization, its functions and processes, the applications and systems
that support them, and the physical architecture on which they are implemented.
File extension: .eam Backup: .eab
A business process model (BPM) helps you identify, describe, and decompose business processes. You can analyze your system at various levels of
detail, and focus alternatively on control flow (the sequence of execution) or data flow (the exchange of data). SAP® PowerDesigner® supports Analysis,
SOA, DFD, SAP® Solution Manager, BPMN (including for SAP BPM), and BPEL process languages, and process simulation through SIMUL8.
File extension: .bpm Backup: .bpb
A conceptual data model (CDM) helps you analyze the conceptual structure of an information system, to identify the principal entities to be represented,
their attributes, and the relationships between them. A CDM is more abstract than a logical (LDM) or physical (PDM) data model.
File extension: .cdm Backup: .cdb
A logical data model (LDM) helps you analyze the structure of an information system, independent of any specific physical database implementation. An
LDM has migrated entity identifiers and is less abstract than a conceptual data model (CDM), but does not allow you to model views, indexes and other
elements that are available in the more concrete physical data model (PDM).
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File extension: .ldm Backup: .ldb
A physical data model (PDM) helps you to analyze the tables, views, and other objects in a database, including multidimensional objects necessary for
data warehousing. A PDM is more concrete than a conceptual (CDM) or logical (LDM) data model. You can model, reverse-engineer, and generate for all
the most popular DBMSs.
File extension: .pdm Backup: .pdb
A data movement model (DMM) provides a global view of the movement of information in your organization. You can analyze and document where your
data originates, where it moves to, and how it is transformed on the way, including replications and ETL.
File extension: .dmm Backup: .dmb
An object-oriented model (OOM) helps you analyze an information system through use cases, structural and behavioral analyses, and in terms of
deployment, using the Unified Modeling Language (UML). You can model, reverse-engineer, and generate for Java, .NET and other languages.
File extension: .oom Backup: .oob
An XML model (XSM) helps you analyze an XML Schema Definition (.XSD), Document Type Definition (.DTD) or XML-Data Reduced (.XDR) file. You
can model, reverse-engineer, and generate each of these file formats.
File extension: .xsm Backup: .xsb
A free model (FEM) provides a context-free environment for modeling any kind of objects or systems. You can use it to sketch simple visualizations or
create entirely new forms of model by defining your own concepts and graphical symbols through an extension file. See The Free Model (FEM).
File extension: .fem Backup: .feb
The glossary model (GLM) helps you capture and organize the terminology to be used for naming your model objects. An administrator deploys the
glossary, and users enable it in their models to provide autocompletion for object names and model checks to ensure compliance. The glossary appears
in the Browser Glossary tab and updates are pushed to users each time they connect to the repository, or on demand. Only one glossary is permitted
per repository. See The Glossary and Deploying an Enterprise Glossary.
File extension: .glm Backup: .geb
A multimodel report (MMR) is a PowerDesigner report that can document any number of models together and show the links between them. To create
such a report, you must have at least one model open in the workspace, and you can add additional models at any time. See Reports.
File extension: .mmr Backup: .bmr

PowerDesigner does not impose any particular software engineering methodology or process. Each company can implement its own workflow, defining
responsibilities and roles, describing what tools to use, what validations are required, and what documents to produce at each step in the process.
A development team will comprise multiple user roles, each of whom will use different PowerDesigner models:
Business Analysts – define the architecture of the organization, the business requirements and high-level business flows, and may use:
EAM - for providing a big picture of the organization, defining its structure, and analyzing high-level functions, processes, and flows. These
architectural objects can be attached to implementation objects in any of the other models.
RQM - for defining business requirements to be refined into technical requirements by Analysts and Designers.
BPM - to define the high-level business process flows in existing and new systems, and to simulate business processes to improve productivity.
Data Analysts and Designers - map technical requirements to business requirements, and may use:
OOM - to define use cases and map them to requirements.
BPM - to write functional specifications and define more precisely the nature and details of each process, the application and its data structure.
CDM - to provide a clear view of business data across all systems.
Database Administrators use the well-defined data structure to optimize, denormalize, and create the database, and may use:
PDM - to represent a database running on a server with complete information on the structure of the physical objects, such as tables, columns,
references, triggers, stored procedures, views, and indexes, and to generate to and reverse-engineer from scripts or a live database connection.
By maintaining a PDM and a CDM, you can ensure that your analysis and design efforts are reflected exactly in your actual systems.
LDM - which can act as a bridge between a CDM and a PDM, allowing you to resolve many-to-many and super/sub-type relationships, denormalize your data structures, and define indexes, without specifying a particular RDBMS.
DMM - to represent the replication of information from a source database to one or several remote databases.
Developers model the application, defining object structures and behaviors, and Object/Relational mappings, and may use:
RQM - to write technical specifications.
OOM - to represent objects and their interactions in UML, and to generate and reverse engineer OO code. Close integration with your BPM, CDM,
and PDM can greatly simplify the maintenance and development of your system.
XSM - to graphically model the complex structure of an XML file and to generate and reverse-engineer DTDs, and XSDs and link them to your
PDM and OOM.
Testers will use the RQM, CDM, and other models, together with the design documents to understand how the application should work and how it is
developed.

2.1.3 Creating a Model
You create a new model by selecting

File

New Model

.

Context
Note
A project can provide a convenient environment for working with multiple interconnected models and other files (see Projects and Frameworks).
The New Model dialog is highly configurable, and your administrator may hide options that are not relevant for your work or provide templates or predefined
models to guide you through model creation. When you open the dialog, one or more of the following buttons will be available on the left hand side:
Categories - which provides a set of predefined models and diagrams sorted in a configurable category structure.
Model types - which provides the classic list of PowerDesigner model types and diagrams.
Template files - which provides a set of model templates sorted by model type.
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Procedure
1. Select
File
New Model
to open the New Model dialog.
2. Click a button, and then select a category or model type ( as appropriate ) in the left-hand pane.
For a list of PowerDesigner model types, see PowerDesigner Models.
3. Select an item in the right-hand pane. Depending on how your New Model dialog is configured, these items may be first diagrams or templates on which
to base the creation of your model.
Use the Views tool on the upper right hand side of the dialog to control the display of the items.
4. Enter a model name. The code of the model, which is used for script or code generation, is derived from this name using the model naming conventions.
5. [BPM, PDM, OOM, and XSM] Select a target resource file , which customizes PowerDesigner's default modifying environment with target-specific
properties, objects, and generation templates.
By default, PowerDesigner creates a link in the model to the specified file. To copy the contents of the resource and save it in your model file, click the
Embed Resource in Model button to the right of this field. Embedding a file in this way enables you to make changes specific to your model without
affecting any other models that reference the shared resource.
6. [optional] Click the Select Extensions button and attach one or more extensions to your model.
7. Click OK to create and open the model .

Note
Sample models are available in the Example Directory.

Results
Note
For information about creating new models in the PowerDesigner Eclipse plugin, see Creating a Model in Eclipse.

In this section:
Attaching Extensions At Model Creation Time
The Select Extensions dialog allows you to attach extensions to your model at creation time. Extensions may contain additional types of objects or
extensions to standard objects, along with additional generation targets and other extensions to PowerDesigner's standard capabilities.
Model Templates
A model template is a shell model that can set model options and display preferences and contain extensions and objects to initialize new models. Model
templates are stored in the model templates directory, which is, by default, in your Documents folder.

2.1.3.1 Attaching Extensions At Model Creation Time
The Select Extensions dialog allows you to attach extensions to your model at creation time. Extensions may contain additional types of objects or extensions
to standard objects, along with additional generation targets and other extensions to PowerDesigner's standard capabilities.
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Procedure
1. Click the Select Extensions tool in the New Model dialog.
2. Review the different sorts of extensions available by clicking the sub-tabs and select one or more to attach to your model.
By default, PowerDesigner creates a link in the model to the specified file. To copy the contents of the extension file and save it in your model file, click
the Embed Resource in Model button in the toolbar. Embedding a file in this way enables you to make changes specific to your model without affecting
any other models that reference the shared resource.
3. Click OK to close the dialog and return to the New Model dialog.

Note
You can attach extensions to your model after creation by selecting

Model

Extensions

and clicking the Attach an Extension tool.

2.1.3.2 Model Templates
A model template is a shell model that can set model options and display preferences and contain extensions and objects to initialize new models. Model
templates are stored in the model templates directory, which is, by default, in your Documents folder.

Context
You can make any model available as a model template by saving it to the model templates directory. Alternatively, you can manage your model templates
from the New Model dialog by selecting
File
New Model
and clicking the Templates button).

Note
The New Model dialog is highly customizable. If the Enable model template files option is deselected or if no valid template directory is selected then the
Templates button will not be available (see Model Creation Options).
The New Model dialog lists the model templates that are available, sorted by model type, and provides the following tools:
Tool

Description
Copy Model as Model Template – allows you to select one or more models as model templates, and copies them to the model templates folder.
Change Model Templates Folder – allows you to select a folder for use as the model templates folder.

Note
You can make model templates available to other users by checking them into the repository Library/Resources/Model Templates folder (see
Sharing Model, Report, and Project Templates and Conversion Tables via the Library).

2.1.4 Accessing the Repository
You can access the repository directly, via the repository proxy, or through a web browser (via the PowerDesigner Portal ). Your administrator will tell you
which methods are available to you.
The following diagram shows the various ways that users can connect to the repository:
Proxy Access [if the repository proxy is installed] - see Setting up PowerDesigner for Access Via the Proxy
Direct Access – see Setting up PowerDesigner for Direct Access
Web Browser [if the PowerDesigner Portal is installed] – see The PowerDesigner Portal

Note
Before you can access the repository, an administrator must install and configure it and provide you with a user name and password. For information about
installing the repository, see Installation Guide .

In this section:
Setting up PowerDesigner for Direct Access
To create a direct repository definition, you must have a login name and password for the repository AND a user name and password for the database where
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it is stored. You may also need to install a database client or driver in order to connect to the repository database. Your repository administrator will supply
you with this information.
Setting up PowerDesigner for Access Via the Proxy
To create a proxy repository definition, you must have a login name and password for the repository and know the server on which the proxy is installed.
Your repository administrator will supply you with this information.
Connecting to a Repository
Before you can connect to a repository, an administrator must install and configure it and provide you with a user name and password, and you must have
created a repository definition.

Setting up PowerDesigner for Direct Access
To create a direct repository definition, you must have a login name and password for the repository AND a user name and password for the database where it
is stored. You may also need to install a database client or driver in order to connect to the repository database. Your repository administrator will supply you
with this information.

Context
If your administrator has installed the repository proxy, see Setting up PowerDesigner for Access Via the Proxy.

Note
For information about installing the repository and making the first connection to it as an administrator, see the Installation Guide .

Procedure
1. Select
Repository
Repository Definitions
to open the List of Repository Definitions.
2. Click the Add a Row tool and type a name in the Repository Name column to identify the definition for future use.
3. Type your user name in the Repository User column. If you are an administrator and are creating the first repository definition that will be used to
initialize the repository (see Controlling Repository Access), you must use the ADMIN repository user name.
4. Press F4 or click the Ellipsis button in the Data Source Name column to open the Select a Data Source dialog:

5. Select one of the following options:
ODBC machine data source
ODBC file data source
Connection profile (for native or JDBC connections)
Use the tools to the right of the data source field to browse to a new connection profile file or directory, and the Modify and Configure buttons to
change your existing data source connection.
For detailed information about creating, configuring, and using connection profiles, see Configuring Connection Profiles.
6. Select a data source and click OK to return to the List of Repository Definitions, where it will be displayed in the Data Source Name column.
7. Click Apply to apply your changes, and then click the Properties tool to open the Direct Repository Definition dialog:

This window has two group boxes:
Repository – specifies the name of the repository definition.
Database – specifies the name of the data source that hosts the repository database, and the user name and password that you will use to
connect to it. The user name and password are optional, but if you do not specify them here you will need to enter them each time you connect to
the repository.
For non-Oracle unicode or multi-byte character set databases, you should also specify the bytes per character used by the database:
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1-byte - For SBCS (Single-Byte Character Set)
2-byte - [default] For DBCS (Double-Byte Character Set)
3-byte - For Unicode or MBCS (Multi-Byte Character Set)
8. Test the definition by clicking the Test button. A message box will state whether your connection succeeds or fails.
9. Click OK to return to the List of Repository Definitions.

Setting up PowerDesigner for Access Via the Proxy
To create a proxy repository definition, you must have a login name and password for the repository and know the server on which the proxy is installed. Your
repository administrator will supply you with this information.

Context
If you are connecting directly, see Setting up PowerDesigner for Direct Access.

Procedure
1. Select
Repository
Repository Definitions
to open the List of Repository Definitions.
2. Click the Add a Row tool and type a name in the Repository Name column to identify the definition for future use.
3. Type your user name in the Repository User column, and select Proxy in the Connection Type column (you may need to widen the window to see
this column).
4. Click Apply to apply your changes, and then click the Properties tool to open the Proxy Repository Definition window:

This window has two group boxes:
Repository – specifies the name of the repository definition.
Proxy – specifies the name of the server where the repository proxy is installed, the port number, and the name of the repository instance that
you will connect to.
5. Test the definition by clicking the Test button. A message box will state whether your connection succeeds or fails.
6. Click OK to return to the List of Repository Definitions.

2.1.4.3 Connecting to a Repository
Before you can connect to a repository, an administrator must install and configure it and provide you with a user name and password, and you must have
created a repository definition.

Context
For information about creating a repository definition, see Accessing the Repository.

Procedure
1. Select

Repository

Connect

(or double-click the root in the Browser Repository tab) to open the Connect dialog.

2. Select a repository to connect to and enter your login name and password. To review the repository definition, click the Properties tool.
3. Click OK to connect.
The contents of the repository are displayed in the Repository tab of the Browser. The root node displays the name of the repository and your login.
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If any of the local copies of Library files (see The Library) are not up to date, the Library Synchronization dialog will open to invite you to update them:

4. Select documents to update in your local library folder, and set options as appropriate:
Option

Description

Remember selection

Specifies to retain the same selection for updating next time you connect to the repository.

Update local workspace

Specifies to update the files displayed in the Library folder in the local workspace. Deselecting this option allows you to
display only the subset of library files that you commonly use in the Library folder (or to hide the folder altogether), while
keeping a wider selection of library files on your client machine up-to-date.

Do not show this dialog next time

Specifies to have the library update silently from now on without displaying this dialog.

Note
You can display the Library Synchronization dialog and change your settings at any time by selecting

Repository

Synchronize Library

.

5. Click OK to perform any requested updates and begin modeling.

Note
To disconnect from the repository, select
Disconnect ).

Repository

Disconnect

(or right-click the root in the Browser Repository tab and select

In this section:
Connecting Automatically to the Default Repository
You can specify that you want to connect automatically to a repository each time you open PowerDesigner. On opening PowerDesigner will prompt for your
password to the repository to which you were last connected.
Changing Your Repository Password
You can change the password that you use to connect to the repository at any time. You may be required to change your password if it has expired or if the
password policy has become more restrictive.

2.1.4.3.1 Connecting Automatically to the Default Repository
You can specify that you want to connect automatically to a repository each time you open PowerDesigner. On opening PowerDesigner will prompt for your
password to the repository to which you were last connected.

Procedure
1. Select
Tools
General Options
to open the General Options dialog and click the Repository category.
2. Select Auto-connect in the Connection group box, and then click OK .
For information about the other options on this tab, see Repository Options.

2.1.4.3.2 Changing Your Repository Password
You can change the password that you use to connect to the repository at any time. You may be required to change your password if it has expired or if the
password policy has become more restrictive.

Context
Note
In the event that you have forgotten your password or have been blocked for multiple failed logins or inactivity, you must ask your administrator to reset
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your password (see Unblocking Blocked Users).

Procedure
1. Select
Repository
Change Password
to open the Change Password dialog.
The dialog lists the rules of the repository password policy that all passwords must respect (see Defining a Password Policy).
2. Enter your old password, and then enter your new password twice.

When your new password conforms to all the policy rules and the values entered in the New password and Confirm password fields are identical, the
OK button becomes available.
3. Click OK to complete the change and return to the repository.

2.1.5 Connecting to a Database
PowerDesigner allows you to define data connections to access information in different database management systems (DBMSs) using Structured Query
Language (SQL).
A data connection processes function calls and SQL requests coming from PowerDesigner and sends them to a data source, and returns results to
PowerDesigner.
The PowerDesigner physical data model (see Data Modeling) and data movement model (see Data Movement Modeling) allow you to define data connections
for target databases in order to generate your models and reverse engineer your data sources, while the repository (see The Repository) requires a database to
store your models and other design documents.
PowerDesigner supports various forms of connection:
You have...

Configure a connection of type...

ODBC driver

ODBC machine or file data source (see Configuring ODBC Machine and File Data Sources).

DBMS client

Native connection profile [deprecated] (see Configuring Connection Profiles).

JDBC driver

JDBC connection profile (see Configuring Connection Profiles).

To configure your database connections, select

Database

Configure Connections
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Note
In order to create a data source on a Windows 7 machine, you may need to launch PowerDesigner or the ODBC Data Source Administrator by rightclicking its icon or menu item and selecting Run as administrator .
The following tools are available on each of the tabs:
Tool

Description
Properties – Opens the ODBC Setup or Connection Profile Definition dialog for the selected profile.
Add Data Source – Creates a new connection.
Browse Data Source File [ODBC file data sources and connection profiles] – Opens a file browser to select a .dcp profile file.
Delete – Deletes the selected connection.
Test Connection – Tests the selected connection.
ODBC Administrator [ODBC machine and file data sources] – Opens the ODBC Data Sources Administrator window.
Change Connection Profiles Directory [Connection profiles] – Opens a file browser in which to search for profiles. The default directory is
<install_dir> /Connection Profiles.
Refresh – Refreshes the list of connections.
Select All – Selects all the connections in the list. Connections that are selected will be displayed in lists in the PowerDesigner interface.
Unselect All - Unselects all the connections in the list. Connections that are not selected will not be displayed in lists in the PowerDesigner interface.

In this section:
Configuring ODBC Machine and File Data Sources
Before you can connect to a database through ODBC, you must create an appropriate ODBC data source. You define data sources using the Windows
ODBC Administrator, which you can access directly from PowerDesigner.
Configuring Connection Profiles
Before you can connect to a database through a DBMS client or JDBC driver, you must create an appropriate connection profile.
Connecting to a Data Source
When you connect to your database, PowerDesigner can communicate with it for reverse-engineering, generation or any other form of request.
Running SQL Queries Against Your Database
You can query your PDM database by selecting
Database
Execute SQL . Administrators can query the repository database by selecting
Repository
Administration
Execute SQL .

2.1.5.1 Configuring ODBC Machine and File Data Sources
Before you can connect to a database through ODBC, you must create an appropriate ODBC data source. You define data sources using the Windows ODBC
Administrator, which you can access directly from PowerDesigner.

Procedure
1. Select
Database
Configure Connections
File Data Sources tab:
Data source

to open the Configure Data Connections window, and click the ODBC Machine Data Source or ODBC

Description
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Machine

The data source is created on the client machine (stored in the current user settings in the registry), and is only available to the
user currently logged onto the system.

System

The data source is created on the client machine (stored in the machine settings in the registry), and is available to all users of the
machine.

File

The data source is stored as a file with the extension .dsn, which can be used by users if it is placed in the default location for file
data sources. File data sources are usually managed by database administrators.

Note
In order to create a data source on a Windows 7 machine, you may need to launch PowerDesigner or the ODBC Data Source Administrator by rightclicking its icon or menu item and selecting Run as administrator .
2. Click the Add Data Source tool to open the Create New Data Source dialog, select a File, User, or Machine data source as appropriate and click
Next .
3. Select the appropriate driver for your DBMS and click Next and then Finish to access a driver-specific configuration dialog:

4. Enter your DBMS parameters, then click OK to close the profile definition, and return to the Configure Data Connections window, and click OK again
to return to your model.

2.1.5.2 Configuring Connection Profiles
Before you can connect to a database through a DBMS client or JDBC driver, you must create an appropriate connection profile.

Procedure
1. Select
Database
Configure Connections
to open the Configure Data Connections window, and click the Connection Profiles tab.
2. Click the Add Data Source tool to open the Connection Profile Definition dialog, and enter the properties appropriate to your method of connection:
Property

Description

Connection profile name

Specifies the name of the connection profile.

Directory

Specifies the directory in which the .dcp connection file will be created. By default .dcp files are stored in the Connection
Profiles directory directly beneath the PowerDesigner installation directory.

Description

Optional additional description of the connection profile.

Connection type

Specifies the type of connection profile. You can choose between:
Native [deprecated]
JDBC
The choice of connection type will affect the remaining fields to be completed.

DBMS type

Specifies the DBMS to which the connection profile will connect. The list includes only those DBMSs supported for the
specified connection type.

Server name

[Native only] Specifies the name of the database server to connect to.

Database name

[Native only] Specifies the name of the database to connect to.

Service

[Oracle Native only] Specifies the service name of the database to connect to.

User name

Specifies the username to use when connecting.

Password

Specifies the password to use when connecting.

JDBC driver class

[JDBC only] Specifies the driver class to use for the connection.

JDBC connection URL

[JDBC only] Specifies the connection URL to use for the connection.

JDBC driver jar files

[JDBC only] Specifies the driver jar file to use for the connection.
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Connection parameters

[read-only] Lists advanced connection parameters. Click the parenthesis tool to the right of this field to add parameters.
In the Connection Parameters dialog, click the Add a Row tool to create a new parameter and enter a name and value
pair in the two columns.

In this example, I have installed the SAP® Adaptive Server® Enterprise JDBC driver:

In this example, I have installed the Oracle DBMS client, and create a Native connection to the "Delphes" service:

3. Click the Test Connection button to open the Test Connection window, enter the necessary password, and click OK to test your connection.
4. Click OK to close the profile definition, and return to the Configure Data Connections window, and click OK again to return to your model.

2.1.5.3 Connecting to a Data Source
When you connect to your database, PowerDesigner can communicate with it for reverse-engineering, generation or any other form of request.

Procedure
1. Select

Database

Connect

to open the Connect to a Data Source window:
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2. Select one of the following radio buttons, depending on your chosen method for connecting to your data source:
ODBC machine data source (see Configuring ODBC Machine and File Data Sources)
ODBC file data source (see Configuring ODBC Machine and File Data Sources) - use the tool to the right of the data source field to browse to a
new file
Connection profile (see Configuring Connection Profiles) - use the tools to the right of the data source field to browse to a new directory or file
You can use the Modify and Configure buttons to modify or configure the selected connection.
3. Enter your user ID and password, and then click Connect . If prompted by your data source, you may need to enter additional connection parameters.

Note
You stay connected until you disconnect or terminate the shell session.

2.1.5.4 Running SQL Queries Against Your Database
You can query your PDM database by selecting
Repository
Administration
Execute SQL

Database

Execute SQL

. Administrators can query the repository database by selecting

.

In addition to the standard tools (see Text Editor Tools), the following tools are available in this dialog:
Tool

Description
Run (F5). Executes the current script

[n/a]

Insert Bookmark (Ctrl + F2) – inserts a blue bookmark box at the cursor position. Press Ctrl+F2 to delete the bookmark.

[n/a]

Go to Next Bookmark (F2)

[n/a]

Go to Previous Bookmark ( Shift + F2 )

Managing Your PowerDesigner License
You must select a license when installing PowerDesigner. If you subsequently need to change your type of license or the package of modules you use, then
you should use the License Management wizard. If you use a served license and will be out of contact with the license server, you should request a temporary
mobile license.

Context
You may need to access the License Management wizard when:
Moving from a trial license to a regular license - You may need to rerun the setup program before launching the wizard if you need to install additional
modules.
Extending a trial license – After having requested your extension (which will be in the form of a time-limited unserved license) from SAP.
Obtaining a trial of a new package – You must rerun the setup to install the additional modules before launching the wizard.
Moving from an unserved to a served license – You must be able to connect to the license server to make this change.

Procedure
1. Select

Tools

License

Parameters to open the Wizard.

Note
If you have taken a mobile license, you will be prompted to return it before accessing the wizard. If you are using a served license and the server
cannot be contacted, an error message will be displayed and you will not be able to access the wizard.
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2. Select a type of license and then click Next . The following types of license are available:
Served - Specify the name of the license server (and, if your administrator has specified one, a port number), and click Next .
The license is requested from the SySAM license server when PowerDesigner is opened, and is returned when PowerDesigner is closed, or after 3
hours of inactivity. You must be connected to the license server in order to obtain a license, and must remain in contact (brief losses of contact
only are permitted) in order to continue using it. When a user begins to work after a period of inactivity, PowerDesigner will automatically try to
obtain a license, and if it is unable to do so, will display a message suggesting that you save your work.

Note
For periods when you must be out of contact with the server, you can request a mobile license for up to 30 days.
Unserved - Follow the instructions to load a valid license key and then click Finish to validate your license and exit the wizard.
The license is locked to your client machine. PowerDesigner reviews the local license file and authorizes only the use of modules for which a valid
license is present. A license server is not needed.
Standalone Seat - Served (legacy) - This option is available only for clients who purchased this type of license for v16.5 SP03 or earlier.
3. Specify the PowerDesigner package that you want to use, and then click Finish to validate your license and exit the wizard.

Note
The list displays all the packages that are available on the server but does not necessarily mean that a license for a particular package is available.
If no license is available for the selected package, you must select an alternate package or click Cancel to restore your previous license
configuration.
If
If
If
If

you are in trial mode, a license agreement dialog box is displayed.
you have selected an unserved license, the license file information is added to the license folder as a new license file.
you have selected a served license, a new license file is created to store the server name and port number.
you have selected a different package, the new modules will be available the next time you start PowerDesigner.

In this section:
Obtaining a Mobile License
When you are using a served license and anticipate being out of contact with the license server, you can borrow a mobile license to allow you to continue
using PowerDesigner for up to 30 days.
Troubleshooting Licensing Problems
In rare cases, PowerDesigner may repeatedly fail to obtain authorization from an unserved license file or the license server. If this happens, you can
troubleshoot as follows:

2.1.6.1 Obtaining a Mobile License
When you are using a served license and anticipate being out of contact with the license server, you can borrow a mobile license to allow you to continue
using PowerDesigner for up to 30 days.

Procedure
1. Select
Tools
Take Mobile License .
A confirmation dialog box is displayed.
2. Click Yes to obtain a mobile license and click OK to confirm.
Once you have obtained a mobile license, the 30 day limit is renewed automatically each time you connect to the license server. If you do not contact
the server for 30 days, the mobile license is returned to the pool and you will not be able to use PowerDesigner until you reconnect.

Note
When you no longer need the mobile license you should return it to the server to make your license seat available to the general license pool. To do
so, select
Tools
Return Mobile License .
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2.1.6.2 Troubleshooting Licensing Problems
In rare cases, PowerDesigner may repeatedly fail to obtain authorization from an unserved license file or the license server. If this happens, you can
troubleshoot as follows:

Procedure
1. Exit PowerDesigner and navigate to the following directory:
C:\Documents and Settings\All Users\Application Data\PowerDesigner <x>
2. Move any file with the .lic extension this folder to a safe place.
3. Make a backup copy of the file sysam.properties, and open it in a text editor. Remove the lines starting "Pd.LicenseMode" and "Pd.Package" at the end
of the file and save the file.
4. Restart PowerDesigner.
You will be prompted to open the License Management Wizard (see Managing Your PowerDesigner License). Re-load your unserved license key or
select the appropriate served license type.

PowerDesigner Documentation
Full documentation is provided as context-sensitive help by pressing F1 and as PDFs by selecting

Help

Online Documentation

.

The following manuals are provided with your PowerDesigner installation:
New Features Summary
Quick Reference
Installation Guide
Core Features Guide
Requirements Modeling
Enterprise Architecture Modeling
Exploring the EA Example Model
Business Process Modeling
Data Modeling
Modeling for SAP HANA
Data Movement Modeling
Object-Oriented Modeling
XML Modeling
Customizing and Extending PowerDesigner
PowerDesigner Web
This documentation is also available for consultation or download from http://help.sap.com/powerdesigner.
Demonstration videos are also available. They can be installed with PowerDesigner (select

Help

For documentation of the PowerDesigner metamodel, click
Help
Metamodel Objects Help
bottom-right of the Version Info tab of the property sheet of any object).

Tutorial Videos

) or viewed from the installation CD).

(or click the Find in MetaModel Objects Help button at the

2.1.8 SAP Platform Support
PowerDesigner provides support for various components in the SAP platform.

SAP HANA
PowerDesigner supports round-trip reverse-engineering and generation of HANA tables and other catalog objects for SAP HANA® 1.0 and 2.0 databases. In
addition, for SAP HANA® 1.0 environments, PowerDesigner supports initializing and reverse-engineering graphical calculation views (including the XML
definition and projection list) for inclusion in impact analysis.
For detailed documentation, see Data Modeling > DBMS Definition Reference > SAP HANA.

SAP HANA Core Data Services (CDS)
PowerDesigner supports modeling and generation of CDS artifacts to SAP HANA® 1.0 Classic Repository and SAP HANA® 1.0 HDI environments.
For detailed documentation, see Data Modeling > DBMS Definition Reference > SAP HANA Core Data Services (CDS).

SAP Business Suite
An SAP Business Suite installation is built on a complex database structure, which comprises many thousand tables with often cryptic names, and may
include large numbers of customizations. In certain environments, there may be multiple servers, each with different customizations. PowerDesigner allows
you to browse the application component and package hierarchy and to import them and their supporting logical objects for analysis, comparison, and merging
of data dictionaries, and can also help you prepare a HANA table structure to allow consolidated reporting on one or more SAP® Business Suite installations.
PowerDesigner supports importing any recent version of SAP® Business Suite.
For detailed documentation, see Data Modeling > DBMS Definition Reference > SAP Business Suite .

SAP BusinessObjects
PowerDesigner supports generation of a SAP® BusinessObjects™ universe from your PDM for editing in the BusinessObjects Universe Design or Information
Design tools, or for direct consumption by the Web Intelligence rich client. Generating a universe from your PDM gives you access to table, view, and column
names and comments and more reliable cardinality information than if you create a universe directly from your database.
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To generate universes, you must have SAP® BusinessObjects™ SBOP BI Platform Clients 4.0 SP04 Patch 3 (v14.0.4.819) or higher installed on your
workstation. On Windows Vista or Windows 7 machines, if PowerDesigner fails to recognize a valid BusinessObjects installation, it may be necessary
separately to launch the Universe Design tool one time with administrator privileges to enable the BusinessObjects SDK.
For detailed documentation, see Data Modeling > Building Data Models > Generating and Reverse-Engineering Databases > Generating an SAP
BusinessObjects Universe .

SAP Solution Manager
PowerDesigner supports round-trip importing and exporting of SAP® Solution Manager v7.1 SP07 to SP13 projects. You can import and modify existing
business scenarios and processes; create new ones, and re-export your project to your Solution Manager server.
For detailed documentation, see Business Process Modeling > SAP Solution Manager

SAP NetWeaver
PowerDesigner supports round-trip importing and exporting of SAP BPM v7.3 and higher BPMN 2.0 files. PowerDesigner Web makes your process models
available for browsing and importing directly into the SAP NetWeaver Developer Studio Process Composer v7.3 EHP1 SP15 or higher.
For detailed documentation, see Business Process Modeling > BPMN 2.0 Descriptive and Executable > Importing and Exporting BPMN2 Files .

SAP Data Services
PowerDesigner supports round-trip importing and exporting of SAP Data Services v4.2 and higher XML files.
For detailed documentation, see Data Movement Modeling > ETL Modeling > SAP Data Services .

SAP Information Steward
PowerDesigner can be used as a metadata integrator with SAP Information Steward v 4.2 SP01 and higher.
For detailed documentation, see the Information Steward documentation at http://help.sap.com/bois.

2.1.9 Next Steps
Now that you are familiar with the PowerDesigner Interface, you will want to start experimenting with a particular type of model suitable to your needs.
Requirements Model (RQM) - Now turn to the Requirements Modeling guide where you will learn how to:
Add, modify, promote and demote requirements in the requirements hierarchy
Allocate requirements to particular team members and add traceability links to other model components
Import requirements from a structured MS Word document
View traceability and user allocation reports
Enterprise Architecture Model (EAM) - Now turn to the Enterprise Architecture Modeling guide where you will learn how to:
Create diagrams in the business, application, and technology layers
Import Visio diagrams
Export and Import objects to and from other models
Business Process Model (BPM) - Now turn to the Business Process Modeling guide where you will learn how to:
Create Process Hierarchy, Business Process, Process Service, and Composite Process diagrams
Manipulate Service Description Objects
Generate an executable BPM, and implement processes
Conceptual Data Model (CDM) , Logical Data Model (LDM) , or Physical Data Model (PDM) - Now turn to the Data Modeling guide where you will learn
how to:
Create CDM entities and relationships between them
Create LDM or PDM tables, columns, primary keys, indexes, and references and define referential integrity
Create PDM views, triggers, and abstract data types
Create business rules, domains, and data items
Generate a PDM from your CDM or LDM
Reverse engineer from and generate to database scripts
Work with PDM multidimensional diagrams
Data Movement Model (DMM) - Now turn to the Data Movement Modeling guide where you will learn how to:
Define databases, replication processes, event scripts, and other replication objects
Reverse engineer from and generate to the SAP® Replication Server® replication engine
Design extract, transform, and load (ETL) operations to move data between databases
Object-Oriented Model (OOM) - Now turn to the Object-Oriented Modeling guide where you will learn how to:
Design class, use case, and other standard UML diagrams
Generate a PDM with O/R mapping
Create an EJB
Deploy a component
XML Model (XSM) - Now turn to the XML Modeling guide where you will learn how to:
Define elements, entities, and other components of an XML schema
Reverse engineer from and generate to DTD, XSD, and XDR files
Generate an XSM from a PDM or OOM

The Browser
The Local tab of the Browser provides a hierarchical view of all the model objects in your workspace. If the Browser is not visible, select
Browser
(or press Alt + 0) to display it.

View

To expand all nodes, press the numpad plus sign (+). To collapse all nodes, press the numpad minus sign (-). To filter the Browser tree, start typing the name
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of an object that you want to find in the Filter box:

PowerDesigner monitors your local documents against the versions stored in the repository, and communicates their status using icons to the left of the
document icons:
Status

No Locks

Locked by You (Green Padlock)

Locked by Other (Red Padlock)

Up to Date (Green Circle)
Local Changes (Red Checkmark)
Changes on Server (Yellow Exclamation)
Local and Server Changes

Note
When a model file is closed (as all are when you open PowerDesigner) its icon bears a red dot in its bottom-left corner. To open a closed model, doubleclick it or right-click it and select Open or Open as Read-only . To close an open model to free up memory, right-click it and select Close .
You can control the display of status icons with the Display status icons in Local Browser general option (see Repository Options).
A typical hierarchy of objects in the Browser Local tab may include:
Workspace - The root of every Browser tree, which contains and organizes all your models and supporting documents (see Workspaces).
Library - A folder containing enterprise models that are pushed automatically to all users when they connect to the repository (see The Library).
Projects – Act as containers for models and other documents, allowing you to save them as a single unit in the repository (see Projects and
Frameworks).
Folders - Organize models and other files (see Folders).
Models - Are the basic design unit in PowerDesigner and contain one or more diagrams and any number of model objects (see Models).
Packages - Divide large models into smaller "sub-models" to avoid manipulating large sets of objects, and can be used to assign different tasks or
subject areas to different development teams (see Packages).
Diagrams - Graphical views of model objects (see Diagrams).
Model objects – Include all items belonging to a model (see Objects).
Reports – Are generated to document your models (see Reports).
You can create objects from the Browser (see Creating Objects from the Browser) and drag, drop, and copy objects in the Browser, or between the Browser
and the Canvas (see Moving and Copying Objects).
To find the Browser entry for a diagram symbol, right-click it and select
click it and select
Edit
Find in Diagram .

Edit

Find in Browser

. To find the diagram symbol for a Browser entry, right-

In this section:
The Glossary
In environments with a repository, administrators can deploy an enterprise glossary to help everyone to use the same approved terms between projects for
enterprise-wide consistency. Updates to the glossary are pushed to users each time they connect to the repository or on demand. The glossary appears in
the Browser Glossary tab.
The Library
In environments with a repository, administrators can deploy an enterprise library containing reference models, model templates, resource files, and other
documents. Updates to the library are pushed to users each time they connect to the repository or on demand. Models and other documents appear in a
special folder in the Browser Local tab.
The Repository Browser
The Repository tab in the Browser displays the content of the repository to which you are currently connected.
Workspaces
The Local tab of the Browser contains a workspace to organize all your modeling and supporting files. You can create projects, models, and folders in a
workspace. To add external files, drag and drop them from Windows Explorer.
Folders
You can use folders to organize the projects, models, and other files in your workspace. The folder structure is saved in the workspace file.
Models
Models are the basic work unit in PowerDesigner. You can create a model directly in the workspace, in a folder, or as part of a project.

2.2.1 The Glossary
In environments with a repository, administrators can deploy an enterprise glossary to help everyone to use the same approved terms between projects for
enterprise-wide consistency. Updates to the glossary are pushed to users each time they connect to the repository or on demand. The glossary appears in the
Browser Glossary tab.
The glossary can contain the following objects:
Terms - are words or phrases that are approved for use in naming model objects. When you enable the glossary for your model, glossary terms are
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proposed as you enter object names.
Synonyms - are words or phrases that are not approved for use in naming objects, and which are associated with the terms that should be used instead.
The approved terms are proposed when you begin entering a synonym as an object name.
Categories - to organize your terms. Each term can only appear in a single category.
Glossary terms lists (see Glossary Terms Lists), dependency matrices (see Dependency Matrices), and reports (see Reports) - to present glossary
terms in various ways.
Business Rules - see Business Rules.
Use the Glossary browser tab to review the approved terms, and double-click a term or synonym to open its property sheet, to view supporting information or
references. Start typing the word you want to find in the Filter box at the top of the Browser to filter the glossary in real time:

Note
You can only edit the glossary if you have Write permission on the glossary model (see Deploying an Enterprise Glossary).
Select

Tools

General Options

and select the Glossary category to control the appearance of the Glossary tab with the following options:

Option

Description

Show glossary tab

Shows the Browser Glossary tab.

Display

Controls whether names or codes appear in the Browser Glossary tab.

In this section:
Using Glossary Terms in Your Models
Enabling the glossary in your model provides autocompletion for object names (including guidance to discourage the use of synonyms) and enables model
checks to guide your models toward glossary compliance.
Term Properties
To view a term's properties, double-click its Browser entry. The property sheet tabs and fields listed here are those available by default, before any
customization of the interface by you or an administrator.

2.2.1.1 Using Glossary Terms in Your Models
Enabling the glossary in your model provides autocompletion for object names (including guidance to discourage the use of synonyms) and enables model
checks to guide your models toward glossary compliance.

Procedure
1. Select
Tools
Model Options , then click Naming Convention in the category list and select Use glossary for autocompletion and compliance
checking to enable the use of the glossary in your model.
2. When entering the names of objects in property sheets, diagram symbols, object lists, or in the Browser, glossary terms are suggested to autocomplete
the name. Continue typing or use the down arrow to descend to a term in the list, and press Enter to select it.

If you click the object's Dependencies tab, the link to the chosen term is listed there:
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3. [optional] Perform a model check to see which objects have names containing terms that are not included in the glossary (see Checking Glossary
Compliance).

2.2.1.2 Term Properties
To view a term's properties, double-click its Browser entry. The property sheet tabs and fields listed here are those available by default, before any
customization of the interface by you or an administrator.
The General tab contains the following properties:
Property

Description

Name/Code

Identify the object. The name should clearly convey the object's purpose to non-technical users, while the code, which is used for
generating code or scripts, may be abbreviated, and should not normally include spaces. By default the code is generated from the
name by applying the naming conventions specified in the model options. To decouple name-code synchronization, click to release
the = button to the right of the Code field.

Description

Provides an explanation for the definition of the term. For information about using the RTF editing tools, see Text Editor Tools.

Stereotype

Extends the semantics of the object. You can enter a stereotype directly in this field, or add stereotypes to the list by specifying them in
an extension file.

Reference URL

Specifies a site, which provides more information about the term.

The following tabs are also available:
Synonyms - Specifies the synonyms of the term, which are not approved for use. The Parent property of a synonym specifies the term with which the
synonym shares a meaning, and which should be used instead of the synonym.
Related Terms - Specifies other terms associated with the term.

Note
Only an administrator or other user with Write permission on the glossary can edit terms (see Creating Terms, Synonyms, and Related Terms).

2.2.2 The Library
In environments with a repository, administrators can deploy an enterprise library containing reference models, model templates, resource files, and other
documents. Updates to the library are pushed to users each time they connect to the repository or on demand. Models and other documents appear in a
special folder in the Browser Local tab.
The library appears by default at the top of your workspace as a folder named Library and provides access to enterprise reference models (such as a data
dictionary or a PDM containing standard domains) for reuse in your projects as shortcuts or replicas, and other reference documents:

You can rename your local library folder, move it in the Browser tree or detach it from your workspace. To reinstate your Library if you have removed it, select
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Repository

Reinitialize Local Library

.

The library documents and resource files are automatically updated whenever you connect to the repository (see Connecting to a Repository) and you can
control which ones will be pushed to your workspace. You can, at any time, confirm that you have the very latest version of library documents by selecting
Repository
Synchronize Library .
Resource files, such as DBMS or language definition files and extensions, are not displayed in the Browser library folder unless you have permission to modify
them, but they appear automatically in the new model dialog, resource file lists, and anywhere in the interface where a resource file can be selected.

Note
By default, library documents are checked out to a subfolder inside My Documents/PowerDesigner Libraries, controlled by the _SHARED named
path (see Named Paths). You can only check in changes to library documents if you have write permission on the library folder or on one or more of its
children (see Deploying an Enterprise Library).

In this section:
Reusing Library Objects in Your Models
Library models can contain reference objects that are intended for reuse in your models in the form of shortcuts or replicas.

2.2.2.1 Reusing Library Objects in Your Models
Library models can contain reference objects that are intended for reuse in your models in the form of shortcuts or replicas.

Procedure
1. Expand the library model in the Browser to show the object that you want to reuse:

2. Right-click on the object in the library model and drag and drop it into your model diagram where you want to reuse it (or onto a model or package in the
Browser).
3. Release the right mouse button, and select one of the following:
Create Shortcut(s) Here - when you want create a reference to the library object.
Replicate Here - when you want to create a local copy of the library object and make changes to one or more of its properties
The shortcut or replica is created in your model, and can be connected to any appropriate locally-created objects. In this example, a shortcut to the
Create User library object is connected to other locally-created objects:

If the library object subsequently changes, any updates will cascade automatically to your model.

Note
For detailed information about working with shortcuts and replicas, see Shortcuts and Replicas.

2.2.3 The Repository Browser
The Repository tab in the Browser displays the content of the repository to which you are currently connected.
For more information, see Browsing the Repository.

2.2.4 Workspaces
The Local tab of the Browser contains a workspace to organize all your modeling and supporting files. You can create projects, models, and folders in a
workspace. To add external files, drag and drop them from Windows Explorer.
We recommend that you save your workspace regularly:
To perform a standard save - select
File
Save Workspace
or right-click the workspace node in the Browser and select Save . You will be
prompted to save any models that contain changes.
To save the workspace under another name - select
File
Save Workspace As
to open a standard Save As dialog, or right-click the workspace
node in the Browser and select Save As . You will be prompted to save any models that contain changes.
To save the workspace and all the models it contains - select
File
Save All , or click the Save All tool.
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Note
Workspace files (*.sws) contain only the structure of the workspace. Deleting the workspace file in Windows Explorer will not delete any projects, models,
or other referenced files.
To create a new workspace, simply close the current workspace by selecting
any models that contain changes, and a new, empty workspace will open.

File

Close Workspace

. You will be prompted to save the workspace and

You can create multiple workspaces, but only one can be open at a time. To change workspace, select
File
Open Workspace . You will be prompted
to save the current workspace and any models that contain changes, and the selected workspace will open. The models contained in the workspace are not
open by default.

2.2.5 Folders
You can use folders to organize the projects, models, and other files in your workspace. The folder structure is saved in the workspace file.
To create a folder, right-click the workspace root or another folder and select
must be unique in the workspace.

New

Folder

, then enter a name in the highlighted area. Folder names

To create a project, model, or multi-model report in a folder, select the folder and use the standard tools, or right-click the folder and select
item>
.

New

<New

To add an existing project, model, or multi-model report to a folder from another location in the Browser, drag and drop it onto the folder. You can also drag and
drop PowerDesigner and other files from Windows Explorer to the Browser.
To delete a folder, select it and click the Delete tool or right-click it and select

Edit

Delete

.

Note
Deleting a folder cannot be undone. When you delete a folder, you remove the models and reports it contains from the workspace, but you do not delete
them.

2.2.6 Models
Models are the basic work unit in PowerDesigner. You can create a model directly in the workspace, in a folder, or as part of a project.
To create a model, click the New tool or select
File
New Model
(see Creating a Model). For a list of available types of models, see PowerDesigner
Models. For detailed information about a particular type of model, and for information about creating a model by importing, generating or reverse engineering,
see the appropriate modeling guide.
To add an existing model to the workspace, click the Open tool or select
as read-only, select the Open as read-only check box.

File

Open

, browse to the model file, and click Open . To open the model

Note
When a model file is closed (as all are when you open PowerDesigner) its icon bears a red dot in its bottom-left corner. To open a closed model, doubleclick it or right-click it and select Open or Open as Read-only . To close an open model to free up memory, right-click it and select Close .
When a model contains unsaved changes, an asterisk is appended to its name in the Browser. When you save a model or a multi-model report,
PowerDesigner assigns it a unique identifying number called GUID (Global Unique ID, which is used to identify documents in the Repository and during model
generation), and creates a backup copy of your file with the same identifying number:
To perform a standard save - select
File
Save , click the Save tool, or right-click the model entry in the Browser and select Save .
To save the model as a backup version with the same GUID - select
File
Save As , or right-click the model node in the Browser and select
Save As .
To save the model as a new model with a new GUID - select
File
Save As New Model , or right-click the model node in the Browser and select
Save As New Model . If you check the new model into the repository, it must be as a new model without any revision history. Other models with
shortcuts pointing to the original model will continue to be connected to that model.
To save the workspace and all the model it contains - select
File
Save All , or click the Save All tool.

Note
The following formats are available when you save a model:
XML - [default] Larger and somewhat slower to load, but editable in a text editor. Recommended for small to medium-sized models.
Binary - Smaller and faster to load, but not editable outside of PowerDesigner. Recommended for large models.
To change the display name of a model in the Browser, select it and press F2 , or right-click it and select Rename .
To delete a model from the workspace, select it and click the Delete tool, press Del , or right-click it and select Detach From Workspace . The model is
removed from the workspace, but the file is not deleted from your disk.

2.3 Projects and Frameworks
A project allows you to group together all the models and other types of documents you need for a particular modeling task, and save them as a simple entity
in your repository.
A project can contain one or more project diagrams (see Project Diagrams), which show the connections between models and other documents:
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Your project can also contain one or more framework diagrams and/or a framework matrix, which direct how your project must be modeled and list the
documents that are needed (see Completing Framework Diagrams and Matrices).
You can create a project from scratch or from a template. PowerDesigner provides a set of predefined project templates, and you can also create your own
(see Project Templates).

Note
Projects and framework diagrams and matrices are only available with Enterprise versions of PowerDesigner.

In this section:
Creating a Project
Every project (.prj) contains at least one diagram, and any number of model or file documents. The project can also contain one or more framework
diagrams, a framework matrix, and one or more dependency matrices.
Adding Model and File Documents to a Project
You can create models in your project and add existing models and files to it. Project documents are listed in the Browser and displayed as icons in the
project diagram. You can open a model or file by double-clicking its icon in the diagram or in the Browser.
Completing Framework Diagrams and Matrices
Your project may contain one or more framework diagrams and/or a framework matrix, which direct how your project should be built.
Designing Framework Diagrams and Matrices
Framework architects (users who have selected the Authorize Framework Design user profile when installing PowerDesigner) can create, design, and delete
framework diagrams and matrices in projects, by enabling the Framework Design Mode.
Project Templates
A project template can provide predefined content, rules, and formatting for your project.
Project and Framework Properties
Projects, model and file documents, and framework diagrams and matrices have a variety of properties that you can configure to control their behavior.

2.3.1 Creating a Project
Every project (.prj) contains at least one diagram, and any number of model or file documents. The project can also contain one or more framework diagrams,
a framework matrix, and one or more dependency matrices.

Procedure
1. Select

File

New Project

to open the New Project dialog box.
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2. Select a type of project in the tree. You can choose to create:
An empty project.
A project based on a template (see Project Templates). Click the Change Template Directory tool to search for templates in another location.
3. Enter a project name and location, and select the Append Name To Location check box if you want to add the project name to the root directory.
4. Click OK to close the dialog box, and create the project.
The project opens. You can add models and other documents to your project (see Adding Model and File Documents to a Project and Completing
Framework Diagrams and Matrices).

2.3.2 Adding Model and File Documents to a Project
You can create models in your project and add existing models and files to it. Project documents are listed in the Browser and displayed as icons in the
project diagram. You can open a model or file by double-clicking its icon in the diagram or in the Browser.
Creating Models

Adding Existing Models and Documents

Click the New Model tool in the Toolbox, and click in the diagram to open
the New Model dialog (see Creating a Model).
Right-click a project or a project folder, select
the New Model dialog.

New

Model

to open

Click the Add Project Document tool in the Toolbox, and click in the
diagram to open an Open dialog box. Browse to and select one or more
documents and then click Open .
Drag and drop one or more documents from the Browser, or the Windows
Explorer to the project node in the Browser or to the project diagram.

Note
If you drag a folder with sub-folders from Windows Explorer, the
hierarchy is preserved but, since projects are not synchronized with the
file system, any files you subsequently add to these folders outside
PowerDesigner will not be displayed in the Browser.

The models contained in your project are visible in the Browser, beneath the project node and also in the List of Models available (when the project has
context) by selecting
Model
Models .
When you add existing documents from other locations to your project, they are listed under the project node in the Browser, but are not moved to the project
directory. Such documents display a shortcut overlay on their symbols in the Browser and project diagrams to indicate that they are located outside the project
folder, and their entries in the List of Models have the read-only [I]nside Project check box deselected.
In the following example, Object Model is inside the project and Physical Model is outside the project:

In order to profit from the convenience of the project as a container, we recommend that you create (or place) all its models and files inside the project
directory in your file system.
To move a document from outside to inside the project, right-click its Browser entry or its symbol in the project diagram, and select Move to Project
Directory . The file is moved to inside the project directory in your file system, the shortcut overlay disappears, and the [I]nside Project check box is selected
in the List of Models.
In this section:
Project Diagrams
A project diagram allows you to display project documents and the relationships between them.
Converting a Set of Repository Documents into a Project
You can retrieve a set of documents checked into the repository and convert them into a project to benefit from the convenience of the project as a
container.
Opening Project Documents
Once you have added a PowerDesigner model to a project, you should only open the model within the context of the project, as links between it and any
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other models in the project are managed by the project file. If you attempt to open the model outside of the project, you will be prompted to cancel the
operation, and to open the project instead.
Viewing Dependency Links
You can explore the details of any of the dependency links in your diagram by right-clicking it and selecting Show Dependencies.
Rebuilding Dependency Links
Dependency links are automatically generated in your project diagram when you add documents that are linked to each other by, for example, generation,
mappings, shortcuts, etc.
Project and Framework Display Preferences
PowerDesigner display preferences allow you to customize the format of object symbols, and the information that is displayed on them.
Project Checks
You can check the validity of your project at any time by pressing F4 , selecting
Tools
Check Project , or right-clicking the diagram background,
and selecting Check Project .

2.3.2.1 Project Diagrams
A project diagram allows you to display project documents and the relationships between them.
You can create one or more project diagrams in an existing project to display different views of your project in any of the following ways:
Right-click a project in the Browser, and select
New
Project Diagram
Right-click the background of any project diagram, and select
Diagram
Select
View
Diagram
New Diagram
Project Diagram .

.
New Diagram

Project Diagram

.

In the following example, the models and other documents for the WebLibrary project are organized into sub-folders, and the connections between them (by
reference, mapping, and generation) are displayed in the Main Diagram project diagram:

The following tools are available in the Toolbox of a project diagram:
Tool

Description
New Model – Creates a PowerDesigner model in the project.
Add Project Document – Adds an existing document to the project, which can be:
A PowerDesigner model (PDM, OOM, LDM etc.).
An external file (PDF, text file etc.).

N/A

Dependency links, such as generation, mapping, reference, and file links, are automatically created between documents. These links cannot be
created, but you may need occasionally to rebuild them (see Rebuilding Dependency Links).

2.3.2.2 Converting a Set of Repository Documents into a Project
You can retrieve a set of documents checked into the repository and convert them into a project to benefit from the convenience of the project as a container.

Procedure
1.
2.
3.
4.

In the Repository Browser, create a project root folder to contain the project documents.
[optional] Create project sub-folders to organize documents according to your needs.
Drag and drop repository documents into these folders.
Right-click the project root folder, and select Convert to Project to convert it and all its contents into a project.
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Results
In the following example, repository documents in the Examples folder are are transformed into the WebLibrary Project:

2.3.2.3 Opening Project Documents
Once you have added a PowerDesigner model to a project, you should only open the model within the context of the project, as links between it and any other
models in the project are managed by the project file. If you attempt to open the model outside of the project, you will be prompted to cancel the operation, and
to open the project instead.
You can open a project document in the context of its project by double-clicking it in:
a framework matrix or diagram
a project diagram
the Browser under its parent project
Similarly, models that belong to a project should only be checked in and out of the repository via the project.

2.3.2.4 Viewing Dependency Links
You can explore the details of any of the dependency links in your diagram by right-clicking it and selecting Show Dependencies.

Context
Each type of link has its own viewer:
Generation – displays the generation links between models in the Generation Links Viewer (see The Generation Links Viewer).
Mapping – displays the mapping links between models in the Mapping Editor (see The Mapping Editor).
Reference – displays the shortcuts and replications between models in the Shortcuts and Replications dialog box.
In the following example, right-clicking the reference link between Data ETL and Replication and Data Warehouse models opens the Shortcuts and
Replications dialog box which displays Data Warehouse object shortcuts:

2.3.2.5 Rebuilding Dependency Links
Dependency links are automatically generated in your project diagram when you add documents that are linked to each other by, for example, generation,
mappings, shortcuts, etc.

Context
Rebuilding dependency links can be useful to update:
Links between closed models you add to your project.
Links deleted by error in your diagram.

Procedure
1. Select

Tools

Rebuild Dependency Links

to open the Rebuild Dependency Links dialog box.
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2. [optional] Clear the Open closed models check box to rebuild only those links in a limited number of models.
3. Select the check boxes that correspond to the dependency links you want to rebuild.
4. Click OK to close the dialog box and return to the diagram. Any missing links are updated in the diagram.

2.3.2.6 Project and Framework Display Preferences
PowerDesigner display preferences allow you to customize the format of object symbols, and the information that is displayed on them.
To set project display preferences, select

Tools

Display Preferences

(or right-click the diagram background and select Display Preferences).

Note
For information about changing the format of symbols, see Format Display Preferences. Note that only framework architects (see Designing Framework
Diagrams and Matrices), are allowed to modify the framework diagram and matrix format display preferences (see Symbol Format Properties).

To set display preferences for a particular object, select it under the Content category. The following table lists the display preferences available. The objects
available to be customized in the Display Preferences window depend upon the current diagram type.
Preference

Description

Code

Displays the code of the object.

Comment

Displays the comment of the object.

Completion status

[node and cell only] Displays a rectangle, which represents the work completion status according to the percentage entered in node
and cell floating lists and property sheets.

Documents

[node and cell only] Displays the list of documents in the node or cell, instead of in floating lists.

Stereotype

Displays the stereotype of the object.

Type

[dependency link only] Displays the type of the dependency link, which can include mapping links, shortcut links, generation links,
etc.

2.3.2.7 Project Checks
You can check the validity of your project at any time by pressing F4 , selecting
selecting Check Project .

Tools
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Context
For information about using the Check Project Parameters dialog, see Checking Models.
In this section:
Model and File Checks
PowerDesigner provides default model checks to verify the validity of models and files.
Framework Node and Cell Checks
PowerDesigner provides default model checks to verify the validity of framework diagram nodes and matrix cells.

2.3.2.7.1 Model and File Checks
PowerDesigner provides default model checks to verify the validity of models and files.
Check

Description and Correction

Model and file location uniqueness

Multiple models or files cannot have the same location.
Manual correction: Delete unnecessary model or file.
Automatic correction: None.

Model location empty

[model only] There must be a path in the model document Location field.
Manual correction: Save the model to specify a model location.
Automatic correction: None.

External document URL not under a
named path

A model or file is defined outside the project directory.
Manual correction: Right-click the model or file, and select Move to Project Directory .
Automatic correction: None.

Target models not in project

[model only] One or more target models of a model contained in the project is missing.
Manual correction: Add missing target model with appropriate dependency link.
Automatic correction: Yes.

2.3.2.7.2 Framework Node and Cell Checks
PowerDesigner provides default model checks to verify the validity of framework diagram nodes and matrix cells.
Check

Description and Correction

Name/Code uniqueness

Object names must be unique in the namespace.
Manual correction: Modify the duplicate name or code.
Automatic correction: Appends a number to the duplicate name or code.

Documents not consistent with
node/cell actions

A document in a node and cell must be consistent with its source action.
Manual correction: Modify the node's and cell's content according to its specified actions.
Automatic correction: None

Mandatory actions not executed

A mandatory action in a node and cell must be executed.
Manual correction: Execute the mandatory action.
Automatic correction: None

2.3.3 Completing Framework Diagrams and Matrices
Your project may contain one or more framework diagrams and/or a framework matrix, which direct how your project should be built.
A framework diagram - lets you model a framework with nodes and links, which you can style as necessary.
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Framework matrix - lets you model a framework in a matrix, in which columns usually represent various aspects of the enterprise that can be described
or modeled, and the rows represent various viewpoints from which the aspects can be described. Each cell formed by the intersection of a column and a
row represents an aspect of the enterprise modeled from a particular viewpoint.

PowerDesigner provides a set of predefined framework diagrams and matrices, and users with framework design rights can also create their own (see
Designing Framework Diagrams and Matrices). You complete a framework diagram or matrix by creating (or adding existing) documents in nodes, cells, and
additional areas according to predefined rules:
Documents — can be of different types and can each be associated with multiple nodes, cells, and additional areas:
Model – a PowerDesigner model, such as a BPM or a PDM, created from scratch, based on a template, or generated from another model.
Diagram – a PowerDesigner model diagram, such as an OOM use case diagram.
Dependency matrix – a grid that displays the links between model objects (see Dependency Matrices).
List – a list of PowerDesigner model objects, such as BPM processes, or PDM tables.
File – an external file, such as a .doc or .txt file.
Nodes and cells [when active] — must be completed by particular kinds of documents.
Additional areas [framework matrix only] — can be defined outside of the grid (for example, the global view in the FEAF framework matrix that is created
at the end of the enterprise architecture implementation).
In this section:
Navigating in Framework Diagrams and Matrices
You can interact with framework diagram and matrix elements using various mouse actions.
Attaching a Document to a Framework Node or Cell
You can attach new (or existing) documents to each node of a framework diagram and cell of a framework matrix.
Deleting Documents from Framework Nodes and Cells
You can delete documents from framework nodes and cells. You can choose to simply detach a document from the node or cell or completely remove it
from the project.
Working with Floating Lists
You open a floating list by clicking a framework diagram node or matrix cell.
Working with the Framework Node and Cell Contextual Menu
The contextual menu available on framework nodes and cells allows you to perform various actions.

2.3.3.1 Navigating in Framework Diagrams and Matrices
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You can interact with framework diagram and matrix elements using various mouse actions.
Hover over a framework element – to display its name and any comment.
Click a node or cell – to open a floating list, which lets you manage the documents attached to the node or cell (see Working with Floating Lists).
Right-click a node or cell – to opens contextual menu (see Working with the Framework Node and Cell Contextual Menu).
Double-click a framework matrix element [framework architects only] – to open the property sheet of the element (see Framework Matrix Properties).

2.3.3.2 Attaching a Document to a Framework Node or Cell
You can attach new (or existing) documents to each node of a framework diagram and cell of a framework matrix.

Procedure
1. Open the framework diagram or matrix by double-clicking its Browser entry.
2. Click the node or cell to which you want to add the document to open its floating list, which displays the documents attached to it.

3. Click one of the following tools:
New Document – to create a document of the specified kind:
Model [from scratch or based on a template] – creates the model and opens it in the diagram window.
Model [generated from another PowerDesigner model] – opens the Model Generation Options dialog box to let you create a model (see
Generating Models).
Diagram – opens a model selection dialog box to let you select a new or existing model to create the diagram.
Dependency matrix – opens a model selection dialog box to let you select a new or existing model to create the dependency matrix (see
Dependency Matrices).
List – opens the List of Objects dialog box to let you create objects in a new or existing model.
File – opens a standard Save As dialog box to let you enter a file name. Click Save to open the file in the application corresponding to the
file extension.
Add Document , and select:
Attach Project Document – to add documents already in the project. Select the type of document you want to attach.
Add Document – to add documents from outside the project. Select the type of document you want to add.

Note
You can also drag a project document from the Browser and drop it onto a node, a cell or a floating list, or right-click a node or a cell, and
select the New Document, Attach Project Document, and Add Document commands. Documents can also be moved from one node or cell to
another.
4. [optional – New Document only] Complete the creation of the new document by, for example, adding objects to the model or diagram, or entering text in
the file, etc.
The document is displayed in the floating list.
In this section:
Example: Creating a PDM from a Cell's Floating List
In this example, we create a PDM, which has been specified as a requirement to complete a framework matrix cell.
Example: Creating a List of Processes from a Node's Contextual Menu
In this example, we create a list of BPM processes, which has been specified as a requirement to complete a framework diagram node.

2.3.3.2.1 Example: Creating a PDM from a Cell's Floating List
In this example, we create a PDM, which has been specified as a requirement to complete a framework matrix cell.

Procedure
1. Click a cell to open its floating list, which displays the documents attached to the cell.
2. Click the New Document tool, and then select New PDM to create the required PDM.
The new PDM document is displayed in the cell, and in the Browser in the folder specified by the framework architect.
For information about specifying a model as a requirement to complete a framework node or cell, see Example: Specifying a Model Action.

2.3.3.2.2 Example: Creating a List of Processes from a Node's
Contextual Menu
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In this example, we create a list of BPM processes, which has been specified as a requirement to complete a framework diagram node.

Procedure
1. Right-click a node, and select
New
Document
List of processes
to open the List of Processes dialog.
2. Create an appropriate number of processes in the list, entering a name for each, and then click OK to close the dialog box.
The list of processes document is displayed in the node, and in the Browser under a BPM node in the folder specified by the framework architect.
For information about specifying a list as a requirement to complete a framework node or cell, see Example: Specifying a List Action.

Deleting Documents from Framework Nodes and Cells
You can delete documents from framework nodes and cells. You can choose to simply detach a document from the node or cell or completely remove it from
the project.

Procedure
1. Click a node or cell to open its floating list, select one or more documents in the list, and then click the Delete tool.
Alternatively, select one or more documents in a node or cell and press the Del key or right-click a document and select
The Confirm Deletion dialog box is displayed.

Edit

Delete

.

2. Choose one of the following delete options:
Detach the document from the node or cell - the document is detached from the node or cell but remains available in the project to be used
elsewhere.
Remove the document and any supporting file or model from the project - their deletion from the project may affect files or models used elsewhere
in the project.
3. Click OK to close the dialog box and confirm the deletion.

2.3.3.4 Working with Floating Lists
You open a floating list by clicking a framework diagram node or matrix cell.

Note
Floating lists are not available when you select the Documents display preference (see Project and Framework Display Preferences).
Floating lists contain the following tools to let you manage project documents in the framework diagram and matrix:
Tool

Description
Properties – opens the property sheet of the selected document.
Open Document – opens the selected document.
Add Document – contains the following tools:
Attach Project Document – lets you select a document of the specified kind from inside the project.
Add Document – lets you select a document of the specified kind from outside the project.
New Document – creates a document of the specified kind.
Delete – deletes the selected document from the node and cell. You can choose to:
Detach the document from the node and cell.
Remove the document and any supporting file or model from the project.
For information see Deleting Documents from Framework Nodes and Cells.
Customize Columns and Filter – allows the definition of filter expression on the columns of the floating list (see Customizing Object
List Columns and Filtering Lists).
Enable/Disable Filter – enables or disables the filter.
Views – controls the display of documents in the floating list. You can choose between:
Large Icons – displays documents as large icons.
List – displays documents in multiple columns to optimize space.
Details – displays documents in a grid, which can be filtered.

Status

Status – indicates the percentage of work completed in the node and cell.

Working with the Framework Node and Cell Contextual Menu
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Working with the Framework Node and Cell Contextual Menu
The contextual menu available on framework nodes and cells allows you to perform various actions.
The contextual menu of a framework node and cell contains the following commands. For information about the additional commands available only in
Framework Design Mode, see Styling Framework Nodes and Cells):
Command

Description

List of Documents

Opens the node's or cell's floating list.

New Document

Creates a document of the specified kind in the node or cell. An action must be specified in the node or cell in order for this
command to be available.

Attach Project Document

Attaches a document from inside the project to the node or cell.

Add Document

Adds a document from outside the project to the node or cell.

2.3.4 Designing Framework Diagrams and Matrices
Framework architects (users who have selected the Authorize Framework Design user profile when installing PowerDesigner) can create, design, and delete
framework diagrams and matrices in projects, by enabling the Framework Design Mode.

Procedure
Select
Tools
Framework Design Mode .
In the framework matrix, you can alternately right-click the framework matrix top-left corner, and select Framework Design Mode . The design icon displays in
the matrix top-left corner.
In the framework diagram, the Toolbox displays in the diagram.
In this section:
Creating a Framework Diagram
Framework architects can create one or more framework diagrams to guide their modeling teams through building a project. You can specify actions for
each node in the framework diagram that control what kind of document (model, diagram, model objects list etc.) must be attached to them.
Creating a Framework Matrix
Framework architects can create a framework matrix to guide their modeling teams through building a project. You can specify actions for each cell in the
framework matrix that control what kind of document (model, diagram, model objects list etc.) must be attached to them.
Specifying Framework Node and Cell Actions
Actions control the types of documents that can be attached to nodes and cells when completing framework diagrams and matrices. You can specify one or
more action types per node and cell.
Styling Framework Nodes and Cells
Framework architects have access to additional commands that allow them to change the format of framework nodes and cells.

2.3.4.1 Creating a Framework Diagram
Framework architects can create one or more framework diagrams to guide their modeling teams through building a project. You can specify actions for each
node in the framework diagram that control what kind of document (model, diagram, model objects list etc.) must be attached to them.

Procedure
1.
2.
3.
4.

Right-click a project in the Browser, and select
New
Framework Diagram
to open the framework diagram property sheet.
Enter a name for the framework diagram on the General tab, and click OK to close the property sheet.
Click the Node tool in the Toolbox, click in the diagram, and create an appropriate number of framework diagram nodes.
Click the Link tool in the Toolbox, click in the diagram, and create an appropriate number of framework diagram links between the nodes to express
connections between them.
5. [optional] Decompose one or more nodes to analyze them in more detail (see Decomposing a Framework Node).
6. Create actions for each node to specify the types of documents that your modelers can attach to the node (see Specifying Framework Node and Cell
Actions).
7. [optional] Select
File
Save As Template
to open the Project Template Wizard, and convert the project containing your framework diagrams into
a template to allow it to be reused as the basis for future projects (seeProject Templates).
In this section:
Decomposing a Framework Node
You can decompose one or more nodes in the framework diagram to analyze them in more detail. The decomposed node has its own sub-diagram, which
models the links between its sub-nodes. Sub-nodes can, themselves, be decomposed into further sub-nodes, and so on until you obtain a sufficient level of
detail.

2.3.4.1.1 Decomposing a Framework Node
You can decompose one or more nodes in the framework diagram to analyze them in more detail. The decomposed node has its own sub-diagram, which
models the links between its sub-nodes. Sub-nodes can, themselves, be decomposed into further sub-nodes, and so on until you obtain a sufficient level of
detail.
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Context
You can decompose a node in a framework diagram in any of the following ways:
Press ctrl and double-click the node symbol (this will open the sub-node directly)
Open the property sheet of the node and, on the General tab, select the Composite check box.
Decomposed node symbols in a framework diagram carry a plus-sign symbol to indicate that they contain further detail
The sub-diagram of the decomposed node is empty at first. You have to create the appropriate number of nodes and links between them to show their
connections (see Creating a Framework Diagram).

2.3.4.2 Creating a Framework Matrix
Framework architects can create a framework matrix to guide their modeling teams through building a project. You can specify actions for each cell in the
framework matrix that control what kind of document (model, diagram, model objects list etc.) must be attached to them.

Procedure
1. Right-click a project in the Browser, and select
background of any project diagram, and select
Framework Matrix .

New
Framework Matrix Diagram
to open the framework matrix property sheet, or right-click the
Diagram
New Diagram
Framework Matrix , or select
View
Diagram
New Diagram

Note
You can create only one framework matrix per project.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Enter a name for the framework matrix on the General tab (see Framework Matrix Properties).
Click the Columns tab, and create an appropriate number of framework matrix columns, entering a name for each.
Click the Rows tab, and create an appropriate number of framework matrix rows, entering a name for each.
[optional] Click the Additional Areas tab, and create an appropriate number of additional areas, which will be displayed outside the main matrix grid,
entering a name for each.
6. Click OK to close the property sheet and create your framework matrix.
7. Create actions for each cell to specify the types of documents that your modelers can attach to the cell (see Specifying Framework Node and Cell
Actions).
8. [optional] Select
File
Save As Template
to open the New Template Wizard, and convert the project containing your framework matrix into a
template to allow it to be reused as the basis for future projects (see Project Templates).

Specifying Framework Node and Cell Actions
Actions control the types of documents that can be attached to nodes and cells when completing framework diagrams and matrices. You can specify one or
more action types per node and cell.

Procedure
1.
2.
3.
4.

Double-click a node or a cell to open its property sheet.
On the General tab, enter a node or a cell name, and any other appropriate properties (see Framework Node, Cell and Additional Area Properties).
Click the Actions tab, and click the Add a Row tool to create a new action.
Double-click the action to open its property sheet and, on the General tab, enter an action name, and any other appropriate properties (see Framework
Action Properties).
5. Click the Detail tab, and select one of the following types of actions as a means to populate the node or cell:
Model – a PowerDesigner model (see Example: Specifying a Model Action).
Diagram – a PowerDesigner model diagram (see Example: Specifying a Diagram Action).
List – a list of PowerDesigner model objects (see Example: Specifying a List Action).
Model Generation –a PowerDesigner model generated from another model (see Example: Specifying a Model Generation Action).
Object Generation –a PowerDesigner model populated with one type of objects generated from another model (see Example: Specifying an
Object Generation Action).
File – an external file (see Example: Specifying a File Action).
Matrix – a PowerDesigner dependency matrix showing links between model objects (see Example: Specifying a Matrix Action).
Script - a VB script that can define any scriptable action (see Example: Specifying a Script Action).
6. Specify any other appropriate properties to refine the action.
7. Click OK to close the action and node or cell property sheets and return to the framework diagram or matrix.
The action is now available for use by framework users (see Attaching a Document to a Framework Node or Cell). Note that only fully-defined actions are
available for selection.

In this section:
Example: Specifying a Model Action
The Model action lets a framework user (add or) create one or more models of the specified kind in the node or cell. The model will be displayed in the
Browser under the project node and as a document in the node or cell to which it has been attached.
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Example: Specifying a Diagram Action
The Diagram action lets a framework user (add or) create one or more diagrams of the specified kind in the node or cell. The diagram will be displayed in the
Browser under an existing or new model node and as a diagram in the node or cell to which it has been attached.
Example: Specifying a List Action
The List action lets a framework user (add or) create one or more model object lists of the specified kind in the node or cell. The list will be displayed in the
Browser under the appropriate model node and as a document in the node or cell to which it has been attached.
Example: Specifying a Model Generation Action
The Model Generation action lets a framework user generate one or more models from another model. The generated model will be displayed in the Browser
under the project node and as a document in the node or cell to which it has been attached.
Example: Specifying an Object Generation Action
The Object Generation action lets a framework user generate objects from one model to another. The generated model will be displayed in the Browser
under the project node and as a document in the node or cell to which it has been attached.
Example: Specifying a File Action
The File action lets a framework user (add or) create one or more files of the specified kind in the node or cell. The file will be displayed in the Browser under
the project node and as a document in the node or cell to which it has been attached.
Example: Specifying a Matrix Action
The Matrix action lets a framework user (add or) create one or more dependency matrices of the specified kind in the node or cell. The dependency matrix
will be displayed in the Browser under the project node and as a document in the node or cell to which it has been attached.
Example: Specifying a Script Action
The Script action lets a framework user execute a script in the node or cell. You can use the script to create a project document and attach it to the node or
cell.

2.3.4.3.1 Example: Specifying a Model Action
The Model action lets a framework user (add or) create one or more models of the specified kind in the node or cell. The model will be displayed in the Browser
under the project node and as a document in the node or cell to which it has been attached.

Context
In the following example, we will specify an action in a framework diagram node that enables the user to create one or more Java OOMs with the EJB 3.0 xem
attached.

Procedure
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Double-click a framework node to open its property sheet, and click the Actions tab.
Click the Add a Row tool to create a new action, and double-click it to open its property sheet.
On the General tab, enter "Detailed object model" in the Name field.
Select the Multiple check box to specify that more than one OOM can be attached to the node.
Click the Detail tab, and specify the following properties:
Property

Select or enter

Type

Model

Default document name

Java Model

Model type

Object-Oriented Model

Document template

Leave blank

Model language

Java

Diagram type

Class Diagram

Extension

EJB3.0

6. Click OK to close the action and node property sheets and return to the framework diagram.
The Model action is now available for use by framework diagram users (see Attaching a Document to a Framework Node or Cell).

2.3.4.3.2 Example: Specifying a Diagram Action
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2.3.4.3.2 Example: Specifying a Diagram Action
The Diagram action lets a framework user (add or) create one or more diagrams of the specified kind in the node or cell. The diagram will be displayed in the
Browser under an existing or new model node and as a diagram in the node or cell to which it has been attached.

Context
In the following example, we will specify an action in a framework matrix cell that enables the user to create exactly one BPM process hierarchy diagram from
a previously defined template.

Procedure
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Double-click a framework cell to open its property sheet, and click the Actions tab.
Click the Add a Row tool to create a new action, and double-click it to open its property sheet.
On the General tab, enter "Process high level view" in the Name field.
Clear the Multiple check box to specify that exactly one BPM process hierarchy diagram can be attached to the cell.
Click the Detail tab, and specify the following properties:
Property

Select or enter

Type

Diagram

Default document name

PHD

Default model name

Processes

Model type

Business Process Model

Document template

Click the Ellipsis button to select the Orders.bpm template.
For information about creating model templates see Model Templates.

Diagram type

Business Process Diagram

6. Click OK to close the action and cell property sheets and return to the framework matrix.
The Diagram action is now available for use by framework matrix users (see Attaching a Document to a Framework Node or Cell).

2.3.4.3.3 Example: Specifying a List Action
The List action lets a framework user (add or) create one or more model object lists of the specified kind in the node or cell. The list will be displayed in the
Browser under the appropriate model node and as a document in the node or cell to which it has been attached.

Context
In the following example, we will specify an action in a framework diagram node that requires the user to create at least one list of PDM clusters.

Procedure
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Double-click a framework node to open its property sheet, and click the Actions tab.
Click the Add a Row tool to create a new action, and double-click it to open its property sheet.
On the General tab, enter "List of PDM clusters" in the Name Field.
Select the Mandatory check box to specify that at least one list of PDM clusters must be attached to the node.
Click the Detail tab, and specify the following properties:
Property

Select or enter

Type

List
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Default document name

List of clusters

Default model name

Clusters

Model type

Physical Data Model

Document template

Leave blank

Model language

ORACLE Version 11g

Extension

<none>

List object type

PDM::Cluster (click the Select Object tool, navigate to Oracle Version 11g, and select the Cluster node)

6. Click OK to close the action and node property sheets and return to the framework diagram.
The List action is now available for use by framework diagram users (see Attaching a Document to a Framework Node or Cell).

2.3.4.3.4 Example: Specifying a Model Generation Action
The Model Generation action lets a framework user generate one or more models from another model. The generated model will be displayed in the Browser
under the project node and as a document in the node or cell to which it has been attached.

Context
In the following example, we will specify an action in a framework matrix cell that enables the user to generate exactly one Sybase AS Enterprise 15.0.2 PDM
from a Logical Data Model.

Procedure
1. Double-click a framework cell to open its property sheet, and click the Actions tab.
2. Click the Add a Row tool to create a new action, and double-click it to open its property sheet.
3. On the General tab, enter Generate from Logical Model in the Name field.
4. Clear the Multiple check box to specify that exactly one generated PDM can be attached to the cell.
5. Click the Detail tab, and specify the following properties:
Property

Select or enter

Type

Model Generation

Model type

Physical Data Model

Model language

Sybase AS Enterprise 15.5

Source model type

Logical Data Model

Source location

Logical data model
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6. Click OK to close the action and cell property sheets and return to the framework matrix.
The Model Generation action is now available for use by framework matrix users (see Attaching a Document to a Framework Node or Cell).

2.3.4.3.5 Example: Specifying an Object Generation Action
The Object Generation action lets a framework user generate objects from one model to another. The generated model will be displayed in the Browser under
the project node and as a document in the node or cell to which it has been attached.

Context
In the following example, we will specify an action in a framework matrix cell that enables the user to generate exactly one Java OOM containing classes from
a list of entities.

Procedure
1. Double-click a framework cell to open its property sheet, and click the Actions tab.
2. Click the Add a Row tool to create a new action, and double-click it to open its property sheet.
3. On the General tab, enter Classes from Entities in the Name field.
4. Clear the Multiple check box to specify that exactly one generated OOM can be attached to the cell.
5. Click the Detail tab, and specify the following properties in the fields:
Property

Select or enter

Type

Object Generation

Object type

Click the Select Object tool, navigate to

Model language

C# 2.0

Source object type

Click the Select Object tool, navigate to

Source location

List of Business Objects

PdOOM

Class

in the dialog, and click OK to select it.

PdCDM

Entity

in the dialog, and click OK to select it.

6. Click OK to close the action and cell property sheets and return to the framework matrix.
The Object Generation action is now available for use by framework matrix users (see Attaching a Document to a Framework Node or Cell).

2.3.4.3.6 Example: Specifying a File Action
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2.3.4.3.6 Example: Specifying a File Action
The File action lets a framework user (add or) create one or more files of the specified kind in the node or cell. The file will be displayed in the Browser under
the project node and as a document in the node or cell to which it has been attached.

Context
In the following example, we will specify an action in a framework diagram node that requires the user to create at least one MS Word file from a predefined
template.

Procedure
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Double-click a framework node to open its property sheet, and click the Actions tab.
Click the Add a Row tool to create a new action, and double-click it to open its property sheet.
On the General tab, enter "MS Word File" in the Name field.
Select the Mandatory check box to specify that at least one MS Word file must be attached to the node.
Click the Detail tab, and specify the following properties in the fields:
Property

Select or enter

Type

File

Document template

Click the Ellipsis button to select the Functional specifications.doc template.

File type

.doc

6. Click OK to close the action and node property sheets and return to the framework diagram.
The File action is now available for use by framework diagram users (see Attaching a Document to a Framework Node or Cell).

2.3.4.3.7 Example: Specifying a Matrix Action
The Matrix action lets a framework user (add or) create one or more dependency matrices of the specified kind in the node or cell. The dependency matrix will
be displayed in the Browser under the project node and as a document in the node or cell to which it has been attached.

Context
In the following example, we will specify an action in a framework matrix cell that enables the user to create exactly one dependency matrix between PDM
tables and users connected by the Owner dependency.

Procedure
1. Double-click a framework cell to open its property sheet, and click the Actions tab.
2. Click the Add a Row tool to create a new action, and double-click it to open its property sheet.
3. On the General tab, enter Table-User Matrix in the Name field.
4. Clear the Multiple check box to specify that only one dependency matrix can be attached to the cell.
5. Click the Detail tab, and specify the following properties:
Property

Select or enter

Type

Matrix
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Default model name

Table-User Matrix

Model type

Physical Data Model

Document template

Leave blank

Model Language

Sybase AS Enterprise 15.5

Extension

<none>

Dependency matrix

Click the Create tool to open the dependency matrix property sheet and specify the following values:
Matrix rows object type – Table
Matrix columns object type – User
Matrix cells dependency – Owner

6. Click OK to close the dependency matrix property sheet, and return to the action property sheet.

7. Click OK to close the action and cell property sheets and return to the framework matrix.
The Matrix action is now available for use by framework matrix users (see Attaching a Document to a Framework Node or Cell).

2.3.4.3.8 Example: Specifying a Script Action
The Script action lets a framework user execute a script in the node or cell. You can use the script to create a project document and attach it to the node or
cell.

Context
In the following example, we will specify an action in a framework diagram node that enables the user to execute a script that generates a model from another
model. The result of this example is the same as that of a Generation action, but the script is intended to demonstrate the possibilities that you can script in
your own projects. You could, for example, write a script to connect to a live database and reverse engineer it into a cell. For information about writing scripts
for use in your models and projects, see Customizing and Extending PowerDesigner > Extension Files > Methods (Profile) .
Before you can specify a script action, you have to create a method script on the FrameworkAction metaclass in an extension, and then attach it to your
project. In this case, the following script is called GenerateModel, and will generate a PDM:
Sub %Method%(obj)
'
'
'
'
'
'
'
'
'

This is a sample method that can be used in a script action
It generates a PDM from a source cell CDM and attaches it to the current cell
Steps:
1- Get the source cell: found by its code "mySourceCell"
2- Get the source model: first document in the source cell
3- Generate a PDM from the source model
4- Attach the generated model to the current cell
5- Set current action as source action for the new document
=> That will prevent generating twice if the action is not multiple

If obj Is Nothing Then Exit Sub
Dim sourceCell, targetCell, modelDoc, sourceModel, targetModel
' The script is defined on the action so the current cell is simply the action parent
Set targetCell = obj.Parent
' First check if we can execute the action on the current cell
' for non multiple actions, the CanExecute should return true only the first time
If obj.CanExecute(targetCell) Then
' Get Source cell
Set sourceCell = FindCellByCode(targetCell.Parent, "mySourceCell") ' See function code below End Sub statement
' Get source model (supposed to be the first in its artifact document list)
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Set modelDoc = sourceCell.ArtifactDocuments.Item(0)
Set sourceModel = modelDoc.TargetModelObject
' Generate PDM Model
Set targetModel = sourceModel.GenerateModel (Nothing, PdPDM.cls_Model)
' Attach generated model to current cell
Set modelDoc = targetModel.SourceModelDocument
targetCell.AttachDocument(modelDoc)
' Set current action as source for the new model document
obj.SetAsSource(modelDoc)
Else
' In this sample, the action is supposed to be non-multiple
' Therefore, CanExecute fails if it's already a source action for an existing document
output "The action has already been executed"
End If
End Sub

' FindCellByCode function (Global Script function):
Function FindCellByCode (fmx, Code)
Set FindCellByCode = Nothing
Dim Cell
For Each Cell In fmx.cells
If Cell.Code = Code Then
Set FindCellByCode = Cell
Exit For
End If
Next
End Function
>>

Procedure
1. Double-click a framework node to open its property sheet, and click the click the Actions tab.
2. On the General tab, enter Generate Model Script in the Name field.
3. Clear the Multiple check box to specify that exactly one generated model can be attached to the node.
4. Click the Detail tab, and specify the following properties in the fields:
Property

Select

Type

Script

Method

GenerateModel

5. Click OK to close the action and node property sheets and return to the framework diagram.
The Script action is now available for use by framework diagram users (see Attaching a Document to a Framework Node or Cell).

Styling Framework Nodes and Cells
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Framework architects have access to additional commands that allow them to change the format of framework nodes and cells.

Context
Command

Description

Format

Opens the Symbol Format dialog box to let you specify line and fill colours, fonts and formatting for each textual element, and an
image for the node or cell (see Symbol Format Properties).

Change Image

Opens the Select Image dialog box to let you insert an image in the node or cell (see Browsing for Images).

Get Format

Copies the format of the selected node or cell for pasting in other nodes or cells.

Apply Format

Pastes a previously copied node or cell format into the selected node or cell.

Properties

Opens the property sheet of the selected node or cell.

For information about the standard commands available outside design mode, see Working with the Framework Node and Cell Contextual Menu.

2.3.5 Project Templates
A project template can provide predefined content, rules, and formatting for your project.

Context
For example, you could create:
A data project template - containing a CDM, LDM, and PDM targeting your preferred DBMS.
An application project template - containing an OOM with the UML diagrams required for your modeling practices, along with a PDM and XSM to handle
data persistance and format.
A framework project template - containing a FEAF or other framework matrix.

Procedure
1. Create a project (see Creating a Project).
2. Create the content that you want to make available in your template:
[optional] Add any appropriate models or files (see Adding Model and File Documents to a Project).
[optional] Create one or more framework diagrams (see Creating a Framework Diagram).
[optional] Create a framework matrix (see Creating a Framework Matrix).
[optional] Specify any appropriate display preferences (see Project and Framework Display Preferences).
3. Select
File
Save As Template
to open the Template Wizard and click Next .

Note
If you have unsaved changes to the contents of your project, you will be prompted to save them before beginning the wizard.
4. Specify a directory in which to save the project template. By default, the project template directory (defined via
Tools
General Options
Project
Templates ) is selected. Click the Change Template Directory tool to select another location.
5. Select a template category from the list or enter a template category name that will appear in the New Project dialog. You can use the \ character to
create sub-categories.

6. Click Next , and enter a description for the new template that will be displayed in the New Project dialog.
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Note
You can modify a template description by right-clicking a project template in the Browser, and selecting Edit Template .
7. Click Finish to close the wizard and create the template.
The project (.prj) and the models and files it contains are copied to the template directory.

Note
If any documents are outside the project and only attached to it they will not be copied to the template directory and thus may not be available to a
user when she creates a project from the template.
When you select

New

Project

, the template is available for selection in the Project type tree:

8. [optional] Check the project template into the repository Library/Resources/Project Templates folder to make it available to other users (see
Sharing Model, Report, and Project Templates and Conversion Tables via the Library).

2.3.6 Project and Framework Properties
Projects, model and file documents, and framework diagrams and matrices have a variety of properties that you can configure to control their behavior.
In this section:
Project Properties
To view or edit a project's properties, double-click its Browser or list entry. The property sheet tabs and fields listed here are those available by default,
before any customization of the interface by you or an administrator.
Model and File Document Properties
To view or edit a document's properties, double-click its diagram symbol or Browser or list entry. The property sheet tabs and fields listed here are those
available by default, before any customization of the interface by you or an administrator.
Dependency Link Properties
To view or edit a dependency link's properties, double-click its diagram symbol or Browser or list entry. The property sheet tabs and fields listed here are
those available by default, before any customization of the interface by you or an administrator.
Framework Matrix Properties
Framework architects can modify a framework matrix properties from its property sheet by enabling the Framework Design Mode, and double-clicking the
framework matrix top-left corner.
Framework Column and Row Properties
[Framework architects] To view or edit a column or row's properties, enable the Framework Design Mode, and double-click a column or row header in the
framework matrix.
Framework Node, Cell and Additional Area Properties
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[Framework architects] To view or edit a node, cell or additional area's properties, enable the Framework Design Mode, and double-click a node in the
framework diagram or a cell or an additional area in the framework matrix.
Framework Action Properties
[Framework architects] To view or edit an action's properties, enable the Framework Design Mode, and double-click an action on the Actions tab of a node
or cell property sheet.
Framework Link Properties
[Framework architects] To view or edit a framework link's properties, double-click its diagram symbol or Browser or list entry. The property sheet tabs and
fields listed here are those available by default, before any customization of the interface by you or an administrator.

2.3.6.1 Project Properties
To view or edit a project's properties, double-click its Browser or list entry. The property sheet tabs and fields listed here are those available by default, before
any customization of the interface by you or an administrator.
The General tab contains the following properties:
Property

Description

Name/Code/Comment

Identify the object. The name should clearly convey the object's purpose to non-technical users, while the code, which is used for
generating code or scripts, may be abbreviated, and should not normally include spaces. You can optionally add a comment to
provide more detailed information about the object. By default the code is generated from the name by applying the naming
conventions specified in the model options. To decouple name-code synchronization, click to release the = button to the right of
the Code field.

File name

Specifies the location of the project file. This field is empty if the project has never been saved.

Author

Specifies the author of the project. If you enter nothing, the Author field in diagram title boxes displays the user name from the
project property sheet Version Info tab. If you enter a space, the Author field displays nothing.

Version

Specifies the version of the project. You can use this box to display the repository version or a user defined version of the project.
This parameter is defined in the Title page of the project display preferences.

Default diagram

Specifies the diagram displayed by default when opening the project.

Keywords

Provide a way of loosely grouping objects through tagging. To enter multiple keywords, separate them with commas.

2.3.6.2 Model and File Document Properties
To view or edit a document's properties, double-click its diagram symbol or Browser or list entry. The property sheet tabs and fields listed here are those
available by default, before any customization of the interface by you or an administrator.
The General tab contains the following properties:
Property

Description

Name/Code/Comment

Identify the object. The name and code are read-only for model documents. You can optionally add a comment to provide more
detailed information about the object.

Stereotype

Extends the semantics of the object. You can enter a stereotype directly in this field, or add stereotypes to the list by specifying
them in an extension file.

Location

Specifies the path or URL to the document. Read-only for model documents.

[read-only]

The property sheet provides read-only information on the extension, size, and creation and modification dates of the document,
as well as noting whether it is inside the project or simply referenced by it.

Keywords

Provide a way of loosely grouping objects through tagging. To enter multiple keywords, separate them with commas.

2.3.6.3 Dependency Link Properties
To view or edit a dependency link's properties, double-click its diagram symbol or Browser or list entry. The property sheet tabs and fields listed here are those
available by default, before any customization of the interface by you or an administrator.
The General tab contains the following properties:
Property

Description

Type

[read-only] Specifies the type of the dependency link, which can include generation links, reference links, mapping links,
and file links.

Influent object

[read-only] Specifies the source object of the dependency link. Click the Properties tool beside the list to open its property
sheet.

Dependent object

[read-only] Specifies the target object of the dependency link. Click the Properties tool beside the list to open its property
sheet.

Keywords

Provide a way of loosely grouping objects through tagging. To enter multiple keywords, separate them with commas.

2.3.6.4 Framework Matrix Properties
Framework architects can modify a framework matrix properties from its property sheet by enabling the Framework Design Mode, and double-clicking the
framework matrix top-left corner.
For more information on enabling the Framework Design Mode, see Designing Framework Diagrams and Matrices.
The General tab contains the following properties:
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Property

Description

Name/Code/Comment

Identify the object. The name should clearly convey the object's purpose to non-technical users, while the code, which is used for
generating code or scripts, may be abbreviated, and should not normally include spaces. You can optionally add a comment to
provide more detailed information about the object. By default the code is generated from the name by applying the naming
conventions specified in the model options. To decouple name-code synchronization, click to release the = button to the right of the
Code field.

Stereotype

Extends the semantics of the object. You can enter a stereotype directly in this field, or add stereotypes to the list by specifying them in
an extension file.

Keywords

Provide a way of loosely grouping objects through tagging. To enter multiple keywords, separate them with commas.

In addition to the General tab, the framework matrix property sheet contains the following tabs:
Rows tab – displays a sortable list of rows, in which you can create, edit or delete rows. See Framework Column and Row Properties.
Columns tab – displays a sortable list of columns, in which you can create, edit or delete columns. See Framework Column and Row Properties.
Cells tab – displays a list of cells, which is computed from the intersection of columns and rows or from the creation of additional areas. You can edit
cells but you cannot delete them unless you delete the columns or rows to which they belong. See Framework Node, Cell and Additional Area
Properties.
Additional Areas tab – displays the four additional areas available to the framework matrix. You can create, edit or delete additional areas. See
Framework Node, Cell and Additional Area Properties.

2.3.6.5 Framework Column and Row Properties
[Framework architects] To view or edit a column or row's properties, enable the Framework Design Mode, and double-click a column or row header in the
framework matrix.
For more information about enabling the Framework Design Mode, see Designing Framework Diagrams and Matrices).
The General tab contains the following properties:
Property

Description

Name/Code/Comment

Identify the object. The name should clearly convey the object's purpose to non-technical users, while the code, which is used for
generating code or scripts, may be abbreviated, and should not normally include spaces. You can optionally add a comment to
provide more detailed information about the object. By default the code is generated from the name by applying the naming
conventions specified in the model options. To decouple name-code synchronization, click to release the = button to the right of
the Code field.

Stereotype

Extends the semantics of the object. You can enter a stereotype directly in this field, or add stereotypes to the list by specifying
them in an extension file.

Help file

Specifies a location for the help file associated with the row or column.

Default folder

Specifies a default folder for the creation of the cell's documents. If no default folder is specified in the cell's property sheet, the
row's default folder is used first, then the column's default folder.

Keywords

Provide a way of loosely grouping objects through tagging. To enter multiple keywords, separate them with commas.

2.3.6.6 Framework Node, Cell and Additional Area Properties
[Framework architects] To view or edit a node, cell or additional area's properties, enable the Framework Design Mode, and double-click a node in the
framework diagram or a cell or an additional area in the framework matrix.
For more information about enabling the Framework Design Mode, see Designing Framework Diagrams and Matrices.
The General tab contains the following properties:
Property

Description

Name/Code/Comment

Identify the object. The name should clearly convey the object's purpose to non-technical users, while the code, which is
used for generating code or scripts, may be abbreviated, and should not normally include spaces. You can optionally add
a comment to provide more detailed information about the object. By default the code is generated from the name by
applying the naming conventions specified in the model options. To decouple name-code synchronization, click to release
the = button to the right of the Code field.

Stereotype

Extends the semantics of the object. You can enter a stereotype directly in this field, or add stereotypes to the list by
specifying them in an extension file.

Help file

Specifies a location for the help file associated with the node and cell.

Default folder

Specifies a default folder for the creation of the node's and cell's documents.

Cell location

[framework matrix only - read-only]
[cell] Specifies the name of the column and row for which the cell is the intersection. Click the Properties tool beside Row
and Column fields to open their property sheet.
[additional area] Specifies the location of the additional area: Left, Top, Right, or Bottom area.

Completion status

Controls the percentage of work completed in the node and cell. Enter a value between 1 and 100 in the box. This value is
also displayed in the node's and cell's floating list and a rectangle on the node and cell shows the work progression if you
have selected the Completion status display preference.

Inactive

[cell only] Specifies a cell which is not available.

Constrain content

Specifies a node and cell, whose content can only be completed by its defined actions.

Composite

[node only] Specifies whether the node is decomposed into sub-nodes displayed in sub-diagrams. When selected a SubNodes tab is displayed in the property sheet to list these sub-nodes. If you deselect this property, then any sub-nodes that
you have created will be deleted.
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Keywords

Provide a way of loosely grouping objects through tagging. To enter multiple keywords, separate them with commas.

In addition to the General tab, the framework node and cell property sheet contains the following tabs:
Actions tab – displays a list of actions, in which you can create, edit or delete actions (see Framework Action Properties).
Documents tab – displays a list of documents, in which you can create or add existing documents, and also edit or delete documents (see Attaching a
Document to a Framework Node or Cell).

2.3.6.7 Framework Action Properties
[Framework architects] To view or edit an action's properties, enable the Framework Design Mode, and double-click an action on the Actions tab of a node or
cell property sheet.

Note
For information about enabling the Framework Design Mode, see Designing Framework Diagrams and Matrices.
The General tab contains the following properties:
Property

Description

Parent

[read-only] Specifies the name of the parent node and cell to which the action belongs.

Name/Code/Comment

Identify the object. The name should clearly convey the object's purpose to non-technical users, while the code, which is
used for generating code or scripts, may be abbreviated, and should not normally include spaces. You can optionally add
a comment to provide more detailed information about the object. By default the code is generated from the name by
applying the naming conventions specified in the model options. To decouple name-code synchronization, click to release
the = button to the right of the Code field.

Stereotype

Extends the semantics of the object. You can enter a stereotype directly in this field, or add stereotypes to the list by
specifying them in an extension file.

Multiple

When selected, specifies that one or more documents of the selected type can be created.

Mandatory

When selected, specifies that at least one document of the selected type must be created.

Keywords

Provide a way of loosely grouping objects through tagging. To enter multiple keywords, separate them with commas.

Detail Tab
The Detail tab specifies the nature of the action.
Property

Description

Type

Specifies the nature of the document to attach to the framework nodes and cells (see Specifying Framework Node and Cell
Actions).

Default document name

[Model, Diagram, and File only] Specifies the model, diagram or file name created by default in the Browser.

Model type

[not for File and Dependency Matrix] Specifies a model type to create, for example Enterprise Architecture Model.

Document template

[not for Generation and Dependency Matrix] Specifies the model or file template on which the model or file to create is
based, for example a PDM, an LDM, or a .doc, a .xls etc. Click the Ellipsis button to browse for a file on your system.

Model language

[not for File and Dependency Matrix] Specifies a target language associated with the model to create, for example Analysis
for a BPM or Java for an OOM. Select a model language in the list. If you do not specify a language, your system default
model language is used.

Diagram type

[Model and Diagram only] Specifies a diagram type for the model, for example Class Diagram for an OOM, or Business
Process Diagram for a BPM.

Extension

[not for File and Dependency Matrix] Specifies an extension file attached to the model, for example SIMUL8 for a BPM.

Object type

[List only] Specifies the model object type in the list, for example entity, process, table, class etc.

Object stereotype

[List only] Specifies a stereotype to filter the metaclass, for example a <<cluster>> stereotype on an extended object in a
PDM targeted for the Oracle Version 9i DBMS.

Dependency matrix

[Dependency Matrix only] Specifies a dependency matrix definition between model objects. Click the Create tool to create a
new dependency matrix.

File type

[File only] Specifies the extension of the file to create, for example, .doc, .xsl, .txt, etc.

Source model type

[Generation only] Specifies the model type from which to generate the model, for example Business Process Model,
Conceptual Data Model etc.

Source cell

[Generation only] Specifies the node and cell containing the model type from which to generate the new model.

2.3.6.8 Framework Link Properties
[Framework architects] To view or edit a framework link's properties, double-click its diagram symbol or Browser or list entry. The property sheet tabs and
fields listed here are those available by default, before any customization of the interface by you or an administrator.
For more information about enabling the Framework Design Mode, see Designing Framework Diagrams and Matrices.
The General tab contains the following properties:
Property

Description
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Name/Code/Comment

Identify the object. The name should clearly convey the object's purpose to non-technical users, while the code, which
is used for generating code or scripts, may be abbreviated, and should not normally include spaces. You can
optionally add a comment to provide more detailed information about the object. By default the code is generated
from the name by applying the naming conventions specified in the model options. To decouple name-code
synchronization, click to release the = button to the right of the Code field.

Stereotype

Extends the semantics of the object. You can enter a stereotype directly in this field, or add stereotypes to the list by
specifying them in an extension file.

First object

Specifies the node that the link leads from. You can click the Properties tool to the right of the list to view the properties
of the selected object.

Second object

Specifies the node that the link leads to. You can click the Properties tool to the right of the list to view the properties of
the selected object.

Keywords

Provide a way of loosely grouping objects through tagging. To enter multiple keywords, separate them with commas.

2.4 Objects
Modeling objects, such as tables and entities, are the building blocks of your models. All the objects in a model are listed as items in the Browser and they
may also appear as symbols in your diagrams.
Each type of model diagram (see Diagrams) supports certain specific types of objects, and each object created in a diagram is represented by a symbol (see
Symbols). A single object can have multiple symbols associated with it to allow it to appear in multiple diagrams or multiple times in the same diagram (see
Creating Graphical Synonyms for Object Symbols).

Note
For detailed information about a specific type of model or object, see the appropriate modeling guide. The following sections describe generic features
available for all objects.

In this section:
Creating Objects from the Toolbox
The toolbox is a toolbar that lets you quickly create objects in diagrams. To create an object, click the appropriate tool and then click in the diagram. When
you release the mouse button, the object is created, and you can click again elsewhere to create a second object and so on.
Creating Objects from the Browser
You can create any object, including objects that do not have symbols, from the Browser. If the Browser is not visible, select
View
Browser
(or
press Alt+0 ) to display it.
Creating Objects from an Object List
You can create most types of objects in object lists, available under the Model menu. Some property sheet tabs, such as a table's Columns tab or a
class's Attributes or Operations tabs also contain object lists. Lists provide a method to quickly create multiple objects and change their properties
simultaneously.
Importing Objects from Excel Files
The Excel Import extension provides a wizard to guide you through mapping tables of objects in an Excel file (v2003 and higher) to PowerDesigner objects
and properties, to import them to your model. For example, you could create a list of database tables in an Excel file, specifying any appropriate properties,
and then import them into a PDM.
Importing Objects from XML Files
PowerDesigner allows you to import objects from an XML file by defining mappings between the elements in the XML schema and objects in the
PowerDesigner metamodel (and any extensions). The import mappings are defined in an extension file, can be shared with all users through the repository
library, and are accessed by selecting
File
Import
<Import Name>
.
Moving and Copying Objects
Objects in the PowerDesigner working environment are easy to manipulate and to reuse from one model or package to another.
Deleting Objects
You can delete an object from a diagram, the Browser, or an object list.
Object Properties
All model objects created in PowerDesigner have property sheets, which organize object properties on tabs.
Object Lists
PowerDesigner object lists provide a spreadsheet-like interface for manipulating large quantities of objects. They offer you an overview of the objects in your
model and can save you time and effort in managing your metadata. While property sheets provide depth of detail for individual objects, lists allow you to
select and manipulate multiple objects simultaneously to streamline creation and improve consistency.
Finding Objects
PowerDesigner lets you search for objects within all the models currently open in your workspace.
Business Rules
A business rule is a written statement specifying what a system must do or how it must be structured. Rules can be derived from a government-imposed
law, a customer requirement, or an internal guideline. You can attach rules to your model objects to complement your diagrams with information that is not
easily represented graphically.
File Objects
You can embed any application file in your model or provide a link to it. For example you could include a detailed description of your problematic by pointing
to a text or Word file from your model. In an OOM, you could associate a class to a Java file. The file itself can be embedded in the model or referenced by
it.
Packages
Packages can be used to organize your model into different tasks and subject areas, and to assign parts of it to different development teams. Each
package has a default diagram, and you can add further diagrams, model objects, and sub-packages. You can create as many packages as you need in a
model and decompose a package into other packages, and so on.
Traceability Links
Traceability links have no formal semantic meaning, but can be followed when performing an impact analysis or otherwise navigating through the model
structure.
Extended Objects, Sub-Objects, and Links
Extended objects, sub-objects, and links let you model concepts that are not natively supported by PowerDesigner. For example, you can add extended
objects to a PDM to model new database objects. You can specify generated files and templates in the definition of your extended objects in order to enable
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their generation and reverse-engineering.
Checking Models
You can check the validity of your model at any time. We recommend that you check your model before generating code or another model from it. The
Check model option is enabled by default in the Generate dialog box and, if an error is found, the generation is stopped.
Naming Conventions
You can use naming conventions to specify a case, maximum length, and valid characters for object names and codes, and enforce compliance with an
enterprise glossary. You can also invoke conversion scripts and conversion lists to generate appropriate object codes from names (or names from codes).
Spell Checking
You can spell check your PowerDesigner models if you have MS Word 2000 or higher installed on your machine, and if your system code page is
consistent with the model language. For example, for the spell checker to work properly on a Chinese model, your system code page should be Chinese.
Extending Objects
PowerDesigner includes powerful tools to extend and customize your modeling objects. Many extensions are defined in the resource files that are provided
with PowerDesigner to support a particular language or DBMS, and you can add your own to add new attributes and attribute lists to objects, create entirely
new objects, and customize object generation.
Applying Transformations to Objects
Transformations are used to perform generic modifications to your model objects. You can apply transformations to your model as a sort of design pattern.
You can design a pattern using the transformation feature and play it in your model in order to modify objects. For example, in an OOM, you could use a
transformation to convert all analysis classes with the <<control>> stereotype into components in order to add an implementation layer to your model.
Exporting Objects to Troux Semantics
The Troux Upload extension files provide a framework for mapping PowerDesigner metadata to Troux Semantics domains. An extension file with the export
mechanism is provided for each type of PowerDesigner model along with instructions for how you can define mappings to export your model objects in the
Troux Upload XML format. Example mappings are provided to map certain EAM objects to the Troux Application and Software domains

2.4.1 Creating Objects from the Toolbox
The toolbox is a toolbar that lets you quickly create objects in diagrams. To create an object, click the appropriate tool and then click in the diagram. When
you release the mouse button, the object is created, and you can click again elsewhere to create a second object and so on.

To release the tool, simply select another tool or right-click in free space. To revert to a previously selected tool, hold down Ctrl and perform a double rightclick.
To create a link, click the appropriate link tool, click in the object from which you want the link to begin and hold the mouse button as you drag the pointer to
the object in which you want the link to end. When you release the mouse button, the link is created.
The toolbox contains four categories that can be collapsed or expanded by clicking on the up and down arrows:
Standard - containing the basic tools available in all diagrams:
Icon

Action
Pointer [default] – Selects, moves, and resizes individual symbols. Double-click to select all the objects in the diagram. To switch back to the
Pointer from another tool, right-click anywhere in the diagram.
Grabber – Single-click to select the entire diagram. Double-click to display the entire diagram, centered.
Zoom In/Zoom Out.
Open Diagram - Click a composite object or package to open its default diagram.
Delete - Click a symbol to delete it and, optionally, its associated object (see Deleting Objects).
Properties - Click a symbol to open the property sheet of its object (see Object Properties).

<Type> Diagram - containing tools specific to the current diagram (see the appropriate modeling guide) and the following tools for objects that are
available in all diagrams:
Icon

Action
Package – see Packages.
File - see File Objects.

Free Symbols - containing tools for drawing free shapes and links to decorate your diagrams (see Decorative Symbols).
Predefined Symbols - containing tools for drawing standard flowchart shapes.

Note
To rename an object from its symbol, select it and then press F2. If the symbol carries additional editable properties (but not lists of sub-objects), you can
navigate to the next with Tab (or the previous with Shift + Tab ). Select the Edit in place after creation general option to have the name of each object
that you create immediately selected for editing (see General Options).
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2.4.2 Creating Objects from the Browser
You can create any object, including objects that do not have symbols, from the Browser. If the Browser is not visible, select
Alt+0 ) to display it.

View

Browser

(or press

Procedure
1. Right-click the model, package, object, or category where you want to create the object, and select
New
<object type>
.
2. Type an object name and code in the General tab of the property sheet, and then add any other relevant properties (see Object Properties).
3. Click OK to confirm the creation of the object.
The object is created in the appropriate category in the Browser. If the object has a symbol, it will also be added (where possible) to the current diagram.

2.4.3 Creating Objects from an Object List
You can create most types of objects in object lists, available under the Model menu. Some property sheet tabs, such as a table's Columns tab or a class's
Attributes or Operations tabs also contain object lists. Lists provide a method to quickly create multiple objects and change their properties simultaneously.

Procedure
1. Select
Model
<object type>
(or open an appropriate property sheet tab).
2. Click the Add a Row tool or, if the list is ordered, the Insert a row tool.
A new item is added at the end, or before the selected row, of the list.
3. Enter an object name and code and, for link objects, a source and destination object.
4. Repeat as necessary to create additional objects of the same type, and then click OK .

Results
For detailed information about object lists, see Object Lists.

2.4.4 Importing Objects from Excel Files
The Excel Import extension provides a wizard to guide you through mapping tables of objects in an Excel file (v2003 and higher) to PowerDesigner objects and
properties, to import them to your model. For example, you could create a list of database tables in an Excel file, specifying any appropriate properties, and
then import them into a PDM.

Context
You can import any number of different types of objects from a single Excel file, so long as they can all be imported to a single type of model. Each type of
object should be listed in its own table on a separate worksheet of the Excel file. Each row in a table represents one object to import, and each column
represents one property (an attribute or list of associated objects) of the object.
In the following example, the Excel file contains worksheets listing tables, keys, references, and reference joins. The Table sheet, contains a list of three
table to import. The columns Name, Owner, and Columns will be imported as the corresponding table properties:

For detailed information about how to organise the file, see Preparing Your Excel File for Import.

Note
An example Excel file for importing into a PDM is provided at <install_dir> \Examples\excel_import.xls and a set of nine files for importing
into an EAM is at <install_dir> \Examples\EAExample.

Procedure
1. [optional] Create extensions to allow you to easily import objects or properties not defined in the standard PowerDesigner metamodel (see Extension
Files).
If you do not predefine extensions, the wizard will allow you to specify them during the definition of the mappings prior to beginning the import, but
predefined extensions can be more sophisticated and allow the import to proceed more quickly.
2. Open the Excel Import Wizard:
To create a new model, select
File
Import
Excel File . Specify the kind of model you want to create in the New Model dialog (see
Creating a Model), and then click OK .
To import objects into an existing model, attach the Excel Import extension (available for all model types on the Import subtab of the Select
Extensions dialog) to your model (see Attaching Extensions to a Model), then right-click the model in the Browser, and select Import Excel File .
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3. Click the Select File tool, browse to and select the Excel file to import, and click Open to return to the wizard.
4. [optional] Click the Options button to open the Import Options dialog (see Excel Import Options), specify any appropriate options and then click Close
to return to the wizard.
5. Click Next to go to the Import Table page:

On this page, you must either:
Select a PowerDesigner object type to import the table lines As from the list.
Select to import the table lines as a new object type by clicking the New tool to the right of the list to open the New Object Type dialog.
Deselect the check box to not import this table. When you click Next , PowerDesigner will search the Excel file for another table of objects to
import.
6. Click Next to go to the Import Column page:

On this page, you must either:
Select a PowerDesigner attribute to import the table column as from the Attribute list. To create a new attribute, click the New tool to the right of
the list.
Select the List of associated objects radio button to import the column as a list, selecting the List to use and (if the list can contain multiple
types of objects), the appropriate Object . To create a new list, click the New tool to the right of the list.
Deselect the check box to not import this table column.
7. Click Next . The wizard will search for the next column in the table and if there is none (or if you have selected to skip importing the table), will search
for the next sheet containing a table of objects.
When all the worksheets and columns have been processed, the import will begin. You can stop the import at any time by clicking the Cancel button in
the bottom-right corner. When the import is complete, a dialog will appear showing how many objects have been created.
8. Click OK to return to your model and review the imported objects.
If you have instructed PowerDesigner to create new object types or new properties, a new embedded extension called Import Extensions is created
under the Extensions category in the Browser to hold the definitions of these extensions.

Results
During the import, in addition to the objects that are created, PowerDesigner creates an Excel Import object that contains your import parameters, along with a
Table Mapping object for each of the imported tables, which lists the column mappings used. Right-click the Excel Import Object to access the following
commands:
Import - to re-import your file based on the options and mappings you have already defined. All the objects will be reimported, overwriting any existing
objects based on their names. If you have added new objects to your worksheet tables they will be added to the model, but any objects that you have
deleted from your worksheet will not be deleted from the model.
Change Mappings - to re-import your file via the Excel Import Wizard in order to modify your table or column mappings.
Change Options - to change the import options preparatory to re-importing with the command Import .
Properties - to open the Excel Import properties sheet.

Note
Advanced users may want to modify the Excel Import XEM to enable the import of data from other external file types. For detailed documentation about its
implementation, open the XEM (which is located at <install_dir> \Resource Files\Extended Model Definitions\ExcelImport.xem in
the Resource Editor and read the detailed commentary on the root element.
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In this section:
Preparing Your Excel File for Import
By following certain simple rules, you can greatly help PowerDesigner to recognize the information in your Excel files, and thus improve the accuracy and
speed of the import.
Excel Import Options
The Excel Import Wizard provides a number of options to allow some flexibility in the format of the data it can import.

2.4.4.1 Preparing Your Excel File for Import
By following certain simple rules, you can greatly help PowerDesigner to recognize the information in your Excel files, and thus improve the accuracy and
speed of the import.
Follow these rules to ensure that your import goes as smoothly and quickly as possible:
Determine your extensions strategy
The wizard can create simple extensions (new object types or new properties not included in the PowerDesigner metamodel) for you during the import.
However, to define more complex extensions or to speed up the import process, you may prefer to predefine your extensions beforehand (see Extension Files)
and have the import automatically map them.
Insert only one table of objects per worksheet
If you have more than one table on a worksheet, only the first will be recognized and imported.
Name your worksheet after the object to import
If the name of your worksheet matches the name of a PowerDesigner object type, then the wizard will suggest mapping the table to that object type. The
wizard does not recognize plural forms so, if your sheet contains tables, you should call it Table, and if it contains classes, call it Class.

For sub-objects (objects linked to their parent by composition), you must prefix the name of the object with that of its parent object, (eg Table.Key) or it will
not be recognized.
Name table columns after the property they contain
If you name each of your columns after the attribute or collection that it contains, then the wizard will suggest mapping the column to that attribute or
collection. As a general rule, attributes are singular and collections plural so that, for example, you should name the column that contains your tables' names
Name and the column containing its columns, Columns.

Determine how you will reference other objects
Properties can contain references to other objects. For example, a table Owner property contains a reference to a user object and a business process
references the organization unit that performs it. The import tries to resolve references first by searching for an appropriate object in the Excel file, and then in
any of the models open in the Workspace (creating a shortcut to the referenced object). Follow these suggestions to optimize your references:
Control whether references will be made via object names or codes using the Reference associated objects by option.
To maximize the clarity of dependencies between objects, place objects that are to be referenced on a worksheet before the objects that will reference
them.
Ensure that the necessary target models are open in the Workspace to create shortcuts, if appropriate, and select the Search for referenced objects in
other models option.
Use the Create associated objects if not found option to instruct PowerDesigner to create the necessary objects if it cannot resolved references either
in the Excel file or in models open in the Workspace.
Quickly create collections by listing objects in a single cell
You can create a collection simply by listing its items in a single cell, separated by commas:

To change the separator, use the List value separator option.
Represent relationships of composition using a Parent column
To specify composition relationships (such as columns in a table, classes in a package, or attributes in a class) between objects on different worksheets,
specify the parent or location for the sub-object in a Parent column. You can specify a multi-level hierarchy of parents separated by a qualified name
separator.

Note
Whereas specifying a collection of sub-objects in a single cell on the parent worksheet allows you to quickly populate the collection, specifying sub-objects
on a separate worksheet allows you to detail all their properties.

2.4.4.2 Excel Import Options
The Excel Import Wizard provides a number of options to allow some flexibility in the format of the data it can import.
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Option

Description

Auto-map columns to properties

Instructs the wizard to automatically map Excel tables and columns to objects and properties in the PowerDesigner metamodel.
If all your Excel worksheets and table column headings are named from the PowerDesigner metamodel (or your predefined
extensions), this option can make the import run without requesting further input (see Preparing Your Excel File for Import).
Default: Unselected

Check data integrity

Enables validation of objects and property values (such as the uniqueness of names and codes) during import. Disabling this
option can provide significant performance improvements when importing larger files. Data integrity can be confirmed after the
import by selecting
Tools
Check Model (or pressing F4 ) in the model.
Default: Selected

Create symbols in active diagram

Instructs the wizard to create symbols, where appropriate, for the imported objects in the currently selected diagram.
Default: Unselected

Create associated objects if not found

Instructs the wizard to create objects referenced by the imported objects, if they cannot be found in the Excel file (or in an open
model, if the Search for referenced objects in other models option is selected).
For example, in a list of PDM tables, the Owner, property references a user object. If you do not supply a list of users on another
worksheet or in an open model (or if your list is incomplete), PowerDesigner will create user objects for any references that
cannot be resolved.
Default: Selected

Search for referenced objects in other
models

Instructs the wizard to search any models open in the workspace to resolve references as shortcuts if the referenced object
cannot be found in the Excel file.
Default: Unselected

Reference associated objects by

Specifies whether the object's name or code (the latter of which does not usually permit spaces or special characters) is used in
columns that reference the object. In the example above, you could use the user's name or code to reference it in the Owner
column of the list of tables.
Default: Name

Qualified name separator

Specifies the character used to separate namespaces in a qualified name, which is used to specify the location or parent of an
object. For example, to specify that architecture area Area3 is inside Area2, which is in turn inside Area1, you would enter
Area1.Area2 in the Parent column for Area3.
Default: Dot

List value separator

Specifies the character used to separate items in a list in an Excel cell. For example, you could list all the columns of a table in
a cell as follows: ID,Name,Email,Password.
Default: Comma

String literal for 'True' value

Specifies the string used to signify 'True' for boolean attributes. False is signified by an empty cell.
Default: X ('Y', 'Yes', 'True', and '1' also always signify 'True'.

2.4.5 Importing Objects from XML Files
PowerDesigner allows you to import objects from an XML file by defining mappings between the elements in the XML schema and objects in the
PowerDesigner metamodel (and any extensions). The import mappings are defined in an extension file, can be shared with all users through the repository
library, and are accessed by selecting
File
Import
<Import Name>
.

Context
Once an import is defined for a particular XML schema, any XML data files conforming to the schema can be imported. If you do not have access to the
schema, PowerDesigner can infer a schema from a data file.

Note
The following procedure gives an overview of the process for defining an XML import. If an administrator has already defined an import and provided the
resource file to you, you can perform an import directly by selecting
File
Import
<Import Name>
.

Procedure
1. Select

Tools

Resources

Extensions

<Model Type>

to open the appropriate extension file list.

Note
As XML imports are mapped to a specific set of objects in the PowerDesigner metamodel, you must choose the correct type of extension file. For
example, if you are importing business processes, you should create the import definition in a business process model extension file. If the objects
defined in your schema do not relate to any of the standard PowerDesigner model types, you should choose a free model (see The Free Model
(FEM)) extension file. If appropriate you can, alternately, define the import in a DBMS or language definition file (see Creating and Copying Resource
Files).
2.
3.
4.
5.

Create a new extension file in the list to contain your XML import definition (see Creating an Extension File).
Create an XML import definition in the extension file (see Customizing and Extending PowerDesigner > Extension Files > XML Imports (Profile) ).
Save the extension file and test the import by selecting
File
Import
<Import Name>
.
[optional] Check the extension file into the repository library to have it automatically deployed to all users (see Sharing Resource Files via the Library).

2.4.6 Moving and Copying Objects
Objects in the PowerDesigner working environment are easy to manipulate and to reuse from one model or package to another.

Drag and Drop
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Drag and Drop
You can drag objects from one package or model to another to copy, or move them, or to create a shortcut or replica. You can drag objects from the Browser,
a diagram, an object list, or the Result List to the Browser or a diagram. By default, you perform a move when the start or drop point is the Browser or create a
shortcut when dragging between diagrams. You can change this behavior temporarily, or set a different default.
To temporarily change the behavior; press and hold the following keys while dragging:
Shift - Move
Ctrl - Copy
Shift + Ctrl - Create shortcut (see Creating Shortcuts)
Shift + Alt - Create replica (see Creating Replicas)
To obtain any behavior without modifier keys, right-click and drag and release to open a contextual menu listing the available drop actions.
To modify the default Browser drag and drop behavior, select
drop group box (see General Options).

Tools

General Options

and select the appropriate Default action in the Browser drag &

Copy and Paste
You can copy objects from the Browser, a diagram, an object list, or the Result List and paste them into the Browser, a diagram, or an object list. Symbols
can be pasted as images into MS Word or image applications, while lines from object lists or the Result List can be pasted in CSV format into Excel, Word, or
other text editors.

Note
To create a graphical synonym of a symbol, which is merely a second instance of the object in the diagram to improve readability or reduce link lengths,
see Creating Graphical Synonyms for Object Symbols
To copy one or more objects, select them, and then:
Select
Edit
Copy
from the menu bar.
Press Ctrl + C.
Right-click and select
Edit
Copy .
Click in the place where you want to paste the object and then:
Select
Edit
Paste
from the menu bar.
Press Ctrl + V.
Right-click and select
Edit
Paste .
[to paste as a shortcut] Select
Edit
Paste As Shortcut
from the PowerDesigner menu bar, or right-click and select
Shortcut . For more information, including the rules governing the creation of shortcuts, see Shortcuts and Replicas.

Edit

Paste As

When you copy an object, you also copy its child objects, and any references to other objects. For example, if you copy a CDM entity, you also copy its
attributes and any references to business rules attached to that entity. When you paste an object, you transfer all of its properties from the Clipboard and
create a new object, and not a graphical synonym or a new instance of the copied object.
When you paste in PowerDesigner, the creation of the object must not violate name uniqueness rules (see Object Namespaces). If an object with the same
name and code already exists in the model or package, PowerDesigner will append a number to the name and code, and display a message in the Output
pane to warn you that the object was renamed.

Note
When a paste conflict occurs on a CDM entity, the copied entity is given a new name and code and, if the Allow Reuse model option is not selected, new
attributes will be created, with the same names as those being copied. If the Unique Code model option is not selected, the codes because they are in
the context of the new entity) a new identifier is created (which will have the same name according to the data item options set in the model.

In this section:
Moving Objects from One Package to Another
You can move objects from one package to another by drag and drop or cut and paste. Moving an object does not involve copying it, but a shortcut will be
created in the original model or package, which points to the object's new location. You can only move an object to a model that supports this kind of object,
and global objects (such as business rules, domains, storages etc.) cannot be moved into packages.

2.4.6.1 Moving Objects from One Package to Another
You can move objects from one package to another by drag and drop or cut and paste. Moving an object does not involve copying it, but a shortcut will be
created in the original model or package, which points to the object's new location. You can only move an object to a model that supports this kind of object,
and global objects (such as business rules, domains, storages etc.) cannot be moved into packages.

Context
When you move an object from a package to another, linking objects that you move keep their links in the target package and a shortcut is usually created in
the source package. The general rule being that conceptual modeling must be preserved.
When you move an object with a non-oriented link:

Source package

Target Package

A shortcut of the moved entity is created:

The moved entity is displayed:
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When you move an object with an oriented link:

Move Table

Source Package

Target Package

Parent TABLE_2

A shortcut of the parent TABLE_2 is created:

The parent TABLE_2 is displayed:

Child TABLE_1

Only the parent TABLE_2 is displayed:

The child TABLE_1 is displayed with the reference link and a
shortcut is created for the parent TABLE_2.

When moving CDM entities containing data items, the data items will be moved to the new package or model with the entity unless they are reused by other
entities, in which case copies will be made.
For more information about shortcut and copy rules, see Creating Shortcuts.

2.4.7 Deleting Objects
You can delete an object from a diagram, the Browser, or an object list.
Since PowerDesigner gives you the freedom to create multiple symbols in multiple diagrams to represent the same object, when deleting a symbol in a
diagram, you can choose to delete just the symbol or the entire object.
When you delete an object, you also delete any sub-objects it contains (for example, when you delete a table from a PDM, you delete its columns, keys,
triggers and indexes), along with all its diagram symbols. If you delete an object that is connected to another object via a link, the link is also deleted.
To delete an object, do one of the following:
Select its symbol in a diagram and press the Del key or right click it and select
delete the object itself (including any sub-objects it contains) or just the symbol:

Edit

Delete

. A dialog will open asking you whether you want to

You can review the impact that deleting the object would have on other objects in your environment by clicking the Impact button on the confirmation
dialogs (see Impact and Lineage Analysis). You can undo a deletion by clicking the Undo tool.
Make your choice and click OK . If you delete only the symbol, you can restore it to the diagram, by selecting
Symbol
Show Symbols
and
reselecting the object in the Show Symbols dialog.
Select its symbol in a diagram and press Shift + Del. The object, any sub-objects it contains, and any associated diagram symbols will be deleted
immediately without the need for confirmation.
Select it in the Browser and press the Del key or right click it and select
Edit
Delete . A dialog will open asking you to confirm the deletion:

Click OK to delete the object, any sub-objects it contains, and any associated diagram symbols.
Select it in an object list and click the Delete tool or press the Del key. The object, any sub-objects it contains, and any associated diagram symbols
will be deleted immediately without the need for confirmation.

Note
You can suppress the display of the Confirmation dialogs by deselecting the Confirm Object Deletion general option (see General Options).

Deleting Domains and Data Items
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If you have specified that domains and data items can be reused by multiple objects in a CDM or PDM and you delete a parent object to which they belong,
these sub-objects will not be deleted with their parent. For more information, see Data Modeling .

2.4.8 Object Properties
All model objects created in PowerDesigner have property sheets, which organize object properties on tabs.
You can open an object property sheet in any of the following ways:
In the Browser, double-click the object symbol or its entry.
Right-click the object symbol or its Browser entry, and select Properties .
Select the object from an object list or in the property sheet of its parent object, and click the Properties tool.
Select an object symbol and press Alt + Enter .
Property sheets let you assign extensive and sophisticated properties to objects. Most PowerDesigner objects have the following tabs and properties, but
many others, specific to the particular object type, may be available:
General – provides basic information about the object. Almost all objects have these properties:
Name - clearly identifies the object. By default, names can have up to 254 characters, and can include uppercase, lowercase, and mixed-case
strings. Names are controlled by naming conventions (see Naming Conventions) and must be unique within a namespace (see Object
Namespaces). If the enterprise glossary is enabled in the model, then autocompletion and glossary compliance checking is available (see The
Glossary).
Code – is used in scripts generated from the model. Codes are controlled by naming conventions and must be unique within a namespace. By
default, codes are synchronized with names, but you can decouple them individually by clicking to deselect the equal sign button to the right of
this field or in the model as a whole by unselecting the Synchronize code model option (see Naming Conventions).
Comment – provides a more detailed description of the object.
Stereotype - extends the semantics of the object. You can enter a stereotype directly in this field, or add stereotypes to the list by specifying
them in an extension file.
Keywords - Provide a way of loosely grouping objects through tagging. Separate multiple keywords with commas. You can use keywords as
criteria for finding objects (see Finding Objects), and in impact and lineage analysis (see Impact and Lineage Analysis).
Property sheets of link objects display a picture of the link together with its extremities. Additional information, such as the cardinality value and the role,
may also appear.
Definition – Provides fuller information about the object. See Definition Tab.
Rules – lists the business rules with which the object must comply. A business rule may be a government-imposed law, a customer requirement, or an
internal guideline. See Business Rules.
Version Info - provides details about the object owner, creation, and modification date and allows you to access help for the PowerDesigner metamodel
metaclass on which the object is based. See Version Info Tab
Dependencies - lists all the objects that depend on the object. See Dependencies Tab
Traceability Links - lists all the objects on which the object depends. See Traceability Links
Requirements – lists the project requirements that the object is intended to satisfy. By default, this tab does not appear. See Requirements Tab

Note
Use Ctrl + Page Down or Ctrl + Page Up to move to the next or to the previous tab and display the corresponding object type tab.
By default, property sheets open to the General tab. You can choose to open property sheets at the last accessed tab by selecting
Options
Dialog , and selecting Keep Last Tab in the Property Sheets groupbox.

Tools

General

You can customize, create, and hide properties and property sheet tabs using extension files (see Customizing and Extending PowerDesigner > Extension
Files ). Administrators can prepare customized property sheets through permission profiles (see Customizing the PowerDesigner Interface).
You can control the form of the symbols, the background color, and the text format with display preferences (see Display Preferences). For display
preferences to be applied to the mini-diagrams in link object property sheets, click Set As Default in the Display Preferences dialog for each modification.
In this section:
Customizing a Property Sheet
Since PowerDesigner can hold a rich variety of information about your model objects, property sheets can become overloaded. The More or Less button
at the bottom left corner of the property sheet allows you to toggle between displaying all the available property sheet tabs, and a subset of "favorite" tabs.
Definition Tab
The Definition tab in an object property sheet can be used to provide detailed documentation about the object.
Preview Tab
Click the Preview tab in the property sheet of the model, packages, and various other model objects in order to view the code that will be generated for it.
Requirements Tab
You can attach one or more requirements to an object using the Requirements tab in the object property sheet. This tab is not displayed by default, and can
only be used if one or more requirements models is open in the workspace.
Version Info Tab
PowerDesigner automatically manages version information about model objects on the read-only Version Info tab of the object's property sheet.
Dependencies Tab
The PowerDesigner metamodel provides the capability to link objects to other objects in a variety of semantic ways. For example, when you create an
external shortcut, or when you attach a business rule to an object, a dependency link is created between models or objects. The Dependencies tab of the
object's property sheet displays these links.
Object Namespaces
In PowerDesigner, each package can be a namespace. It is however possible to expand the namespace to the parent of a given package. You can cascade
the expansion until you reach the level of the model itself.

2.4.8.1 Customizing a Property Sheet
Since PowerDesigner can hold a rich variety of information about your model objects, property sheets can become overloaded. The More or Less button at
the bottom left corner of the property sheet allows you to toggle between displaying all the available property sheet tabs, and a subset of "favorite" tabs.
You can customize your list of favorite tabs, and access various other property sheet features, from the property sheet menu, which is accessible from the
bottom-left corner of all property sheets.
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Command

Description

Find in Diagram

Finds the object in the diagram, selects it, and centers the diagram on it.

Find in Browser

Finds the object in the Browser and highlights it.

Impact Analysis

Opens the Impact Analysis dialog (see Impact and Lineage Analysis).

Parent Properties

Opens the property sheet of the parent object.

New Attribute

Opens the New Attribute dialog, which lets you add new properties to your object property sheets (see Adding a New Attribute
to an Object).

New List of Associated Objects

Opens the New List dialog, which lets you add new lists of associated objects to your object property sheets (see Adding a
New Collection to an Object).

Manage Object Extensions

Opens the Manage Object Extensions dialog, which lets you access the metaclass on which the object is based in the
Resource Editor (see Managing Extensions).

Find in Metamodel Objects Help

Opens the MetaModel Objects Help for the metaclass on which the object is based.

Customize Favorite Tabs

Opens a sub-menu, which allows you to define favorite tabs:
Help – opens this help topic.
Display All Tabs - Displays all available property tabs for the current property sheet.
Display Favorite Tabs for All - Displays favorite tabs for all property sheets throughout all models.
Display All Tabs for All - Displays all tabs for all property sheets in all models.
Beneath the sub-menu are listed all the tabs available for the present object. Favorite tabs have a check against them. Click a
tab in the list to select or remove it from the list of favorite tabs. Note that the General tab cannot be unchecked.
When you check or uncheck a tab such as Definition , Rules , and Dependencies , which are common to many objects, you
are asked to confirm the change for all other objects. If you click No , only the current property sheet is modified.

In the following example, only the General and Definition tabs are selected and are displayed:

Any changes in the display of tabs are immediately applied to the current property sheet but not to other property sheets that are currently open. The changes
become the default setting for any property sheet of the same type.

Note
You can control whether tabs display on one or several rows in property sheets by selecting
options available in the Property sheets groupbox (see Dialog Box Options).

Tools

General Options

Dialog

and using the

2.4.8.2 Definition Tab
The Definition tab in an object property sheet can be used to provide detailed documentation about the object.
Description - Provides detailed information about the object. For example, a description of the Employee entity might read: This entity has one
occurrence for each employee in our worldwide operations. This base should grow by 20 percent by 2020.
Annotation - Provides information about the implementation of a model or the objects it contains. For example, an annotation of the Employee entity
might read: Verify list of attributes with Director of Human Resources.
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Both fields can be edited directly in the tab with the internal PowerDesigner RTF editor and you can insert existing text and RTF files into them (see Text
Editor Tools).

Note
To verify that all objects have a description, open the appropriate object list (Object Lists) and review the Description column. For information about
adding columns to a list, see Customizing Object List Columns and Filtering Lists.

2.4.8.3 Preview Tab
Click the Preview tab in the property sheet of the model, packages, and various other model objects in order to view the code that will be generated for it.
The following tools are available on the Preview tab toolbar:
Tools

Description
Editor Menu ( Shift + F11 ) - Contains the following commands:
New ( Ctrl + N ) - Reinitializes the field by removing all the existing content.
Open... ( Ctrl + O ) - Replaces the content of the field with the content of the selected file.
Insert... ( Ctrl + I ) - Inserts the content of the selected file at the cursor.
Save ( Ctrl + S ) - Saves the content of the field to the specified file.
Save As... - Saves the content of the field to a new file.
Select All ( Ctrl + A ) - Selects all the content of the field.
Find... ( Ctrl + F ) - Opens a dialog to search for text in the field.
Find Next... (F3) - Finds the next occurence of the searched for text.
Find Previous... ( Shift + F3 ) - Finds the previous occurence of the searched for text.
Replace... ( Ctrl + H ) - Opens a dialog to replace text in the field.
Go To Line... ( Ctrl + G ) - Opens a dialog to go to the specified line.
Toggle Bookmark (Ctrl + F2 ) - Inserts or removes a bookmark (a blue box) at the cursor position. Note that bookmarks are not printable
and are lost if you refresh the tab, or use the Show Generation Options tool
Next Bookmark (F2) - Jumps to the next bookmark.
Previous Bookmark ( Shift + F2 ) - Jumps to the previous bookmark.
Edit With ( Ctrl + E ) - [OOM only] Opens the previewed code in an external editor. Click the down arrow to select a particular editor or Choose
Program to specify a new editor. Editors specified here are added to the list of editors available at

Tools

General Options

Editors

.

Save ( Ctrl + S ) - Saves the content of the field to the specified file.
Print ( Ctrl + P ) - Prints the content of the field.
Find ( Ctrl + F ) - Opens a dialog to search for text.
Cut ( Ctrl + X ), Copy ( Ctrl + C ), and Paste ( Ctrl + V ) - Perform the standard clipboard actions.
Undo ( Ctrl + Z ) and Redo ( Ctrl + Y ) - Move backward or forward through edits.
Refresh (F5) - Refreshes the Preview tab.
You can debug the GTL templates that generate the code shown in the Preview tab. To do so, open the target or extension resource file, select
the Enable Trace Mode option, and click OK to return to your model. You may need to click the Refresh tool to display the templates.
Select Generation Targets ( Ctrl + F6 ) - Lets you select additional generation targets (defined in extensions), and adds a sub-tab for each
selected target. For information about generation targets, see Customizing and Extending PowerDesigner > Extension Files > Generated Files
(Profile) > Generating Your Files in a Standard or Extended Generation .
Show Generation Options ( Ctrl + W ) - Opens the Generation Options dialog, allowing you to modify the generation options and to see the
impact on the code.
Ignore Generation Options ( Ctrl + D ) - [PDM only] Ignores changes to the generation options made with the Show Generation Options tool.

In this section:
Finding Text Using Regular Expressions
You can use regular expressions to find script text displayed in the Preview or Script tab of a table property sheet, as well as in the Edit/Run Script editor,
the Resource Editor, and various other windows.

2.4.8.3.1 Finding Text Using Regular Expressions
You can use regular expressions to find script text displayed in the Preview or Script tab of a table property sheet, as well as in the Edit/Run Script editor, the
Resource Editor, and various other windows.
In order to be able to search for text using regular expressions, you must select the Regular Expression check box in the dialog box and enter a regular
expression in the Find What box.
Regular expressions can contain ordinary characters and the following metacharacters:
Character

Description

\

Matches a special character
Examples:
"n" matches "n". "\n" matches a newline character. "\\" matches "\" and "\(" matches "("

^

Matches the position at the beginning of the input string
Examples:
"^Win" matches strings beginning with "Win
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$

Matches the position at the end of the input string
Examples:
"then$" matches strings ending with "then"

*

Matches the preceding character zero or more times
Examples:
"zo*" matches "z" and "zoo"

+

Matches the preceding character one or more times
Examples:
"zo+" matches "zo" and "zoo", but not "z"

?

Matches the preceding character zero or one time
Examples:
"to?" matches either "t" or "to"

.

Matches any single character except the newline \n
Examples:
".ork" matches "Work", "Fork" etc

[]

Matches any one of the enclosed character
Examples:
"[abc]" matches "a", "b", or "c" A range of character can be indicated with a dash "[a-z]"

For a complete list of metacharacters and their behavior in regular expressions, see the Visual Basic Documentation.

2.4.8.4 Requirements Tab
You can attach one or more requirements to an object using the Requirements tab in the object property sheet. This tab is not displayed by default, and can
only be used if one or more requirements models is open in the workspace.

Context
Note
To display the Requirements tab, select

Tools

Model Options

and select the Enable links to requirements option.

Procedure
1.
2.
3.
4.

Open the object's property sheet and click the Requirements tab.
Click the Add Objects tool to open a selection dialog.
Select a Requirements model and, optionally, a package to display a list of the requirements contained therein.
Select the requirements that you want to attach to the object and click OK .
The selected requirements appear in the Requirements tab.
5. [optional] Select the requirement in the list and click the Properties tool to open its shortcut property sheet. To open the property sheet of the
requirement itself, click the Target Object Properties button to the right of the Name field.

Note
To access the property sheet of the requirement directly instead of passing by the shortcut, select
select the Target Object radio button beside the External Shortcut option.

Tools

General Options

Dialog

, and

6. Click OK to close the property sheet and return to the model.

2.4.8.5 Version Info Tab
PowerDesigner automatically manages version information about model objects on the read-only Version Info tab of the object's property sheet.
Property

Description

Creation User

Specifies the name of the User who created the object.

Creation Date

Specifies the date of creation of the object

Last Modification User

Specifies the Name of the user who made the last modification to the object.

Last Modification Date

Specifies the date of the last modification of the object

Replicated From

[replicated objects only]Specifies the name of the origin object from which the object was replicated.
Click the button to the right of this field to open the origin object property sheet

Generated From

[generated objects only]Specifies the name of the origin object from which the object was generated.
Click the button to the right of this field to open the origin object property sheet

Note
In addition to the standard help accessible via F1 or by clicking the Help button, you can obtain information about the PowerDesigner metamodel
metaclass on which this object is based by clicking the small question mark button at the bottom right of the tab.

2.4.8.6 Dependencies Tab
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The PowerDesigner metamodel provides the capability to link objects to other objects in a variety of semantic ways. For example, when you create an external
shortcut, or when you attach a business rule to an object, a dependency link is created between models or objects. The Dependencies tab of the object's
property sheet displays these links.

Context
Dependencies can be:
Internal - to other objects within the model. These dependencies are saved in the model and are always available on the Dependencies tab of an object
property sheet
External - to objects in other models via shortcuts or generation links (see Creating Links Between Models). These dependencies are available on this
tab only if the linked model is open in your workspace, or if you have checked both models into the repository and have checked your model out with the
Check out dependencies option (see Checkout Parameters).

2.4.8.7 Object Namespaces
In PowerDesigner, each package can be a namespace. It is however possible to expand the namespace to the parent of a given package. You can cascade
the expansion until you reach the level of the model itself.
Objects that appear in the Browser obey the general rules that follow:
In Browser

Namespace

Uniqueness rule

Objects directly under a package or a model (table, process, class)

Model

Unique name and code in model

Package

Unique name and code in package

Objects under parent object (column, attribute)

Not applicable

Unique name and code in parent

Linking objects (reference, relationship)

Not applicable

Unique name and code between same end objects (i.e.,
parallel links with same name and code are not allowed
between same end objects)

However, you may encounter some exceptions to those rules. For example only the code of a reference allows to identify the object in the entire model, when
the "Unique code" option is selected in the Model Options dialog box. PowerDesigner warns you when a general rule is not respected.

2.4.9 Object Lists
PowerDesigner object lists provide a spreadsheet-like interface for manipulating large quantities of objects. They offer you an overview of the objects in your
model and can save you time and effort in managing your metadata. While property sheets provide depth of detail for individual objects, lists allow you to
select and manipulate multiple objects simultaneously to streamline creation and improve consistency.
Lists of all the major objects in your model are available under the Model menu or by right-clicking your model in the Browser and selecting
List of
<objects>
. Each list shows all the objects of that type in the currently selected package or model, including those that do not have symbols in the current
diagram:
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The properties of the listed objects are organized in columns. You can order the list by a particular columns values by clicking on its column header. To filter
the values in a column, click the down-arrow on the right of the column header and enter your filter (see Filtering a List Using In-Column Filters).
You can control which property columns are displayed, and also filter the list based on the values in any of the columns (see Customizing Object List Columns
and Filtering Lists).
You can select multiple items in a list by Ctrl-clicking them in the far-left, numbered column. To select all the items in a list, click the top-left corner box. When
multiple items are selected, any edits you make to properties are applied to all the selected items.

Note
By default, you must click the Apply button to commit changes or the OK button to commit and close the list. To have changes commited immediately
when you enter them in a field, enable the Auto commit general option (see Dialog Box Options). You can always use the Undo tool to cancel the
change.
All or some of the following tools are available on object lists:
Tool

Description
Properties - Opens the property sheet of the selected item (see Object Properties).
Insert a Row - [ordered lists only] Inserts a row before the selected row in the list.
Add a Row - Adds a row at the end of the list.
Add Objects - Opens an object selection dialog box to select objects and copy them to the list (see Adding an Item from a Selection List).
Create Object - Creates a new object and opens its property sheet to allow you to complete its definition.
Reuse/Replicate Objects - Opens an object selection dialog box to reuse objects. When you select an item you create a link to the original instead of
copying it to the list.
Cut - Cuts the row and stores it in the Clipboard.
Copy - Copies the selected row to the Clipboard.
Paste - Pastes the contents of the Clipboard.
Delete - Deletes the row.
Find a Row - Opens the Find dialog to search for an item in the list.
Find Symbol in Diagram - Finds the object's symbol in the diagram.
Customize Columns and Filter - Opens a dialog to change the columns displayed in the list or define a filter (see Customizing Object List Columns
and Filtering Lists).
Enable/Disable Filter - Toggles the filter specified in the Customize Columns and Filter dialog.
Include Sub-Packages - Includes objects in sub-packages in the list.
Include Composite Objects - Includes composite objects (such as sub-processes, sub-activities, sub states, etc.) in the list.
Include Shortcuts - Includes object shortcuts (see Creating Shortcuts) in the list. Shortcuts are grayed as they cannot be modified. When you include
shortcuts whose target model is closed, some information may be unavailable.
Open Diagrams - [ Related Diagrams tab] Opens a target model or a diagram (see Specifying Diagrams as Related Diagrams).
Shortcut - Opens an object selection list to change the target object of a shortcut
Export to Excel - Saves the list to a *.xls, *.xlsx, or *.csv format (specify the format in the Save as type field in the Save as dialog).
Print - Prints the list. Click the arrow to the right of the button to view a print preview or to access the Page Setup dialog.

Sub-Object Lists
Many objects have property sheets that contain sub-object lists, which list all of the child objects of that type belonging to the object. For example, the
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Columns tab in a table property sheet displays the list of columns in the selected table:

These lists provide the same features as the lists of objects available from the Model menu. Depending on the properties of the listed objects, the list may
have a natural order that you can control. For example, a list of columns has such an order, and you can move objects in the list by selecting them and then
clicking on one of the arrows at the bottom left corner of the list.
In this section:
Filtering a List Using In-Column Filters
To filter a list by the values in a column, click the down arrow on the right of the column header to display the in-column filter dialog.
Customizing Object List Columns and Filtering Lists
You can choose which property columns to display in object lists, reorder them, and filter the rows to be displayed from the Customize Columns and Filter
dialog.
Defining a Filter Expression
You can define expressions to filter PowerDesigner lists directly in the list with the in-column filters or through the Customize Columns and Filter dialog.
Adding Items to and Reordering Items in a List
If a list is ordered you can choose to add an item at the end or at a certain point in the list, and you can reorder the items in the list. When you add a new
item to a list, it is created with a default name and code that you can edit. Objects are not actually created until you click Apply or OK.
Adding an Item from a Selection List
Selection lists allow you to select items from a list in order to associate them with another object.
Selecting an Object from a Selection Tree
Certain selection dialogs allow you to choose objects from a tree view or by searching by name.

2.4.9.1 Filtering a List Using In-Column Filters
To filter a list by the values in a column, click the down arrow on the right of the column header to display the in-column filter dialog.

Context
Note
If the in-column filter arrows are not displayed, click the Customize Columns and Filter tool and select the Show column filter buttons option.

Procedure
1. Select an operator from the first list and, if appropriate, select or enter an expression value to test against it. In this example, the list will be filtered to
show only rows where the Name column contains values beginning with Cust*.
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For an explanation of the available operators and the syntax for the expressions, see Defining a Filter Expression.
2. When you are satisfied with your criteria, click OK to apply the filter. The down arrow is overlaid with a filter symbol to show that a filter is applied, and
any rows not meeting the criteria are hidden. In addition, to Enable/Disable Filter button is pressed. In this example, the Name=Cust* filter is applied:

3. [optional] Further restrict the rows displayed by defining a filter on any number of other columns. In this example, both the Name=Cust* filter and a
Length<80 filter are applied:

Note
The filter criteria are stored in the Customize Columns and Filter dialog and remain applied until you remove them. To remove all filters, click to
release the Enable/Disable Filter . To remove a filter from a single column, click the filter button in the column header, and then click the Clear
Column Filter button.

2.4.9.2 Customizing Object List Columns and Filtering Lists
You can choose which property columns to display in object lists, reorder them, and filter the rows to be displayed from the Customize Columns and Filter
dialog.

Procedure
1. Click the Customize Columns and Filter tool on an object list toolbar to open the Customize Columns and Filter dialog.
2. Perform any of the following functions to filter the list:
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Select columns to display - by checking the [ D ]isplay column checkbox.
Reorder the columns in the list - by using the arrows at the bottom left of the dialog. To move all the selected rows to the top of the list, press Shift
+ Enter.
Define one or more filter expressions - by selecting an operator in the Operator column and entering an expression to filter by in the Expression
column.

The [ U ]sed checkbox is automatically selected when you enter a filter expression. To disable the expression but keep it in memory, clear the
checkbox.
Enable or disable in-column filtering directly in the list (see Filtering a List Using In-Column Filters) by selecting the Show column filter buttons
option.
3. Click OK to return to the list. The filter is applied by default, and the Enable/Disable filter tool is depressed. Click this tool to toggle between enabling
and disabling the filter.
In this section:
Customizing Columns in Lists Containing Multiple Types of Objects
PowerDesigner supports lists containing multiple types of objects. As each type of object has different sets of properties, by default only properties
common to all the object types are available for selection to display in the list. However, you can customize display properties specific to one or more
object types by using the Add Attribute button at the bottom of the Customize Columns and Filter dialog.

2.4.9.2.1 Customizing Columns in Lists Containing Multiple Types
of Objects
PowerDesigner supports lists containing multiple types of objects. As each type of object has different sets of properties, by default only properties common
to all the object types are available for selection to display in the list. However, you can customize display properties specific to one or more object types by
using the Add Attribute button at the bottom of the Customize Columns and Filter dialog.

Note
The Add Attribute button is only available when the list can contain multiple types of objects.
The button opens a dialog that lets you select any attribute for any object that is available in this context:
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When you select an attribute and click OK , it is added to the list in the Customize Columns and Filter dialog and all instances of the attribute (if it is available
for multiple objects) are removed from the Add Attribute dialog. You can add as many attributes as necessary and apply filters on them as appropriate.

Note
If you deselect an attribute in the Customize Columns and Filter dialog and click OK , it will be removed from the list of properties available for display. If
you change your mind and want to display it once again, you will need to re-add it with the Add Attributes button.
For example, the EAM architecture area can contain many different types of objects, and these are listed on the Attached Objects tab of its property sheet.
Here, I've added the following attributes:
Application::Type - though I selected the Type attribute for the Application metaclass, the Type attribute present in any other metaclasses
available in this context will be displayed too.
Database::DBMS
Database::DBMS Version

When I return to the list tab, my new attributes are displayed as columns with values where appropriate. Both my applications and databases have Type
properties, but only my databases display values for the DBMS and DBMS Version columns:

2.4.9.3 Defining a Filter Expression
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2.4.9.3 Defining a Filter Expression
You can define expressions to filter PowerDesigner lists directly in the list with the in-column filters or through the Customize Columns and Filter dialog.
The following operators are available
Operator

Finds items that are...

=

[default] Equal to the expression.

>

Greater than the expression.

>=

Greater than or equal to the expression.

<

Less than the expression.

<=

Less than or equal to the expression.

Not Equal

Different from the expression.

In List

Within the comma-separated list of values given in the expression (or the items selected in the list in the in-column filter). For example:
"global", "Architecture", "proc*"

Not In List

Outside the comma-separated list of values given in the expression (or the items selected in the list in the in-column filter).

Between

Located in the range between defined by the two values given in the expression and separated by a comma. For example, to find values
between A and E, enter:A,E

Not Between

Located outside the range defined by the two values given in the expression and separated by a comma. For example, to find values
outside of the range between A and E, enter:A,E

Empty

Null. No expression is necessary with this operator.

Not Empty

Not null. No expression is necessary with this operator.

You can use the following wildcards when entering a filter expression:
Wildcard

Description

*

Any string (from none to any number of characters). For example P* finds "protocol" and "Paris".

?

Any character. For example ????? finds "Table" and "inner" but not "Seller".

\

Escapes the special characters *, ?, and \. For example, \?\\ finds "?\".

Examples
The following examples show some possible combinations of operators and expressions:
Operator

Expression

Find

=

W*

Work, Washington

=

*CODE

AREA CODE, COUNTRY CODE, CITY CODE

>

1??

200, 405, 609

Between

O,8

0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8

In List

*_emp_???, *_grp_???

div_emp_fun, _emp_idn, div_grp_fun, _grp_idn

=

*\?

Is this book ready for production?

2.4.9.4 Adding Items to and Reordering Items in a List
If a list is ordered you can choose to add an item at the end or at a certain point in the list, and you can reorder the items in the list. When you add a new item
to a list, it is created with a default name and code that you can edit. Objects are not actually created until you click Apply or OK.

Note
In general, you are not required to provide any specific properties when you create an object. However, when you create a link object, such as a reference,
association link, or inheritance link, you must specify the source and the destination.

Adding Items at the End or at a Particular Point in a List
The following tools are available for adding items to a list:
Tool

Description
Add a Row - Adds an item to the end of the list. You can also add an item to the end of a list by clicking in any empty row.
Insert a Row [ordered lists only] - Adds an item in the row above the selected row. You can always reorder items in an ordered list by selecting and
dragging and dropping them or by using the arrow tools at the bottom left of the list.

Arranging Items in an Ordered List
In ordered lists, you can drag and drop objects to reorder them, or use the following buttons at the bottom of the list:
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Tool

Description
Move the selected items to the top of the list.
Move the selected items up one page
Move the selected items up one line
Move the selected items down one line
Move the selected items down one page
Move the selected items to the bottom of the list

2.4.9.5 Adding an Item from a Selection List
Selection lists allow you to select items from a list in order to associate them with another object.
Most selection lists display objects contained in the current model or in individual packages contained in that model. Other selection lists, such as the
following, allow you to display both objects contained in the current model and other models:
Select Diagrams. From this dialog box you can select the diagram to which you want to apply pre-defined display preferences.
Add Shortcuts. From this dialog box you can select objects to include them as shortcut in your model or package.
Add Objects. From this dialog box you can select objects to which you want to attach traceability links.
The following tools are available in selection lists:
Tool

Description

-

Model list - Lets you specify a model as the basis for the list.

-

Package list - Lets you specify a package as the basis for the list.

-

Owner List - [PDMs only] Lets you specify a user as the basis for the list. The list will contain only objects owned by the specified user or by no
user. If you select User <NONE>, then all the objects are displayed.
Include Sub-Packages - Includes objects contained in sub-packages (Include Sub-Packages) in the list.
As this tool allows you to display all objects, regardless of their package, some objects in the list may have the same name and be difficult to
identify. In this situation, you can use the Customize Columns and Filter tool, to display the Object Location column to identify where the objects
are defined.
Include Composite-Objects - Includes composite objects, such as sub-process, sub-activity, sub state, in the list
Include External Shortcuts - Includes shortcuts to objects in other models in the list. The model containing the original objects must be open for
external shortcuts to be available for selection. When generating, external shortcuts are generated as ordinary objects.
Select All - Selects all the objects in the current object type tab. To select all check boxes in all object type tabs, click the arrow and select All Lists
or you can press the Ctrl key and click the Select All tool.
Deselect All - Deselects all the objects in the current object type tab. To clear all check boxes in all object type tabs, click the arrow and select All
Lists or press the Ctrl key and click the Deselect All tool.
Use Graphical Selection - Selects only the objects currently selected in the diagram. To apply the graphical selection in all object type tabs, press
the Ctrl key and click the Use Graphical Selection tool.
Move Selected Items to Top - Moves all selected objects to the top of the list.
Move Selected Items to Bottom - Moves all selected objects to the bottom of the list.
Customize Columns and Filter - Opens the Customize Columns and Filter dialog (see Customizing Object List Columns and Filtering Lists),
which allows you to define a filter expression to apply to the selection list.
Enable/Disable Filter - Applies the filter defined in the Customize Columns and Filter dialog to restrict the list of objects available for selection to
those meeting its criteria. The currently defined filter is displayed in the Filter box underneath the object list.
Use Filter for Selection - Applies the filter defined in the Customize Columns and Filter dialog to select all objects meeting its criteria from the list.
This selection by criteria is persistent for as long as the tool is applied.
Ctrl + selection tool

Applies the action of the selection tool to all object types in the different tabs.

Saving Object Selections
In some selection lists, you can save sets of object selections in your model, so that you can reuse them easily. To save a selection, enter a name in the
Selection list at the bottom of the Selection tab then click the Save tool beside the list. The selection is saved as part of the model file.

Note
When reverse engineering from a live data source, object selections are saved into separate files, as you need not have any model open in the Workspace
(see Data Modeling > Building Data Models > Generating and Reverse-Engineering Databases > Reverse Engineering a Database into a PDM > Database
Reverse Engineering Selection Window ). In this case, you must select a folder before being able to save the object selection.

Confirming Object Selections
In a selection list, the display of your object selection may be modified whenever you perform one of the following actions:
Change the folder selection using the Model or Package list
Deselect the Include Sub-Packages/Sub-Objects tool
Deselect the Include Shortcuts tool
Apply a filter using the Enable Filter tool
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Change the database or owner in the Reverse Engineering from a data source dialog box
In this case, some objects that have already been selected will no longer be displayed, and a dialog opens prompting you to:
Select only the objects displayed - Other objects that are no longer displayed are deselected.
Keep the hidden objects in the selection – All the previously selected objects are retained, including those that are no longer shown. This allows you to
take into account object selections you have made in several packages for example.
Cancel - The commit of the selection list is canceled and the selection page now displays all objects and sub-objects in the model to let you modify your
selection if necessary.
If you confirm your selection by clicking OK , the confirmation dialog will not be displayed again, even if you again modify your parameters.

2.4.9.6 Selecting an Object from a Selection Tree
Certain selection dialogs allow you to choose objects from a tree view or by searching by name.
The Browse tab allows you to choose an object from a tree view:

The Index tab lets you search for an object by entering all or part of its name (or code depending on the Display Name/Code model option). Objects are
sorted alphabetically in the list and dynamically update as you type. Select an object and click the Properties button to view its property sheet:

You can select an object on either tab and then click the other tab to retain the choice and view it in that context. Double-click an object, or select it and click
OK , to commit the selection and close the selection dialog.

2.4.10 Finding Objects
PowerDesigner lets you search for objects within all the models currently open in your workspace.

Context
Note
You can quickly find objects by name in the workspace by entering a string in the Filter field at the top of the Browser Local tab (see The Browser).
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Procedure
1. Select
Edit
Find Objects
(or press Ctrl + F ) to open the Find Objects dialog.
2. Specify the appropriate constraints on these tabs:
Name and Location - to search on the name and location of PowerDesigner objects.
User and Date - to search on the user and date of creation/modification of PowerDesigner objects.
Advanced - to search on other criteria.
Glossary - to search on keywords, terms, related terms, and synonyms.
For detailed information about these tabs, see Find Parameters.
3. Click Find Now .

Note
Once you have started the Find Objects process, you can stop it at any time by clicking the Stop button.
The Find Object dialog remains open, displaying messages in the Output pane, until the end of the process, when the Result List displays the result:

Right-click an object in the list to find it in a diagram or the Browser, to open its property sheet or perform an impact and lineage analysis on it.
The following operations are available by right-clicking an object in the Results List:
Properties - to open the object's property sheet (see Object Properties).
Impact and Lineage Analysis - to analyze the object (see Impact and Lineage Analysis).
Find in Browser - to highlight the object in the Browser (see The Browser).
Find in Diagram - to open the diagram (see Diagrams) with the symbol centered. If the object has symbols in multiple diagrams, you see a list. If
the object has no symbol, a warning message appears.
Copy - to copy the object (seeMoving and Copying Objects). Select a destination in the Browser or a diagram and select
Edit
Paste
or
Edit
Paste as Shortcut .

Note
For information about searching in the repository and PowerDesigner Portal , see Finding Objects in the Repository and PowerDesigner Portal
Search.

In this section:
Find Parameters
The Find Objects dialog contains tabs that let you precisely specify your search criteria.

2.4.10.1 Find Parameters
The Find Objects dialog contains tabs that let you precisely specify your search criteria.

Name and Location Tab
The Name & Location tab provides basic search parameters:
Parameter

Description

Look in

Specifies the scope of the search. You can select the entire workspace, a project, folder, model, or package.

Model type

Specifies the type of PowerDesigner model to search. The options available in this list are affected by your choice in the Look in field.

Object type

Specifies the type of model objects to be searched. The options available in this list are affected by your choice in the Model type
field.

Include shortcuts

Instructs PowerDesigner to include object shortcuts that match your criteria in the results.

Name

Specifies the object name to search for. You can use the following special characters:
* - none to any number of characters. For example:
W* finds "Work" and "Washington"
*96 finds "01/11/96" and "26/08/96"
? – exactly one character. For example:
*_emp_??? finds "Div_emp_idn" but not "Div_emp_ident"
\ - escapes *, ?, or \. For example:
\?\\ - finds ?\
true/false - Boolean value (True is when the check box is selected)

Code

Code of the object. You can type the exact code of the object or use a string expression.

Case sensitive

Specifies that the results must match the case of the criteria.
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User and Date Tab
The User & Date tab lets you constrain your search based on when and by whom the object was created and modified:
Parameter

Description

Created

Enables searching on creation parameters. You can search against the name of the user who created the object and against the
creation date using the following options:
Before the specified date
After the specified date
Between the two specified dates
In the specified number of days since today

Modified

Enables searching on modification parameters.

Advanced Tab
The Advanced tab allows you to specify additional search constraints for each property of the selected object type in the following format:
Parameter

Description

U (Used)

Specifies a property on which to apply the search. Select this option for a property without entering an expression to find objects for
which the property is null.

Operator

Specifies an operator to use for the search. Click in the Operator column to display the list of available operators.

Expression

Specifies a string expression to search for. For detailed information about the operators and the expression syntax, see Defining a
Filter Expression.

Note
If you do not select an object type on the Name & Location tab, then you can only search on the name and code properties on this tab.

Glossary Tab
The Glossary tab allows you to search against any glossary objects (see The Glossary) with which objects may be associated:
Parameter

Description

Search by

Specifies the string that must be contained in the glossary object's name.

Search Range

Specifies the glossary objects to search on. You can select one or more of Keywords and Terms [default] with which the object is
related, and Related Terms and Synonyms that are associated with the term (see Term Properties).

Case sensitive

Specifies that the results must match the case of the criteria.

2.4.11 Business Rules
A business rule is a written statement specifying what a system must do or how it must be structured. Rules can be derived from a government-imposed law,
a customer requirement, or an internal guideline. You can attach rules to your model objects to complement your diagrams with information that is not easily
represented graphically.
For example, a rule stating that "An employee belongs to only one division." can help you graphically build the link between an employee and a division. Rules
often start as simple observations that develop, during the design process, into more detailed expressions. You may, for example, develop rules to explicitly
define what information a customer supplies when placing an order, or how much a customer can spend based on a credit limit.
Rules can be developed from procedures that the system must respect, specifications dictating the scope of the project, and external constraints. In the case
of the PDM and OOM, you can generate business validation rules attached to domains as check parameters.

Creating a Business Rule
You can create a business rule from the Model menu, from the Browser or from another object's property sheet:
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Select
Model
Business Rules
to access the List of Business Rules, and click the Add a Row tool.
Right-click the model or package in the Browser, and select
New
Business Rule .
Open the property sheet of the object to which you want to apply the rule, click the Rules tab, and click the Create an Object tool.

Business Rule Properties
You can modify an object's properties from its property sheet. To open a business rule property sheet, double-click its Browser entry in the Business Rules
folder. The following sections detail the property sheet tabs that contain the properties most commonly entered for business rules. The General tab contains
the following properties:
Property

Description

Name/Code/Comment

Identify the object. The name should clearly convey the object's purpose to non-technical users, while the code, which is used for
generating code or scripts, may be abbreviated, and should not normally include spaces. You can optionally add a comment to provide
more detailed information about the object. By default the code is generated from the name by applying the naming conventions
specified in the model options. To decouple name-code synchronization, click to release the = button to the right of the Code field.

Stereotype

Extends the semantics of the object. You can enter a stereotype directly in this field, or add stereotypes to the list by specifying them in an
extension file.

Type

Specifies the nature of the business rule. You can choose between:
Constraint – a check constraint on a value. In a PDM, constraint business rules can be generated in the database. For example,
"The start date should be inferior to the end date of a project."
Definition – a property of the element in the system. For example; "A customer is a person identified by a name and an address".
Fact – a certainty in the system. For example, "A client may place one or more orders".
Formula – a calculation. For example, "The total order is the sum of all the order line costs".
OCL constraint [OOM only] – An Object Constraint Language expression.
Requirement – a functional specification. For example, "The model is designed so that total losses do not exceed 10% of total
sales".
Validation – a constraint on a value. For example, "The sum of all orders for a client must not be greater than that client's
allowance".

The following tabs are also available:
Expression - Though business rules typically start out as descriptions, as you develop your model and analyze your business problem, you can enrich
them by adding technical expressions on this tab. Expressions are used primarily in CDMs and PDMs. Each rule can include two types of expression,
which you define on the appropriate sub-tab:
Server
Client
OCL Constraint - This tab is only available for business rules with a type of OCL Constraint. Enter your OCL expression in the text field using the
Object Constraint Language / UML expression language.
In this section:
Attaching a Business Rule to an Object
You can attach business rules to your objects on the Rules tab of the object's property sheet.

2.4.11.1 Attaching a Business Rule to an Object
You can attach business rules to your objects on the Rules tab of the object's property sheet.

Procedure
1. Open the property sheet of an object, and then click the Rules tab:

2. Click the Add Rules tool to open a selection window listing all the business rules available in the model:
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3. Select the business rules you want to add to the object, and then click OK to return to the object's property sheet.
4. Click OK to close the object property sheet and return to the model.

Note
When you apply a business rule to an object, its U (Used) column in the List of Business Rules is automatically checked. This column allows you to
see what rules are unused, and delete them if necessary.

2.4.12 File Objects
You can embed any application file in your model or provide a link to it. For example you could include a detailed description of your problematic by pointing to
a text or Word file from your model. In an OOM, you could associate a class to a Java file. The file itself can be embedded in the model or referenced by it.
File objects can be simply included in the model or can be attached to other objects via traceability links.
To open a file in its associated editor, double-click its diagram symbol or browser entry.

Note
To change the associated editor, right-click the file object and select

Open With

Choose Program

.

Creating a File Object
You can create a file object through drag and drop, or from the Toolbox, Browser, or Model menu:
Drag a file from Windows Explorer and drop it in the diagram or Browser to automatically create a file object pointing to the file in the filesystem.
Use the File tool in the Toolbox.
Select
Model
Files
to access the List of Files, and click the Add a Row tool.
Right-click the model or package in the Browser, and select
New
File .

File Object Properties
To view or edit a file object's properties, right-click its diagram symbol or Browser or list entry and select Properties . The property sheet tabs and fields listed
here are those available by default, before any customization of the interface by you or an administrator. The General tab contains the following properties:
Property

Description

Name/Code/Comment

Identify the object. The name should clearly convey the object's purpose to non-technical users, while the code, which is used for generating
code or scripts, may be abbreviated, and should not normally include spaces. You can optionally add a comment to provide more detailed
information about the object. By default the code is generated from the name by applying the naming conventions specified in the model
options. To decouple name-code synchronization, click to release the = button to the right of the Code field.

Stereotype

Extends the semantics of the object. You can enter a stereotype directly in this field, or add stereotypes to the list by specifying them in an
extension file.

Location type

Specifies the nature of the file object. You can choose from the following:
Embedded file – the file is stored within the model and is saved when you save the model. If you subsequently change the type to
external, you will be warned that the existing contents will be lost.
External file – the file is stored in the Windows file system, and you must enter its path in the Location field. If you subsequently change
the type to embedded, you will be prompted to import the contents of the file into the model.
URL – the file is on the web and you must enter its URL in the Location field

Location

Specifies the path or URL to the file.

Extension

Specifies the extension of the file object. By default, the extension is set to txt.

Generate

Specifies to generate the file object when you generate the model to another model.

Artifact

Specifies that the file object is not a piece of documentation, but rather forms an integral part of the application.
If an artifact has an extension that is defined in the Editors page in the General Options dialog linked to the <internal> editor, a Contents tab is
displayed in the artifact property sheet, which allows you to edit the artifact file in the PowerDesigner text editor.

Keywords

Provide a way of loosely grouping objects through tagging. To enter multiple keywords, separate them with commas.

In this section:
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Attaching a File Object to a Model Object
You can attach file objects to other model objects via traceability links. Click the Link/Traceability Link tool in the toolbox to draw a link from the object
symbol to the file object symbol.

2.4.12.1 Attaching a File Object to a Model Object
You can attach file objects to other model objects via traceability links. Click the Link/Traceability Link tool in the toolbox to draw a link from the object
symbol to the file object symbol.
Alternatively, you can right-click an object symbol in the diagram and select
Links tab of the object property sheet (see Traceability Links).

Edit

File

Add File

, or use the Add Objects tool on the Traceability

The connection between the object and the file object can be seen:
As a traceability link in a diagram (if both the file and the object have symbols in the diagram):

On the Dependencies tab of the file object's property sheet.
On the Traceability Links tab of the object's property sheet.
By right-clicking the object symbol and selecting
Edit
File

<filename>

.

2.4.13 Packages
Packages can be used to organize your model into different tasks and subject areas, and to assign parts of it to different development teams. Each package
has a default diagram, and you can add further diagrams, model objects, and sub-packages. You can create as many packages as you need in a model and
decompose a package into other packages, and so on.
Property

Description

Name/Code/Comment

Identify the object. The name should clearly convey the object's purpose to non-technical users, while the code, which is used for
generating code or scripts, may be abbreviated, and should not normally include spaces. You can optionally add a comment to provide
more detailed information about the object. By default the code is generated from the name by applying the naming conventions specified in
the model options. To decouple name-code synchronization, click to release the = button to the right of the Code field.

Stereotype

Extends the semantics of the object. You can enter a stereotype directly in this field, or add stereotypes to the list by specifying them in an
extension file.

Default diagram

[package only] Specifies the diagram to display by default when you open the package.

Use parent namespace

[package only] Specifies that the package does not represent a separate namespace from its parent and thus that objects created within it
must have names that are unique within the parent container. If this property is not selected, then the package and its parent package or
model can both contain objects that are called Object A.

Keywords

Provide a way of loosely grouping objects through tagging. To enter multiple keywords, separate them with commas.

In this section:
Controlling the Namespace of a Package
PowerDesigner applies uniqueness checks on the names of objects. The namespace defines an area in which the name and the code of an object of a
given type must be unique. You can decide whether an individual package must represent a separate namespace or not with the Use parent namespace
property.

2.4.13.1 Controlling the Namespace of a Package
PowerDesigner applies uniqueness checks on the names of objects. The namespace defines an area in which the name and the code of an object of a given
type must be unique. You can decide whether an individual package must represent a separate namespace or not with the Use parent namespace property.

Context
Depending on the type of model where you create a new package, this option may be selected by default:
For the EAM, CDM, LDM, PDM, DMM, and FEM - the entire model is, by default, a single namespace, and all the packages have the Use parent
namespace . PowerDesigner applies checks on uniqueness at the model level.

Note
The Glossary and XSM do not support packages. For information on namespaces in the XSM, see XML Modeling .
For the OOM, RQM and BPM – each package is, by default, a separate namespace and the property is not selected. PowerDesigner applies checks on
uniqueness at the package level.
In the following example, the class Printer is located in the Peripheral Package of an OOM where each package is, by default, a separate namespace:
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2.4.14 Traceability Links
Traceability links have no formal semantic meaning, but can be followed when performing an impact analysis or otherwise navigating through the model
structure.

2.4.15 Extended Objects, Sub-Objects, and Links
Extended objects, sub-objects, and links let you model concepts that are not natively supported by PowerDesigner. For example, you can add extended
objects to a PDM to model new database objects. You can specify generated files and templates in the definition of your extended objects in order to enable
their generation and reverse-engineering.
Extended objects and extended links are available by default in the free model (see The Free Model (FEM)), and can be added to any other type of model
through the Profile category in the model's resource file or in an extension file (see Customizing and Extending PowerDesigner > Extension Files ).
To view or edit an extended object's properties, double-click its diagram symbol or Browser or list entry. The property sheet tabs and fields listed here are
those available by default, before any customization of the interface by you or an administrator.
Property

Description

Name/Code/Comment

Identify the object. The name should clearly convey the object's purpose to non-technical users, while the code, which is used for
generating code or scripts, may be abbreviated, and should not normally include spaces. You can optionally add a comment to provide
more detailed information about the object. By default the code is generated from the name by applying the naming conventions specified in
the model options. To decouple name-code synchronization, click to release the = button to the right of the Code field.

Source

[extended links only] Specifies the name of the origin object of the extended link.

Destination

[extended links only] Specifies the name of the destination object of the extended link.

Stereotype

Extends the semantics of the object. You can enter a stereotype directly in this field, or add stereotypes to the list by specifying them in an
extension file.

Keywords

Provide a way of loosely grouping objects through tagging. To enter multiple keywords, separate them with commas.

Note
You can use the CanLinkKind event handler to restrict the kind of objects you want to link together. This event handler is called when you create a link
using the Toolbox tool or when you try to modify the ends of a link from its property sheet. For more information, see Customizing and Extending
PowerDesigner > Extension Files > Event Handlers (Profile) .

2.4.16 Checking Models
You can check the validity of your model at any time. We recommend that you check your model before generating code or another model from it. The Check
model option is enabled by default in the Generate dialog box and, if an error is found, the generation is stopped.

Procedure
1. Press F4, select
Tools
Check Model , or right-click the diagram background and select Check Model to open the Check Model Parameters
dialog.
The Options tab lists the types of objects to be checked, and the individual checks to be performed are displayed with symbols indicating their
severity:
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2. [optional] Select or deselect types of objects to check, and expand object nodes to enable, disable, vary the severity of, and enable or disable automatic
correction of individual checks with the following tools:
Tool

Description
Select All – Click the arrow to select all checks, all error checks, or all warning checks.
Deselect All - Click the arrow to deselect all checks, all error checks, or all warning checks.
Error – Sets the selected check to error level. When errors are encountered, any model generation is stopped.
Warning - Sets the selected check to error level. Warnings do not allow model generation to proceed.
Automatic correction – [if available for the selected check] Enables automatic correction for the selected check and places a small red cross on the
bottom-right corner of the check icon.
Automatic corrections may have unexpected effects, and you might want to disable them in some cases. For example, in a PDM, if a column code
length is longer than the length specified in the DBMS MaxColumnLen entry, then PowerDesigner will truncate the code, but may also change the
code to avoid duplicating an existing code.

Note
Right-click a check and select Help to display its documentation.
3. [optional] Click the Selection tab, and select or deselect individual objects for checking. Sub-tabs are available for each type of object:

Note
If you had previously selected symbols in your diagram, you can select them for checking with the Use Graphical Selection tool. For detailed
information about these tools, see Adding an Item from a Selection List.
4. Click OK to begin the model check.
The Check Model Result List displays errors and warnings based on the check options you have defined. For information about how to correct errors,
see Correcting Errors in the Check Model Result List.
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In this section:
Correcting Errors in the Check Model Result List
When errors and warnings are encountered during model checking, they are listed in the Check Model Result List pane. You can correct the problems either
by invoking a automatic correction (if available) or by opening the property sheet of the affected object and correcting it manually.
Checking Generic Objects
Generic objects are available in all types of models and have standard checks defined for them. For model-specific checks, see the appropriate modeling
guide.
Checking Glossary Compliance
When you enable the use of glossary terms for your object naming conventions, additional model checks help you monitor glossary compliance for object
names and automate the replacement of unapproved synonyms with approved glossary terms. You can restrict the scope of your compliance efforts by
disabling the checks for certain object types on a model-by-model basis.

2.4.16.1 Correcting Errors in the Check Model Result List
When errors and warnings are encountered during model checking, they are listed in the Check Model Result List pane. You can correct the problems either by
invoking a automatic correction (if available) or by opening the property sheet of the affected object and correcting it manually.
The following tools are available to assist you in correcting problems with your model. If this toolbar is not displayed, select
, select Check , and click OK .
Tool

Tools

Customize Toolbars

Description
Correct error – Opens the property sheet of the affected object to allow you to correct the error.
Display help – Provides documentation for the error or warning.
Check again – Re-performs the check, to allow you to verify your correction.
Automatic correction – Only available if an automatic correction is defined for this kind of error. Performs the automated correction.
First error – Goes to the first error in the list.
Previous error - Goes to the previous error in the list.
Next error - Goes to the next error in the list.
Last error - Goes to the last error in the list.

Note
These and other options are also available by right-clicking an item in the Check Model Result List.

2.4.16.2 Checking Generic Objects
Generic objects are available in all types of models and have standard checks defined for them. For model-specific checks, see the appropriate modeling
guide.
In this section:
Business Rule Checks
PowerDesigner provides default
Extended Object/Link Checks
PowerDesigner provides default
File Checks
PowerDesigner provides default
Replication Checks
PowerDesigner provides default

model checks to verify the validity of business rules.
model checks to verify the validity of extended objects/links.
model checks to verify the validity of files.
model checks to verify the validity of replications.

2.4.16.2.1 Business Rule Checks
PowerDesigner provides default model checks to verify the validity of business rules.
Check

Description and Correction

Name/Code contains terms not in glossary

[if glossary enabled] Names and codes must contain only approved terms drawn from the glossary.
Manual correction: Modify the name or code to contain only glossary terms.
Automatic correction: None.

Name/Code contains synonyms of glossary terms

[if glossary enabled] Names and codes must not contain synonyms of glossary terms.
Manual correction: Modify the name or code to contain only glossary terms.
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Automatic correction: Replaces synonyms with their associated glossary terms.

Name/Code uniqueness

Object names must be unique in the namespace.
Manual correction: Modify the duplicate name or code.
Automatic correction: Appends a number to the duplicate name or code.

Unused business rule

The business rule you have created is not used in the model.
Manual correction: Apply the business rule to an object in the model
Automatic correction: None

2.4.16.2.2 Extended Object/Link Checks
PowerDesigner provides default model checks to verify the validity of extended objects/links.
Check

Description and Correction

Name/Code contains terms not in glossary

[if glossary enabled] Names and codes must contain only approved terms drawn from the glossary.
Manual correction: Modify the name or code to contain only glossary terms.
Automatic correction: None.

Name/Code contains synonyms of glossary terms

[if glossary enabled] Names and codes must not contain synonyms of glossary terms.
Manual correction: Modify the name or code to contain only glossary terms.
Automatic correction: Replaces synonyms with their associated glossary terms.

Name/Code uniqueness

Object names must be unique in the namespace.
Manual correction: Modify the duplicate name or code.
Automatic correction: Appends a number to the duplicate name or code.

2.4.16.2.3 File Checks
PowerDesigner provides default model checks to verify the validity of files.
Check

Description and Correction

Name/Code contains terms not in glossary

[if glossary enabled] Names and codes must contain only approved terms drawn from the glossary.
Manual correction: Modify the name or code to contain only glossary terms.
Automatic correction: None.

Name/Code contains synonyms of glossary terms

[if glossary enabled] Names and codes must not contain synonyms of glossary terms.
Manual correction: Modify the name or code to contain only glossary terms.
Automatic correction: Replaces synonyms with their associated glossary terms.

Name/Code uniqueness

Object names must be unique in the namespace.
Manual correction: Modify the duplicate name or code.
Automatic correction: Appends a number to the duplicate name or code.

Existence of external file location

External file objects should have a valid path location.
Manual correction: Define a valid path location
Automatic correction: None

2.4.16.2.4 Replication Checks
PowerDesigner provides default model checks to verify the validity of replications.
Check

Description and Correction

Partial replication

A replica object is partially synchronized with its replicated object.
Manual correction: Modify the list of replicated attributes from the replication property sheet
Automatic correction: Enforces the replication of desynchronized attributes of the replica object in the replication property sheet

2.4.16.3 Checking Glossary Compliance
When you enable the use of glossary terms for your object naming conventions, additional model checks help you monitor glossary compliance for object
names and automate the replacement of unapproved synonyms with approved glossary terms. You can restrict the scope of your compliance efforts by
disabling the checks for certain object types on a model-by-model basis.
The following checks are enabled for all model objects when you select Use glossary for autocompletion and compliance checking for your naming
conventions (see Naming Conventions):
Check

Description and Correction

Name/Code contains terms not
in glossary

[if glossary enabled] Names and codes must contain only approved terms drawn from the glossary.
Manual correction: Modify the name or code to contain only glossary terms.
Automatic correction: None.
To disable this check for a given object type, clear its check box in the tree in the Check Model Parameters dialog. To reduce its
severity from Error to Warning, right-click the check and select Warning . The check icon changes to a warning sign.

Name/Code contains synonyms [if glossary enabled] Names and codes must not contain synonyms of glossary terms.
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of glossary terms

Manual correction: Modify the name or code to contain only glossary terms.
Automatic correction: Replaces synonyms with their associated glossary terms.
To enable the automatic replacement of synonyms with approved glossary terms for a given object type, right-click the check in the
Check Model Parameters dialog, and select Automatic Correction . A small overlay with a red cross appears at the bottom-right of
the check icon.

In addition, the following check is enabled for models and packages to allow administrators to add terms used in object names to the glossary:
Check

Description and Correction

List of missing terms in object
names/codes in package

[if glossary enabled] This special check lists all the terms that are used in the names or codes of all the objects contained in the model
or package.
Manual correction: An administrator with write permission on the glossary can double-click the line for this check in the Result
List to open a merge window in which you can select to add some or all of these missing terms, as appropriate, to the glossary.
Automatic correction: None.

2.4.17 Naming Conventions
You can use naming conventions to specify a case, maximum length, and valid characters for object names and codes, and enforce compliance with an
enterprise glossary. You can also invoke conversion scripts and conversion lists to generate appropriate object codes from names (or names from codes).

To set naming conventions to control the names and codes of all objects, select
Tools
Model Options
set naming conventions for a particular kind of object, select its node under the Naming Convention node.

and click the Naming Convention node. To

These options are available only on the Naming Convention node and apply to all objects:
Option

Description

Enable glossary for
Enables the use of the enterprise glossary in the model. When this option is selected, auto-completion is enabled for object names and
autocompletion and compliance codes using the glossary terms (see The Glossary), and additional checks are made to ensure that all model objects use only
checking
approved glossary terms in their names and codes (see Checking Glossary Compliance).
For information about administering the glossary, see Deploying an Enterprise Glossary.
Synchronize code

Specifies that the code of the object is synchronized with the name of the object by applying the naming conventions specified on the
Code subtab.
This option is enabled by default unless or until you reverse-engineer or import a database, business process, XML or OO code, when
it will be unselected to allow the free editing of object names without affecting the underlying code. You can reselect the option at any
time.
To disable name to code synchronization for an individual object, click to release the = button to the right of the Code field on the
General tab of its property sheet.
When names and codes are not synchronized, you can generate a name from a code or a code from a name by clicking the = button
to the right of field that you want to change.

Enable conversions

Enables the application of the conversion scripts and conversion tables specified on the Name to Code tab when synchronizing
object codes with names (see Name and Code Conversion Scripts).

These options are available on both the Name and Code subtabs of the Naming Convention node (where they apply to all objects) and on each subnode
(where they apply to the selected object):
Option

Description

Naming template

Specifies a naming template to supply the naming conventions for the name or code. A naming template contains the same fields as
on this tab, but in a format that can be reused for other objects (see Creating a Naming Template). Click the ellipsis button to the right of
this field to open the List of Naming Templates, or click the Properties tool to view and edit the selected template.

Maximum length

Specifies the maximum number of characters permitted in a name or code. In a PDM, you can set the maximum here and in the DBMS
definition file. If you specify both, then PowerDesigner applies the stricter constraint. For example, if you set 128 here and the DBMS
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file specifies 30, PowerDesigner applies the 30 character limit.
Character case

Specifies the case to apply to the name or code. You can choose between:
UPPERCASE
lowercase
Mixed CASe
Title Case (Name only)
UpperCamelCase (Code only)
lowerCamelCase (Code only)

Valid characters

Specifies the list of characters permitted in the name or code. Enter character ranges between single quotes, separated by a dash.
Enter individual or multiple characters between double quotes. Separate valid items by a comma. By default, PowerDesigner allows
the following valid characters for codes:
'a'-'z','A'-'Z','0'-'9',"_"

Invalid characters

Specifies the list of characters not permitted in the name or code. By default, PowerDesigner excludes the following characters for
names:
"+-*/\.,!:;"

Default character

Specifies the character that is used to replace any invalid characters that are entered.

Select All valid to the right of this field to permit any character.

Select No accents to the right of this field to remove accents from accented characters.

In this section:
Creating a Naming Template
You can create a naming template to specify naming conventions for names or codes and reuse it for multiple types of objects.
Name and Code Conversion Scripts
Conversion scripts permit more complex transformations, including adding prefixes or suffixes and the use of conversion tables. You specify the script on
the Name to Code or Code to Name tab, depending on which direction you want to perform the conversion.
Conversion Tables
Conversion tables are .csv files containing a list of strings that may appear in object names matched with equivalent (generally shorter) strings with which to
replace them when generating object codes. For example, each instance of the word customer in object names in your model could be converted to cust
in their codes.
.convert_name and .convert_code Macros
These macros convert the object name to its code (or vice versa) and can search for and apply values found in an associated conversion table.
.delete and .replace Macros
These macros delete or replace all instances of the given string in the text input.
.foreach_part Macro
This macro iterates over the parts of a string divided by a delimiter using the special %CurrentPart% local variable.

2.4.17.1 Creating a Naming Template
You can create a naming template to specify naming conventions for names or codes and reuse it for multiple types of objects.

Procedure
1.
2.
3.
4.

Select
Tools
Model Options
and click the Naming Convention node in the Category tree.
Click the Ellipsis button to the right of the Naming Template field to open the List of Naming Templates.
Click the Add a Row button and enter a name for the new naming template.
Click the Properties tool to open the template property sheet, complete all the appropriate properties (see Naming Conventions), and then click OK to
return to the list.
5. Click OK to return to the Model Options page.
Your template is now available for selection in the Naming Template field. Click the Properties tool to the right of this field to modify the selected
template.

2.4.17.2 Name and Code Conversion Scripts
Conversion scripts permit more complex transformations, including adding prefixes or suffixes and the use of conversion tables. You specify the script on the
Name to Code or Code to Name tab, depending on which direction you want to perform the conversion.

Note
To enable the use of your conversion script, you must select Enable name/code conversions in the upper part of the Naming Convention page of the
Model Options dialog.
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The following options are available on each of these tabs:
Option

Description

Conversion script

The default Name to Code conversion script is:
.convert_name(%Name%,"_")
This script takes the value of the Name field (represented by the GTL variable %Name%) and generates a Code by replacing any
nonalphanumeric characters with an underscore. It also calls a conversion table (if one is selected in the Conversion table field) to
perform conversions on specific strings encountered in the name or code.
You can modify the conversion script. For example, to insert the prefix tbl_ before the code of each table, use:
.convert_name(tbl_%Name%,"_")
If the stdnames conversion table is selected then, for a table with the name Customer, PowerDesigner automatically provides a code
tbl_CUST.
You can enter any valid GTL code (including macros such as .foreach_part, .lowercase, .uppercase, .replace, and .delete),
but only the .convert_name and .convert_code macros call a conversion table if one is selected.
For detailed information about GTL, see Customizing and Extending PowerDesigner > Customizing Generation with GTL .

Conversion table

Specifies the conversion table to use to perform conversions on specific strings encountered in the name or code (see Conversion
Tables).
PowerDesigner provides an example conversion table called stdnames.csv. For example, an object name Customer_1 is
transformed into the object code CUST_1 if stdnames is selected.
To use your glossary term names and codes (see The Library) as a conversion table, select glossary terms.

Apply name to code conversion/ Applies the conversion script (and conversion table) when you click OK :
Apply code to name conversion
To synchronized objects - those objects in which the object code is currently synchronized with the name.
to all objects
To all objects - all objects in the model regardless of whether the object code is synchronized with the name.
The option on the Code to Name tab always applies your changes to all objects in the model.

Note
When generating one model from another, you can use name to code conversion to provide appropriate codes for the target model objects (see the
Convert Names into Codes options on the Model Generation Options).

2.4.17.3 Conversion Tables
Conversion tables are .csv files containing a list of strings that may appear in object names matched with equivalent (generally shorter) strings with which to
replace them when generating object codes. For example, each instance of the word customer in object names in your model could be converted to cust in
their codes.

Context
You can add your existing .csv files containing name/code pairs to the conversion table folder and create conversion tables directly within PowerDesigner.

Note
To review the example conversion table provided with PowerDesigner navigate to and open <install_dir> /Resource Files/Conversion
Tables/stdnames.csv.
You can check conversion tables into the repository Library folder to make them available to all users (see Sharing Resource Files via the Library).

Procedure
1. Select

Tools

Resources

Conversion Tables

to open the List of Conversion Tables.
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To review an existing conversion table, select it in the list and click the Properties tool. To change the folder where PowerDesigner looks for conversion
tables to populate the list, click the Path tool.
2. Click the New tool, enter a name and click Save to create the file and open the Conversion Table dialog.
3. Click the Add a Row tool and then enter a name and the code into which you want to convert it:

You can create as many conversion Name-Code pairs as required. The values in these columns are not, by default, case-sensitive, but you can turn on
case-sensitive matching in your conversion script (see .convert_name and .convert_code Macros).

Note
It may be that several different names are converted to the same code. For example, client and customer may both be converted to CUST. If a
table containing these lines were used to convert codes to names, then the first value encountered in the Name column is always used and there is
a risk that multiple objects will be given the same name.
4. Click OK to return to the list of conversion tables, and then click Close to return to your model.
Your conversion table is now available to be selected in the Model Options dialog Naming Convention page (see Naming Conventions).
5. [optional] Check the conversion table into the repository Library/Resources/Conversion Tables folder to make it available to other users (see
Sharing Model, Report, and Project Templates and Conversion Tables via the Library).

.convert_name and .convert_code Macros
These macros convert the object name to its code (or vice versa) and can search for and apply values found in an associated conversion table.
Use the following syntax to convert a name to a code:
.convert_name ( <expression> [," <separator> "," <delimiters> ", <case> , <sensitive> ])
Use the following syntax to convert a code to a name:
.convert_code ( <expression> [," <separator> "," <delimiters> ", <sensitive> ])
The following parameters are available:
Parameter
<expression>

Description
Specifies the text to be converted. For .convert_name, this is generally the %Name% variable and may include a suffix or prefix.
Type: Simple template

<separator>

[optional] Character generated each time a separator declared in <delimiters> is found in the code. For example, "_" (underscore).
Type: Text

<delimiters>

[optional] Specifies the different delimiters likely to exist in the input code or name, and which will be replaced by <separator> . You can
declare several separators, for example "_ " and "-"

<case>

[optional for .convert_name only] Specifies the case into which to convert the code. You can choose between:

Type: Text

firstLowerWord - First word in lowercase, first letters of subsequent words in uppercase
FirstUpperChar - First character of all words in uppercase
lower_case - All words in lowercase and separated by an underscore
UPPER_CASE - All words in uppercase and separated by an underscore
<sensitive>

[optional] Controls case-sensitivity when looking up names to convert via a conversion table. You can choose between:
0 [default] - The first match found in the conversion table, irrespective of the case, is used. The names account, Account, and
ACCOUNT are treated as identical, and the first one encountered in the list is matched.
1 - Matching in the conversion table is case-sensitive and account, Account, and ACCOUNT are treated as three different names.

Examples
In this example, the template is applied to class name Corporate Customer:
.convert_name (cls_%Name%[,,,FirstUpperChar])
Result:
clsCorporateCustomer
In this example, the template is applied to the entity name Current Account, and a conversion table is provided. The macro specifies that case-sensitive matching
should be used:
.convert_name (%Name%[,,,,1])
The conversion table contains the following lines:
account, AC
Account, ACC
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ACCOUNT, ACCT
Result:
CURRENT_ACC
In this example, the template produces a list of column names before and after conversion:
.foreach_item(Columns)
%Name%,
.foreach_part(%Name%)
.convert_name(%CurrentPart%,,,lower_case)
.next()
.next(\n)
Result:
Column 1, column_1
Column 2, column_2
Column 3, column_3

2.4.17.5 .delete and .replace Macros
These macros delete or replace all instances of the given string in the text input.
.delete ( <string> )
<block-input>
.enddelete
.replace ( <string> , <new-string> )
<block-input>
.endreplace
The following parameters are available:
Parameter

Description

<string>

Specifies the string to be deleted.
Type: Text

<new-string>

[.replace only] Specifies the string with which to replace <string> .
Type: Text

<block-input>

Specifies the text to be parsed for instances of the <string> to delete or replace.
Type: Complex template

Examples

Result

.delete(Get)
GetCustomerName
.enddelete

CustomerName

.replace(Get,Set)
GetCustomerName

SetCustomerName

.endreplace
.replace(" ", _)
Customer Name

Customer_Name

Note

.endreplace

Surrounding quotes are optional for strings except whitespace.

2.4.17.6 .foreach_part Macro
This macro iterates over the parts of a string divided by a delimiter using the special %CurrentPart% local variable.
.foreach_part ( <input> [," <delimiter> " [, <head> [, <tail> ]]])
<output>
.next[( <separator> )]
The following parameters are available:
Parameter

Description

<input>

Specifies the text over which to iterate.
Type: Simple template

<delimiter>

Specifies the sub-string that divides the input into parts. You can specify multiple characters including ranges. For example [A-Z]
specifies that any capital letter acts as a delimiter.
By default, the delimiter is set to ' -_,\t' (space, dash, underscore, comma, or tab).

Note
The delimiter must be surrounded by single quotes if it contains a space.
Type: Text
<head>

[optional] Specifies text to be generated before the output, unless there is no output.
Type: Text

<tail>

[optional] Specifies text to be generated after the output, unless there is no output.
Type: Text

<output>

Specifies the text to output for each part in the input.
Type: Complex template

<separator>

[optional] Specifies text to be generated between each part of <output> .
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Type: Text

For example:
Examples
This template is applied to My class:
.foreach_part (%Name%)
%.FU:CurrentPart%
.next
Result:
MyClass
This template is applied to My class:
.foreach_part (%Name%,' -_',tbl_)
%.L:CurrentPart%
.next(_)
Result:
tbl_my_class
This template is applied to MyClass:
.foreach_part (%Name%,[A-Z])
%.L:CurrentPart%
.next(-)
Result:
my-class

2.4.18 Spell Checking
You can spell check your PowerDesigner models if you have MS Word 2000 or higher installed on your machine, and if your system code page is consistent
with the model language. For example, for the spell checker to work properly on a Chinese model, your system code page should be Chinese.

Context
Note
You must enable the Spell Checker add in before use. To do so, select
Tools
General Options , click the Add-Ins category, and select the Spell
Checker add in in the list, then click OK to return to your model. To set preferences, select
Tools
Spell Checking Options
and choose the model
objects properties for which you want to check the spelling. If you select Check sub-objects , then all the child objects of any object you check will also
be checked. You can also specify the dictionary language to use when spell checking.

Procedure
1. Right-click an object or a model node in the Browser and select Spell Check . If an error is found the Spell Checking dialog opens.
2. For each error, you can:
Click Change to accept the suggested replacement word.
Type your own replacement and click Change
Click Change All to apply the change to the entire object or model.
Click Add to add the word to your custom dictionary
A message is displayed to inform you that spell checking is successful.

2.4.19 Extending Objects
PowerDesigner includes powerful tools to extend and customize your modeling objects. Many extensions are defined in the resource files that are provided
with PowerDesigner to support a particular language or DBMS, and you can add your own to add new attributes and attribute lists to objects, create entirely
new objects, and customize object generation.

Note
Many extended attributes are displayed in standard or custom property sheet tabs, but if any are not so assigned, an Extended Attributes tab will be
displayed, listing all the extended attributes in alphabetical order and giving their datatypes, values, and a column, [R]edefined , in which the checkbox is
selected if you have modified the attribute's default value.
For detailed information about working with extensions, see Customizing and Extending PowerDesigner > Extension Files .
In this section:
Adding New Properties to an Object
To quickly add new attributes and collections to an object or to customize its property sheet, use the commands available from the property sheet menu.
Extensions added to an object are immediately available for all other objects of that type in the model.
Customizing the Generation of Files for an Object
In PowerDesigner, you can define a generated file on a selected metaclass (or stereotype or criterion), in this case a file is generated for each instance of
the metaclass existing in your model.

2.4.19.1 Adding New Properties to an Object
To quickly add new attributes and collections to an object or to customize its property sheet, use the commands available from the property sheet menu.
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Extensions added to an object are immediately available for all other objects of that type in the model.
In this section:
Adding a New Attribute to an Object
The PowerDesigner metamodel specifies the attributes available by default for an object (for example, name and comment). To quickly extend the
metamodel and add a new attribute from an object property sheet, click the menu button, and select New Attribute . The new attribute is immediately
available on all objects of this type.
Adding a New Collection to an Object
The PowerDesigner metamodel specifies the collections of related objects available by default for an object (for example table columns or class attributes).
To quickly extend the metamodel and add a new collection from an object property sheet, click the menu button, and select New List of Associated
Objects . The new collection is immediately available on all objects of this type.
Customizing an Object Property Sheet Tab
The PowerDesigner interface includes a standard property sheet for each type of object. To quickly customize a property sheet tab, click the menu button,
and select Customize This Tab . The customized tab is immediately available on all objects of this type.
Managing Extensions
To review your object extensions in the Resource Editor, select Manage Object Extensions from the property sheet menu.

2.4.19.1.1 Adding a New Attribute to an Object
The PowerDesigner metamodel specifies the attributes available by default for an object (for example, name and comment). To quickly extend the metamodel
and add a new attribute from an object property sheet, click the menu button, and select New Attribute . The new attribute is immediately available on all
objects of this type.

Context
Note
The definition of the new attribute is stored in a PowerDesigner extension file. For detailed information about working with these files, see Customizing and
Extending PowerDesigner > Extension Files .

Procedure
1. Open the property sheet of the object you want to extend, click the menu button, and select New Attribute to open the New Attribute dialog:

2. Enter a Name and Datatype for the new attribute and complete any other appropriate fields.
3. [optional] Click Next to specify the property sheet tab on which you want the attribute to appear. If you choose to create a new property sheet tab, you
must enter a tab label to display.
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By default, the attribute is inserted on the tab from which you launched the New Attribute dialog, if the tab is editable.
4. [optional] If you want to view the new attribute in the PowerDesigner Resource Editor, select the Open Resource Editor on Finish checkbox.
For information about working with the Resource Editor, see Customizing and Extending PowerDesigner > PowerDesigner Resource Files
5. Click Finish to close the dialog and create the new attribute.
The attribute appears on the specified property sheet tab:

2.4.19.1.2 Adding a New Collection to an Object
The PowerDesigner metamodel specifies the collections of related objects available by default for an object (for example table columns or class attributes). To
quickly extend the metamodel and add a new collection from an object property sheet, click the menu button, and select New List of Associated Objects .
The new collection is immediately available on all objects of this type.

Context
Note
The definition of the new collection is stored in a PowerDesigner extension file. For detailed information about working with these files, see Customizing
and Extending PowerDesigner > Extension Files .

Procedure
1. Open the property sheet of the object you want to extend, click the menu button, and select New List of Associated Objects .
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2. Enter a Name for your list. This name is used as the name of the property sheet tab on which the list appears.
3. Select the type of associated object that you want your list to display. You can choose from any of the object types available in your model.
4. [optional] To limit the objects of the selected type that your object can be associated with, specify a stereotype that objects must bear in order to appear
in the list.
5. [optional] If you want to view the new collection in the PowerDesigner Resource Editor, select the Open Resource Editor on OK checkbox.
For information about working with the Resource Editor, see Customizing and Extending PowerDesigner > PowerDesigner Resource Files
6. Click OK to exit the dialog and create the new list.
The list appears as a new tab in your property sheet, containing tools that let you associate existing and new objects of the specified type with your
object:

2.4.19.1.3 Customizing an Object Property Sheet Tab
The PowerDesigner interface includes a standard property sheet for each type of object. To quickly customize a property sheet tab, click the menu button, and
select Customize This Tab . The customized tab is immediately available on all objects of this type.

Context
Note
The definition of the customized tab is stored in a PowerDesigner extension file. For detailed information about working with these files, see Customizing
and Extending PowerDesigner > Extension Files .

Procedure
1. Open the property sheet of the object whose property sheet you want to customize, select the tab to change, click the menu button, and select
Customize this Tab .
2. [optional] Modify the Name that will be displayed as the tab name.
3. Use the Add Attribute and Add Collection tools in the Form tab toolbar to add new properties to your form. You can reorder controls in the form control
tree by dragging and dropping them.
For detailed information about these and other form tools and properties click the Help button, or see Customizing and Extending PowerDesigner >
Extension Files > Forms (Profile) .
4. Click OK to close the dialog and return to the modified property sheet.

2.4.19.1.4 Managing Extensions
To review your object extensions in the Resource Editor, select Manage Object Extensions from the property sheet menu.

Context
You can create basic new properties and lists using the wizards available from the property sheet menu. To perform more advanced editing of extensions, you
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must open the appropriate extension.

Procedure
1. Open the property sheet of the object, click the menu button, and select Manage Object Extensions .

2. Select the Extension file that you want to open from the list of files attached to the model, or select <New> to create a new embedded extension file.
3. [optional] Select the checkbox to set the chosen extension file as the default. The default extension file is used to contain the extensions created from
the property sheet menu
4. Click OK to open the chosen extension in the Resource Editor.
For detailed information about editing these files, see Customizing and Extending PowerDesigner > Extension Files .

2.4.19.2 Customizing the Generation of Files for an Object
In PowerDesigner, you can define a generated file on a selected metaclass (or stereotype or criterion), in this case a file is generated for each instance of the
metaclass existing in your model.
The generated files mechanism is defined in Customizing and Extending PowerDesigner > Extension Files > Generated Files (Profile) .
You can modify the default generation of files using artifacts. Artifacts are used to generate files only for selected instances of a metaclass in order to:
Design a source file that includes the code of several objects in a single file.
Generate only for selected instances of a metaclass.
Customize the generated file name and path.

C# and VB .NET Reverse Engineering Use Case
Artifacts are visible in the C# and VB .NET object languages. This is to support round-trip engineering for these languages: when you reverse engineer C# or
VB .NET code, each source file in the source code becomes an artifact in PowerDesigner. The artifact allows you to re-generate the same collection of objects
while preserving file structure.
In this section:
Using Artifacts in a Model
To be able to use an artifact in a model, you have to declare it in a resource file attached to your model. You must create a template called
"DefaultTemplate" under an artifact stereotype or criterion bearing the name of the corresponding file type to generate.
Defining an Artifact
Artifacts can replace the standard generation of files; by default, an artifact generates the same code as the generated file but only for selected instances of
a metaclass.
Managing Artifacts
Artifacts appear in the Artifact category of the Browser. You can perform the following actions to customize an artifact. You can drag and drop authorized
objects from the diagram or the Browser onto an artifact in order to add the code of this instance to the artifact.
Generated Files Tab
In the Generation dialog box, the Generated Files tab displays a checkbox tree with generated files (with a dimmed icon) and artifacts. You can select or
deselect the files you want to generate.

2.4.19.2.1 Using Artifacts in a Model
To be able to use an artifact in a model, you have to declare it in a resource file attached to your model. You must create a template called "DefaultTemplate"
under an artifact stereotype or criterion bearing the name of the corresponding file type to generate.
In the C# resource file, if you expand the Artifact folder, you can see that the stereotype "Source" and the template "DefaultTemplate" are defined by default.
This means that when you create a new artifact and assign the Source stereotype, this artifact inherits the default template defined below:
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Example
You define the following artifact criterion in an extension:

This criterion verifies that the last 4 characters of the artifact name are .TXT. You also need to create the default template in order to define the content of the
generated file. In this example, DefaultTemplate is defined as follows:
This is a text file.
.foreach_item(ProductionObjects)
%ShortDescription%
.next(\n)
You can now create artifacts in the model using the
New
Artifact
command in the model contextual menu. If you create an artifact with the .TXT
extension and select the correct target in the Template tab of the artifact property sheet, the default template is automatically assigned to this artifact. This
means that the short description of each instance of object associated with the current artifact will be written in the generated file:
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You can now define instances of objects you want to include in the file generated from the current artifact:

2.4.19.2.2 Defining an Artifact
Artifacts can replace the standard generation of files; by default, an artifact generates the same code as the generated file but only for selected instances of a
metaclass.

Context
An artifact has the following properties:
Property

Description

Name

Name of the artifact.

Comment

Descriptive comment for the artifact.

Stereotype

Sub-classification used to extend the semantics of an object without changing its structure; it can be predefined or user-defined.

Encoding

Allows you to modify the default file encoding of the files to reverse engineer.

An artifact definition also includes the following properties:
Property

Description

Template

Template used to generate the content of the generated file.

Objects

List of objects associated with the current artifact.

Prerequisites

List of artifacts that must be generated before the current artifact.

Preview

Allows to visualize the generated code of the artifact.

Procedure
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1. Double-click the symbol of an object with generated files, for example a class in C# language.
2. Click the Generated Files tab.
The Target column displays the resource file where the generated file is defined and the File Type column displays the type of the generated file.
Each row in the list corresponds to a generated file type available for the current instance of a metaclass, you can customize the generation of this file
using an artifact.
3. Click the Create tool in the Artifact(s) column to add an artifact. This artifact will replace the standard file generation for the current object.

4. Click Apply and click the Properties tool to define artifact properties.
5. Click OK in both property sheets.

2.4.19.2.3 Managing Artifacts
Artifacts appear in the Artifact category of the Browser. You can perform the following actions to customize an artifact. You can drag and drop authorized
objects from the diagram or the Browser onto an artifact in order to add the code of this instance to the artifact.
You can use folders to create an artifact hierarchy for generation by right-clicking the Artifact category or a sub-folder and selecting
. You can create as many folder levels as necessary and create or place artifacts at any level.

New

Artifact Folder

2.4.19.2.4 Generated Files Tab
In the Generation dialog box, the Generated Files tab displays a checkbox tree with generated files (with a dimmed icon) and artifacts. You can select or
deselect the files you want to generate.

You can modify generation options from this dialog box, and you can also check artifact generation completeness: if an exclamation mark is displayed on the
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artifact icon it means that one or several prerequisite artifacts are missing.
If you click the Enforce Dependencies tool in the upper part of the dialog box, the artifacts that are prerequisites of other artifacts are automatically selected in
the tree view in order to properly generate artifacts.

Generate from an Artifact Folder
If you click the Generate command in the artifact folder contextual menu, a Generation dialog box is displayed to let you manage the generation of a given
artifact folder. This dialog box also displays a checkbox tree with children artifacts of the selected artifact folder.

You can enforce dependencies in the Generation dialog box to make sure all prerequisites are selected for generation.

2.4.20 Applying Transformations to Objects
Transformations are used to perform generic modifications to your model objects. You can apply transformations to your model as a sort of design pattern.
You can design a pattern using the transformation feature and play it in your model in order to modify objects. For example, in an OOM, you could use a
transformation to convert all analysis classes with the <<control>> stereotype into components in order to add an implementation layer to your model.

Context
In order to apply transformations, you must have either defined transformation profiles in your model's language definition file (for PDM, OOM, BPM, or XSM)
or in an extension file (see Customizing and Extending PowerDesigner > Extension Files > Transformations (Profile) ).

Note
Pre- and post-generation transformations can be applied during model-to-model generation (see Applying Pre- and Post- Generation Transformations). You
can only invoke post-generation transformations outside of a generation.

Procedure
1. Select
Tools
Apply Transformations .
2. Select the profiles and transformations to be applied. If you deselect a profile, none of its transformations will be executed. You can drag and drop
profiles to modify the order of execution of transformations.
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3. [optional] Click the Selection tab and deselect any objects that you want to exclude from the transformation.
4. Click OK to apply the transformations.
The object tree of the model is traversed from the model object down and, for each type of object for which one or more post-generation transformation
profiles is defined, each profile is applied in the order in which they appear on the tab, with each transformation being applied in the order in which they
are defined in the profile.

2.4.21 Exporting Objects to Troux Semantics
The Troux Upload extension files provide a framework for mapping PowerDesigner metadata to Troux Semantics domains. An extension file with the export
mechanism is provided for each type of PowerDesigner model along with instructions for how you can define mappings to export your model objects in the
Troux Upload XML format. Example mappings are provided to map certain EAM objects to the Troux Application and Software domains
The extension files (along with developer and user documentation) are installed at <install_dir> \Resource Files\Extended Model
Definitions\Troux, and should be copied into the parent Extended Model Definitions directory in order to be developed and used.

2.5 Diagrams, Matrices, and Symbols
Most PowerDesigner models contain diagrams, in which your model objects are represented by symbols. You can add a dependency matrix to any model to
show relationships between objects.
In this section:
Diagrams
A diagram is a graphical view of a model or a package. All models and packages have at least one diagram, and you can add additional diagrams as
necessary. Objects can appear in multiple diagrams, and their symbols can show different kinds of information in each diagram.
Dependency Matrices
You can create dependency matrices to review and create links between any kind of objects. You can create an individual matrix from the Browser or define
a matrix in a resource file for reuse.
Symbols
PowerDesigner gives you wide control over the formatting and arrangement of your object symbols.
Display Preferences
Display preferences control the format of the symbols in your diagrams and the information displayed on them. You can control the default display
preferences for all objects, or set preferences for all, selected, or new objects in the current diagram.
Importing and Exporting Model Graphics
You can import graphics to and export graphics from your PowerDesigner models.

2.5.1 Diagrams
A diagram is a graphical view of a model or a package. All models and packages have at least one diagram, and you can add additional diagrams as
necessary. Objects can appear in multiple diagrams, and their symbols can show different kinds of information in each diagram.
For example, in a Publishing model, different diagrams could define the different activities involved in this industry: the printing diagram, the sales diagram, the
accounting diagram, the book selection committee diagram.
When you save the model you also save all the diagrams it contains. You cannot save a diagram separately.

Note
In requirements models (see Requirements Modeling ), there are no diagrams, but rather views.

In this section:
Creating a Diagram or a Diagram from a Selection
By default, any model or package opens with a default diagram. You can create as many diagrams as you want in a model or in a package. You can also
select two or more symbols in an existing diagram and create a new diagram from your selection.
Diagram Properties
You can modify an object's properties from its property sheet. To open a diagram property sheet, right-click its Browser entry and select Properties from the
contextual menu, or right click the diagram background and select
Diagram
Properties
from the contextual menu.
Opening and Viewing Diagrams
You can open a diagram from the Browser or from the View menu, and move between open diagrams using the tabs above the canvas or by pressing Ctrl +
Tab or Ctrl + Shift + Tab.
Finding an Object Symbol in the Diagram
You can locate any object with a symbol in a diagram or among several diagrams using Find in Diagram (or, for an RQM, Find in Document View). Objects
without graphical symbol such as domains cannot be found in the diagram.
Specifying Diagrams as Related Diagrams
You can use related diagrams to further define the behavior and implementation of objects and to view them from different angles and in terms of semantic
relationships. You can associate any type of diagram open in the workspace with an object, including diagrams from other packages or models.
Deleting a Diagram
When you delete a diagram, you delete a view of a model or a package. This action does not affect the objects in the model or package.
Printing Diagrams
You can print the currently selected diagram at any time. You can print the whole diagram, a selection of pages, or a selection of objects.
Converting a Diagram to a Package
PowerDesigner lets you convert a diagram to a package. You can move all the objects in the diagram to the new package or specify only certain objects.
Other objects will stay in their original package and be represented via shortcuts in the new package.
Moving a Diagram to a Package
In some cases, you may want to move a diagram and some or all of the objects it contains into another package or composite object, such as a process or
activity.
Moving Entities Between Packages in a CDM
In a CDM, when moving entities containing data items from one package to another, different rules apply depending on where the data items are used.
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2.5.1.1 Creating a Diagram or a Diagram from a Selection
By default, any model or package opens with a default diagram. You can create as many diagrams as you want in a model or in a package. You can also
select two or more symbols in an existing diagram and create a new diagram from your selection.

Context
You can create a diagram in any of the following ways:
Select
View
Diagram
New Diagram
<Diagam type>
. If you have previously selected any object symbols, then the selected symbols
will be copied into the new diagram. Alternatively, if you have selected two or more symbols in a diagram, you can right-click a selected symbol and
choose Create Diagram from Selection .

Note
Since PowerDesigner objects can appear in multiple diagrams, the selected objects are not duplicated in the Browser, but they are now present in
both the original and the new diagram.
Right-click the background of your diagram and select
Right-click the model node in the Browser and select

Diagram
New Diagram
New
<Diagram type>

<Diagram type>

.

.

In each case you will be invited to specify a name, code, and optional comment for the new diagram.

2.5.1.2 Diagram Properties
You can modify an object's properties from its property sheet. To open a diagram property sheet, right-click its Browser entry and select Properties from the
contextual menu, or right click the diagram background and select
Diagram
Properties
from the contextual menu.
The General tab contains the following properties:
Property

Description

Name

Specifies the name of the item which should be clear and meaningful, and should convey the item's purpose to non-technical users

Code

Specifies the technical name of the item used for generating code or scripts, which may be abbreviated, and should not generally include
spaces

Comment

Additional information concerning the diagram

Parent

Specifies the name of the parent model or package

Stereotype

Specifies a stereotype for the diagram. For example, a statechart diagram can serve to model page flows in JSF and other web frameworks.
You can use a profile to provide special processing for diagrams and other objects carrying stereotypes. For more information, see
Customizing and Extending PowerDesigner > Extension Files .

Page scale

Sets a default display for page scale. The page scale percentage lets you define a page size according to your modeling needs. If you have a
lot of objects on several pages, you can reduce the page scale percentage in order for all the objects to fit on a single printable page

Default Diagram

Diagram by default. This check box is automatically selected if the diagram is the first created diagram
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